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l. Concepts 
1.1. Limits on the concept of time 
A) Time and eternity 
Time is one of the commonalities among ali human beings 1; all of us 
have a twenty-four hour <lay, a seven-day week, a twelve-month year, but 
in reality: how much time do we really have? 
It is not easy to define time and the Augustinian perplexity: «What then 
is time?» is valid. «lf no one asks me, 1 know, if 1 want to explain it to a 
questioner, 1 do not know» 2• The usual notion of time refers to the «dura-
tion ofthings subject to change» orto «part ofthis duration» 3• Duration 
is the continued existence of a thing that remains in its identity; it is the 
presence in its identity. This permanence can adopt various forms, of 
which we underline two: permanence in a being that experiments no kind 
of change, eternity; permanence in a being subject to ali kind of change, 
substantial and accidental, time. Eternity is an immutable permanence; 
time, the duration of a changeable being. Eternity is not «something 
quantitative, although it might seem to be immensely lengthy, but some-
thing qualitatively distinct, free and unconditional» ". 
1 «Everything, Lucilio, is outside us; only time is ours». SÉNECA, letters to lu-
ci/io, 1.3. 
2 «What then is time? Jfno one asks me, 1 know; ifl want to explain it to a ques-
tioner, 1 do not know. But at any rate this much 1 dare affirm 1 know: that if 
nothing passed there would be no past time; if nothing were approaching, there 
would be no future time; if nothing were, there would be no present time». 
SAINT AUGUSTINE, Confessions. XI, XIV, translated by F.J. Sheed. Sheed & 
Ward Ltd, London, 1945, p. 217. 
3 REAL ACADEMIA ESPAÑOLA, Diccionario de la lengua Espaíio/a, 21 11 edición, 
Madrid, 1992. 
4 Guardini, Romano ( 1997), p. 94. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
Time considered as a measure of duration refers to a before and an after; 
understood as a result of measurement, it takes into account the past, the 
present and the future 5• This is why one can distinguish between subjec-
tive time, the personal experience ofa person's passing through life or the 
course oftime, and objective time referred to the perception of the past, 
the present and the future 6• Objective time can be considered from vari-
ous perspectives that have descriptions adequate to the measurement ob-
ject, e.g. earthly, biological, mechanical, atomic, infonnative, etc. 
The human being is a protagonist of time 7, but as what? An owner? A 
proprietor? There is only one owner, the Eternal Being, God, a truth that 
in sorne way was prefigured in Platonic thought 8 • Forman, time is limit-
ed, irreversible, unchangeable, unalterable. Man ignores what total time 
he has in life, though he knows that it is limited, and that there is no going 
back. There is no returning to the past, and however high the price of-
fered, time is not for sale; it is impossible to lengthen it or shorten it . 
Man is a temporal being", who lives in time, not with a proprietor's title 
but with that of an owner's. He may use time, enjoy it, make good use of 
it, waste it, never recover it. Man spends time and when he uses it well, he 
makes an investment for eternity. 
Only as a metaphor can it be affinned that man «produces» time, in 
so far as he molds it and fills it with work to produce assets or provide 
services. The effective transcendental conception oftime responds to the 
free exercise of man's work that manages to superate its proper temporal-
5 SAN AGUSTÍN, ob. cit., en (2), XI, 20, 26, pp. 485-486. 
6 Cfr., among others, Vickers, Douglas ( 1994 ), p. 6. 
7 «Si non esset anima, non esset tempus», reads a medieval expression rootcd in 
Aristotelian thought. 
8 <ffhe days and the nights, the months and the years did not exist before, and 
god made them appear, introducing arder in the sky. Thesc are parts of time, 
andas time flees, the future and the pastare forms that in our ignorancc we im-
properly apply to the eternal being. About him we say: he has been, he is, he 
will be; when in truth, one can only say, he is». PLATO, Dia/ogos. Timeo, 
E.D.A.F., Madrid, 1965, p. 870. 
9 Polo, Leonardo (1993), p. 109. 
ity, because to work a great deal and well is meaningful if one has eterni-
ty in sight 111• 
Being in possession of time not only entails its use and enjoyment, but 
also its external conditionings, consequences ofthe free exercise of free-
dom. Wealth and scarcity of time are related to a personal critical stan-
dard, the capacity to accept or reject information offers; in conclusion, to 
exercise responsibility. A consequence of this conditioning is the paradox 
of time, inexplicable to many fellowmen: it increases lifetime and re-
duces worktime, but a person has a sensation of lacking time 11 • There is 
time anxiety, perhaps because of wanting to detain it instead oftrying to 
ride along with it. 
B) Contents and time 
The information marketplace is the physical site or the social environment 
that channels, promotes and carries out offers and demands of information 
products or services 12• Advances in information and communication tech-
nology widen this market, which comprises from a household ora certain 
social group to the most varied areas of taste and personal dedication 
(sports, hobbies, professional specializations, etc.) Technological innova-
tions provide easy access to more information in less time. However, it is 
not so important to reach more people in a shorter period of time than to 
satisfy their informative needs in an adequate way. The key to the offer/de-
mand relationship lies in the contents of information products and servic-
1 O On the various interpretations of time in the history of economic activity, vid. 
Elchardus, M. ( l 99 l ), pp. 7 l & ss. 
11 « ... thcrc increasingly exists signs of a "paradox oftime": in so far as the indi-
viduals have more time available, live longer and work less, there exists an in-
creasing impression ofthe pressure oftime and its shortage». 
The new information and communication technologies, certainly significantly 
contribute to this paradox of time. Both in work as well as in leisure, in pro-
duction or in consumption, the traditional models of time utilization are being 
questioncd; this poses fundamental challenges for thc society, thc economic 
activity and the individuals. CE ( 1997), p. 46. 
12 Nieto, Alfonso; Iglesias, Francisco ( 1993 ), p. 222. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
es; that is why the informative market is currently thought of as a market 
of contents which tries to satisfy the needs of a specific public 13• 
Consuming information products means consuming time, an asset of an 
intangible, immaterial nature, though materializable because of its quan-
titative measurement and its qualitative valuation. Offers and demands of 
time find places in the information marketplace. Time commands the in-
formative media environment and not vice versa. 
Consuming time efficiently is a way ofworking, hence the labour market 
is a time market. The marketplace ofthe time dedicated to information is 
created by the activity of offering and consuming time on information 
products and services. 
Time is an object of offer and demand on the information marketplace. 
lt is related with the more or less intense behaviour of the persons who 
participate in this marketplace, and their degree of productivty. Using 
time to acquire information (e.g. reading a magazine, or watching a tele-
vision programme) may be an intelligent task if the person's leisure is 
the objective. An intel1igent person 's leisure is a way of making the use 
oftime rentable. A person who kills time does not value it; he is wasting 
something that is unique, unrepeatable and irrecoverable, though his ac-
tion may be a consequence of ignorance or a conscious m isuse of free-
dom. 
One of time's functions on the information marketplace is to makc possi-
ble the passage from ignorance to knowledge. Vickers underlines the 
close relationship that exists between time and knowledge, which condi-
tions future knowledge beforehand. Ifthis was known, it would not be fu-
ture knowledge; it would be something known now. Knowledge and in-
formation are acquired and Jost within a space of time. 
Providing a service quickly enhances its quality, and is a success factor 1 ~. 
Quick service on the information marketplace means making good use of 
13 Nieto, Alfonso ( l 996b ), p. 196. 
14 Vickers, Douglas (1994), p. 9. 
15 Cherubini, Sergio (1996), p. 63. 
time, as what happens in the twenty seconds of a television advertising 
spot that tries to make an efficient offer. 
1.2. Information time 
A) Towards a concept 
Information on data, events, judgements, opinions and ideas may lead to 
a person acquiring knowledge, but this does not mean that this informa-
tion is necessarily a source ofknowledge 16• Our present society is charac-
terized by the great amount of information that exists, and which -to a 
good measure- is the cause of the constant lowering of the costs of data 
and news transmission and storage, etc. 17• However, the facility to be in-
formed does not always mean that the person has a greater volume of 
knowledge. 
Time and information have, in their origins, a common note ofbeing in-
tangible, immaterial realities. This coincidence has advantages and disad-
vantages when trying to use a concept that combines both terms. The idea 
of information time suggests immaterialness. With regard to what is time, 
this lasts or runs out while the person 's intelligence obtains information. 
lnformation is framed in a temporal process that begins with the materi-
alization of an idea, data, news, entertainment given in the media (press, 
radio, television, digits ). Once materialized, the initial product needs time 
to multiply and enter the channcls of circulation, in the process phase that 
is described as industrialization. This product is also submitted to a tem-
porary phase of commercialization (distribution, sale, etc.) which may be 
similar to previous phases, although it may consume a different time. 
Time is present in every process of information 1R, and in the elements 
that participate in this process 1·i. Each of these stages consumes and 
16 CE (1997), pp. 17-18. 
17 /bid., p. 17. 
18 Cousido, Pilar ( l 989a), p. 686. 
19 Nieto, Alfonso (l996b), pp. 201 & ss. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
needs time. Subjects ofthe information relationship (informer, mediator, 
user) who need an adequate time participate in this process. 
Time has an incidence in the shaping, structure and activity of media in-
dustries, e.g. the structure of a press company that publishes a daily 
newspaper differs from that of a television company, among other rea-
sons because ofthe different implications that time has on the elaboration 
and distribution oftheir respective products. Time acquires special legal 
and economic meaning in media industries. lt is a motor of change in 
messages and their witness, and is present in a11 communications media 20• 
Time is an information object in as far as it serves as a measure to deter-
mine the nature of a piece of news, or of a datum, e.g. trave11ing sched-
u1es, the opening hours of shops, weather forecasts, etc. 
The transfer of the previous ideas to the media environment a11ows to 
typify time as time devoted to information, and to give a concept of it. 
The total or partial duration of a product or service, whatever its contents 
and nature, is information that needs to be produced, distributed or con-
sumed on the information marketplace. 
~ B) Sorne manifestations 
The previous concept allows us to advance in the ana1ysis ofthe principal 
manifestations oftime dedicated to information. The study is intentiona1-
ly global and generic, with an application to markets that respect free en-
terprise. Six manifestations oftime dedicated to information will be ana-
Iyzed: a) it's market position; b) peop1e's participation; e) consumption; 
d) permanence; e) cost; f) coverage. 
a) Position. With regard to its nature or position on the market, it is possi-
ble to consider time dedicated to information as a dynamic reality or a 
static reality. Dynamic consideration admits a difference in real time and 
historica/ time. 
Real time is the immediateness, from the emission of a message to its re-
ception, from the making of an offer and its corresponding perception by 
1 20 Cousido Pilar(l989b), pp. 139-140. 
a rea] or potentia1 customer. In services, the speed in an offer/demand has 
growing economic meaning which provokes a race to reach maximum re-
sponse speed, e.g. Reuters, the information agency sets its real time in six 
seconds or less 21 ; historical time is that which superates six seconds. 
In general, historical time is spent in thinking and in considering deci-
sion-making information. lt is the time used in choosing between various 
options 22, in contemp1ating the unknown future with a weight of subjec-
tivity23, because of the risk of interpreting or eva1uating information be-
fore deciding. 
The static consideration of time dedicated to information leads, first to 
emphasize the role of a key element on the information market: igno-
rance. The usual way of emerging from ignorance is through information 
which leads to knowledge. The ignorant person is a potential offerer of 
time to come out of such a situation. The information market moves 
among constant offers of ignorance and time, without which the market 
wou1d disappear. Peop1e 1ook for information on what they are ignorant 
about. That is why the information marketplace is especially open to «ig-
norant» people with time. Naturally, there are various levels of ignorance 
and oftime availability. 
In many cases ignorance is superated by dedicating time to acquiring in-
formation, and this may culminate in knowledge. On other occasions 
there is not enough time, and attempts are made to condense and acceler-
ate it, with negative results that do not superate the state of ignorance. 
Speed does not allow the ignorant person who lacks information and 
knowledge to dispose of time to superate this siutation. But there is some-
thing yet more deplorable, -to ignore the fact that on1y by spending time 
a person can superate his ignorance-. 
lgnorance may be motivated or provoked by a fast and intense accumula-
tion of information that tries to reduce the time of response, e.g. the accu-
21 CE (1997), p. 46. 
22 Vickers, Douglas (1994), pp. 194-195. 
23 O'Driscoll, Jr.; Gerald, P. (1996), p. 2. 
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mulation of offers that does not g ive enough tim e to interpret the ir mean-
ing, and leaves a datum hanging in a person's mind («33% free», «25% 
reduction», a «three for the price of2 offer», etc.), o r postponements that 
seem to appease the consequences of the decision takcn ( «buy now and 
pay in 24 month 's time»). Living under the pressure of real time means 
running the risk of undergoing unsuspected changes, w ithout know ing 
how to emerge from ignorance 1J. 
b) Participation. lf we pay attention to individual's participation on the 
information marketplace, time dedicated to information may be ma n i fest-
ed as personal time, andas virtual time. In the firs t case, time is used up 
in man's day to day living, with his direct pro tagon ism . Vi rtua l part ie ipa-
tion can create apparent reality, where the g reat possibilities of ir reali ty 
offered by information and communication technologies frequently trans-
form information time for dialogue into time for mono logue. In this case 
information time gains in speed but may lose efficiency, i.e. efficacy is 
achieved in the way of speed but by depersonali zing the relat ionsh ip, it 
does not achieve the full effect ofth e in fo rmation ac ti on. That is why the 
user of virtual information time is, at times, as act ive and quick as the 
message he receives, and justas ignorant of its meaning. 
With refcrence to service markets, rea l time conversat ion~ ~ usua lly fi rs t 
attends the making of the offer and secondly, the necessities of the caller. 
lt frequently shortens the time needed to decide, and is more inte rested in 
the product or service brand than in the caller. Rea l time conversation 
may give the call er a sense of proximity, when in reality it distances the 
person and in sorne way shares decision-taking, e.g. the di fference be-
tween information time destined to carefull y read a special ized in fo rma-
tion magazine, and the time dedicated to zappi ng between fifty televis ion 
channels. 
e) Consumption. ln formation t ime is the total amount of time used to 
look for or consume information. Thc protagonist o f thi s time is the per-
son who reads about, listens to, or vicws, information products o r servic-
r 24 !bid .• p. 4. 
25 McKcnna, Rcgis ( 1995), p. 91. 
es. The principal interest for businessmen and advertisers is very often 
the tota] time accumulated by al1 the people who have read, listened to or 
seen their product, i.e. the audience, or the total number of times the 
product has managed to draw attention at sorne specific time. 
Time accumulation is carried out at specific moments. In television the 
highest tota] of time receives the term of prime time, leaving the generic 
term of ordinary or day time for the rest of the time. However, this second 
term has temporal subcJassifications because of the hour times and the 
audiences, with the corresponding effect in advertising rates. In sorne 
way this difference also manifests itself in other media: e.g. the moming 
and evening press. 
lt is possible to give a qualitative meaning to time accumulation. The 
minutes of information time destined to television has a different value 
not only with regard to «how many» people watch it, but also to «who» 
watches. Hence, the distinction between prime time and day time has rel-
ative value. 
Differences in age, sex, marital status, education Jevels, etc. contribute in 
shaping products and services that manifest themselves in the informa-
tion times that cover contents of a personal nature, adequate to these cir-
cumstances, materializing in specialized press, programmes for different 
audiences, etc. 
d) Permanence. The longer or shorter permanence of an asset or service 
on the market is usual1y rated according to the common division of long or 
short term. The difference is marked by the length of a normal year, being 
short term if the length is that of ayear or less, and long term when it is 
more. This qualification can also be applied to information time, accord-
ing to whether the continued offcr oftime and its demand by an editor or 
advertiser superates a year. From the perspective of information time dcs-
tined to advertising, the campaign does not always have a relationship 
with these time limits as the campaign may cover a period of more than 
six months or less, and may comprise periods that are longer than a year. 
Thc nature of the product or service and its consumption can contribute 
to qualifying it because of its durability on the market, and according to 
whcther it is offast or slow consumption. The temporal condition ofthe 
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TH E CASE OF SPAIN 
product effects the planning of offers on thc advertising market; fast con-
sumption speeds the offer that is being realizcd in the midst of in form a-
tion time. Temporality affects the very offer as per its duration on the 
market and is submitted to thc free decision of the pcrson who puts thc 
product on the market and marks exceptiona l time situations s uch as es-
pecial offers, sales or bargain sales. 
There are information times that have shaped pe riods and bccomc land-
marks in thc history of mankind. In the history of ideas, 7 B.C. has lcft a 
permanent mark, while fo r thc Christian world, I A.D. is thc c ulmina tion 
ofman's history. The contents of information can a lso iníluc ncc a pcriod 
and !cave a mark on the history ofthe infomrntion markctplacc, with spc-
cific manifestations that may be replacemcnts, rcprints, etc. ofproducts 
that have managed to remain in the memory of in fonnation time . 
e) Costs. Time dedicated to information is the measure that contributcs to 
calculate the cost ofa productor service on the info rmation markctplacc. 
Production, distribution and exhibition costs take into account thc time 
employed in each ofthcse tasks. In adve1tisi ng, time has an in íluence on 
the determination of costs and the Jevels of thc market sharc. Time also 
indicates other acti vities and shapes specific typcs of time, rcílcctcd in 
expressions such as <<air time» - open to advcrtisi ng inserti ons on radio 
and television-, «broadcasting time», «dead time», cte. 
f) Coverage. Information time may refer to diffcrent gcographical inílu-
ences, and cover various information marketplaces: worlcl, multinatio na l, 
national, regional , local, and suburban. Geographical covcragc o f time w ith 
information has an incidencc on advcrtising activity, bccause onc can gct to 
know the product's acceptance rate which could repercute in its economic 
valuation. Coverage also has a projcction on non-advcrtisi ng information 
contcnts and cnables the analysis of acceptance leve Is at various tim es. 
C) Principal characteristics 
Three things characterize thc man ifestations of time dcdicatcd to infor-
mation: a) Universali ty and the wealth of information b) Growing valua-
tion asan immaterial assct. c) Chronofagia. 
a) Universality and wea/th of information. The number of people who 
have the time to receive and consume information or entertainment pro-
grammes is growing considerably. This is a universal reality which affects 
fellow citizens of different races, ages, beliefs, cultures, education Ievels. 
What Etzioni indicated, in relation to time in general, can be applied to 
this reality: its social importance grows and its economic value decreas-
es; just as what happens with other factors that participate in human rela-
tionships, time is under the influence of moral judgements or considera-
tions26. 
Universalization leads to a wealth of information, and vice versa. There is 
a great deal of information time offered, and a demand of time by the 
firms who wish to place information products on the market. This univer-
salized wealth of information Ieads to considering time as a qualified el-
ement, which with its speed contributes to the transit from marketp/ace to 
marketspace 2'. Among the causes of the universalization and wealth of 
information, one can highlight the innovating contribution of informative 
and communication technologies that enable information to be reutilized 
at various moments by successive users, facilitates the use ofthe same in-
formation by various persons at the same time and in different sites. 
However, experience shows that from the problem of information scarci-
ty, we have gone to the problem of a wealth of information which impos-
es forms of time management that are increasingly more complex 2K. 
An abundance of time does not always correspond with a wealth of good 
quality information contents to fil] it. Thc relationship between time/con-
tent quality runs through complex channels that do not allow for global 
valuations. In the information marketplace this relation should first be 
observed, from the double concept oftime: occupational and non-occupa-
tional. For someone who participates in the elaboration of a sports news 
magazine, the time dedicated to this task is occupational time character-
ized by contractual relations with the publishers, while for someone con-
26 Etzione, Armitai ( 1991 ), p. 22. 
27 Forthis double concept ofthe market, vid. Rayport, J.F.; Sviokla, J.J. (1995), 
p. 75. 
28 CE (1997), pp. 18-19. 
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ALFONSO 1 TIME ANO THE INFORMATION 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
suming this product, reading time generally has a non-occupational con-
dition; it is leisure time. 
The complexity ofthe use oftime on certain occasions rises from the dis-
tance between production and consumption which makes the offer/de-
mand encounter difficult, such as in the case of the distribution problems 
of the daily press. This distance or separation tends to reduce itself in 
time thanks to direct or on /ine communication: this may provoke numer-
ous offers which instead of saving time may result in a greater consump-
tion ofit 2", because making a choice increasingly occupies more time. 
b) Eva/uation asan immaterial asset. The original immaterial naturc of 
information time has a value that should not be ignored. lmmaterial as-
sets are manifestations of an important hereditary sector of the media in-
dustry31' . 
One ofthe best assets ofthe service industry is the wealth of human intel-
ligence accumulated by the people who work or collaborate with it 31 • 
When effort is combined with time, intelligence may increase. This work 
in time is retlected in signs with a zero evaluation, that increase their val-
ue in the measure that it accumulates efficient information time. The 
brand, the commercial name or the sign ofthe commercial establishment 
may acquire value in the course of time, maintained with prestigc. that 
should be retlected in the balance sheet. 
Time contributes to prestige or its loss, in obtaining a favourable or un-
favourable image, solid in continuation or insecurity. with rcgard to the 
future. Information time invested in making a brand known, leads to it 
being better recognized on the market, and is a strategic asset of the in-
dustry characterized by the three things that Arregle indicated: ditficult to 
imitate, difficult to substitute, and ditficult to change 32 • This rare asset is 
Í 29 CE ( 1997), p. 48. 
30 For an evaluation of the commercial background of media managemcnt, vid. 
Nieto, Alfonso ( l 996b ), pp. 189-191. 
31 Quinn, James Brau (9192), p. 209. 
32 Arregle, Jean-Luc (1996), p. 29. 
important for time-based market competitiveness 33, that is the crossroad 
of effort and money, capable of producing immaterial added value. 
Time is a unit that serves to formalize work relationships, to evaluate the 
economic result of industrial activity 3"'. The so-called endogenous 
growth 35 of a firm, founded on the value ofthe ideas and the initiatives of 
those who work in the firm, allows Romer to establish competitive levels 
in the market 36, precisely because of its power in intangible values. This 
evaluation guideline can be transferred to time asan intangible value in 
the information marketplace. 
c) Chronofagia. A rebellion of intangible assets, e.g. of ideas is more ef-
ficient and has greater effects than an armed rebellion, because it is the 
consequence ofthat. Time also protagonizes rebellions that are almost al-
ways silent, consequences of attempts to accelerate it, force it, with disor-
der or chaos where irreflexion is the guideline of decision. Hard work to 
achieve real time at any cost may lead to unreal time, to consumer-fi11ed 
decisions, and the reason for time being specified in the vertigo of con-
suming time. The past is converted into the future which jumps over the 
present time. This is chronofagia, time that devours time, a kind of intel-
ligencc cannibalization that flees towards an unreal, irreconcilable, irra-
tional world. Perhaps this picturc of chronofagia is not very far from that 
of sorne actual media markets. 
33 Toftler, Alvin & Heidi ( 1996), p. 58; Arregle, Jean-Luc ( 1996), pp. 25 & 30. 
34 Van Raaik, W. Fred ( 199 l ), pp. 29-30. 
35 Romer, Paul ( 1993), p. 354. 
36 With rcgard to this, the following text is interesting: «lfthe earth was returned 
to the physical state that existed ten thousand years ago, wiping out ali struc-
tures, physical capital, and civil engineering projects, but the total stock of ac-
cumulated knowledge was retained (in an exempted library where books and 
other records were kept), current standards of living would be recovered with-
in a few generations. lf the experiment were reversed, with the physical state 
of the world retaincd but the state of knowledge returncd to what it was ten 
thousand years ago, our economic prospect would be much bleakern. /bid., p. 
355. 
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2. Time from the off er 
A) Previous considerations 
What <loes it mean to offer time on the information market? Answering 
this question first implies delimiting who can offer and who can demand 
time in this market. A person is subject to time offer/demand relations, 
and therefore offers time toread, listen or see informative products. With 
regard to the time demand, this is a task that is a responsibility of the in-
formation manager who distributes these products on the market. Offer 
and demand rotation feeds and gives an ímpetus to the information mar-
ket whose business volume depends on the success in the time offer/de-
mand relation (See Figure 2.1 ). 
Demand 
l Sur 
Media Agent 1-----.1~ Consumer 
l l 
Supply Product Demad 
Figure 2.1 . Demand and supply in the information market 
What is the advertiser's position? The advertiser makes a time offer that 
is linked to the time given by the person who is the target ofthe informa-
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tive product. The advertisement is a vehic le for formaliz ing a time 
offer/dernand relation which, according to the tarrifag reed 011, a llows to 
quantify the value the cornpany g ives to time and to spacc, bearing in 
rnind the audience. 
The tirne/audience relation whcn applied toan informative product has an 
economic relevancc and serves as a usual meas u re in the in formation mar-
ket. lt is an informative relation that admits different valuations according 
to the condition ofthe time and the audience. This re la tionship may be a l-
tered by ci rcumstances outside the information m arket, e.g. a time in-
crease destined to the service sector (that occupies more than 60% of the 
total employment in the European Union 37), or the tendency to subs titutc 
the wcekly focus of work for anothcr - annual o r multi annual 1' . 
The audience/ time relation is applied to thc different t raditi ona l m edi a 
(press, radio, cinema, television) and the «new media» that comprisc oth-
ers, basically derivations ofprevious media anda conscqucncc of tcc hno-
logical advances. 
The prcscnt work focuses on three basic elc ments: audicncc, m edia a nd 
time. The principal statistical sourccs consulted inc ludc: Thc Instituto Na-
cional de Estadística (INE), Asociación para la Investigación de Medios 
de Comunicación (A IMC), that p roduces the Estudio General de Medios 
(EGM) 39, SO FRES "', JNFOADEX Jr, Centro de Investigación sobre la 
[37 CE( l997), p. 53. 
38 Du Roy et al ( 1990), p. 25. 
39 The statutes o f thc «Asociación para la Investigación de Medios de Comuni-
cación» (AIMC), which is thc proprictor cntity of thc EGM, was rcgistcrcd in 
July 1988 in thc Home Ministry (Rcgistry o f Assoc iations). O nc o fthc objectivcs 
0
'.the AIMC is «invcstigating thc audiencc ofthc d iffcrcnt communicatio n me-
dia, distributing thc rcpons among its associatcs without a ny intc ntio n uf p rofit, 
and thc democratic principies in the associations organization and function». 
4 0 Sofres Audiencia de Medios measurcs and cont rols tc lcvis ion auclicnccs. lt 
belongs to Taylor Nelson Sofrcs, thc intcrnationa l markct invcst igation group. 
41 l nfoAd~x S.A. was constitutcd in 1994 as a consequcncc of thc un io n oftwo 
compan1cs that proponioncd Adcx scrviccs (Advcnis ing Expcnditu rc): Duplo 
and Rc~ress Nic lscn. lt forms part of thc group A.C. Nic lsc n anti co nt ro ls a ll 
convent1onal media advcnising. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
Realidad Social en Espaíia (CIRES)"2 and the Oficina de Justificación de 
la Difusión (OJD)"3• 
B) Sorne basic data 
Although statistical data describing the information market are necessary, 
they have a relative value. Figures contribute to define the study field but 
they need an adequate interpretation. This idea is the starting point for the 
following selection ofbasic data. 
Togcther with the population figures that are the object of study, it is im-
portant to know thc age distribution. However, on this aspect there is no 
general classification criterion that can be applied; the entities that meas-
ure audicnces do not agree on the minimum age of individuals. On the 
other hand, in terms of audience research, in sorne places people is consid-
ered adult with 13 years 44, while in others with 14 years"5 or 15 years 46• 
The study of the time supply should manage sorne basic data to facilitate 
the subsequent analysis. Two groups of data (synthesized in tables), refer-
ring to Spain: a) on population; b) and audience and time, are shown below. 
a) General data on population 
Table 2.1. with INE data applied to 1998 shows the distribution of the 
Spanish population, according to groups aged 14 years and over. The total 
population of 34, 132,027 is made up of 51.3% women and 48. 7% men. 
42 Basically, CIRES ( 1997): la realidad social en Espmia (septiembre 1995-junio 
1996) is used. 
43 The Oficina de Justificación de la Difusión (OJO) was constituted in 1964 as 
a non-profit cntity and integrates advertisers, editors and advertising agencies. 
1t controls and verifies the circulation of publications that voluntarily adhere 
to the OJO. 
44 For example, Holland. 
45 This is the case of Spain. 
46 For example, ltaly. 
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TiiE C ASE OF SPAIN 
Table 2. 1. 
Popu/ation distribution, aged 14 y ears and over 
A ges Pop11la1io11 % Years !11dex 14 + 
Total 34, 132,027 J00.00 J4-65+ 
J4-J9 3,379,070 9.9 6 1.65 
20-24 3,379,070 9.9 5 1.98 
25-34 6,553,349 19.2 JO 1.92 
35-44 5,63 J,784 J6.5 JO 1.65 
45-54 4,8 J2,6 J5 J4. J 10 l.4 J 
55-64 3,993,447 J 1.7 JO J. J7 
65+ 6,382,689 J8.7 
Source: JNE and author's own information 
The index that figures in the last column corresponds to the population 
percentage of each group dividcd by its agc. The highes t index is that o f 
~he group aged 20-24 ycars; this <loes not mean that it is the group offer-
ing the most time, but serves to measure possible future s ituations. 
~he agcs between 14-44 years represent 55.5% of the poten t i a l popula-
~ ion offering time to printed and audiovisual media. The remaining 44.5% 
is made up by a population aged 45 years and over. These two age blocks, 
ea~h one ofapproximately 30 ycars, form a reference point when cons id-
enng the information market. The block agcd 25-34 years covers the 
~argcst population proportion that is the object of analysis, a nd is inte rest-
ing from thc perspective of future time supply. 
The first place in the media markets is occupied by the household, or any 
~pace wherc the first supply/dcmand o f timc is carri ed out. A ho usc ho ld 
is considered an information site'7 when its members have and makc use 
oftechnical means to receive and consume infomiation products . 
Í 47 On this point P ·¡¡ Id . . .. -
. . . see ort1 a, 01a, Consumo de Te/e v1s1011 y Hogar e n Espana: 
A11a/is1s Estad' · li · d · · 
1998
. 
1s11co, cs1s e Doctorado, Un 1vers1dad de Navarra, Pa mplo na, 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
In the western world the household has undergone important changes 
since the 1980s. The number of persons who form a household has 
dropped, there is an increase of one-person households, and the equip-
ment that enables access to many information products (videos, cable, 
computers with access to Internet, etc.) has reached a high level. 
For the study ofthe time devoted to household information products, the 
first step should be to identify households in different geographical areas, 
and to know the average number of persons per household in each area. 
The division of Spain into autonomous regions facilitates this study. 
Table 2.2. gives the number of households in each autonomous region, 
the percentages over the total population and the average number ofper-
sons aged 14 years and over. 
Table 2.2. 
Househo/ds in the Autonomous Regions 
N°. of househo/ds % Average 
Totals 11,854.845 /00.00 2.88 
Andalusia 1,966,746 16.60 3.06 
Aragón 397,004 3.34 2.67 
Asturias 356,370 3.00 2.68 
Balearic Islands 246,279 2.07 2.66 
Canary lslands 436,993 3.68 3.28 
Cantabria 155,277 1.30 2.96 
Castile-La Mancha 509,877 4.30 2.72 
Castile-León 801,579 6.76 2.72 
Catalonia 1,947,949 16.43 2.77 
Valencia 1,212,884 10.23 2.84 
Extremadura 317,557 2.67 2.76 
Galicia 788,532 6.65 2.98 
La Rioja 84,727 0.71 2.77 
Madrid 1,545,630 13.03 2.91 
Murcia 297,913 2.51 3.04 
Navarre 156,501 1.32 2.94 
Basque Country 633,027 5.33 2.89 
Source: Al MC ( 1999). 
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T llE CASE OF SPAIN 
Four a utonomous rcg ions show pcrcc ntages hig hcr tha n 10% and rcach 
56.29% of the ho useho lds ·~. Thrcc a utono mous regio ns rcac h betwcen 
5% a nd 10% ••. Thesc 7 a utonomous rcgions accumu la tc thc 75.03% of 
thc households and have the largcst potential o f time supply. 
b) General data on audience and time 
Audience, re fe rs to the total numbcr o fpcople who accept in fo rmation at 
a moment and in a specif ic market. T hcsc pcoplc parti cipate in the in for-
mation market with the ir time and on occasions , by pu rc has ing the prod-
uct. From 1992- 1997, the audi cnces of Spanish med ia cxperimented 
changcs that are summarizcd in Table 2.3. T he pc rce ntagcs indicatc thc 
a udience in relat ion to the population l<•. 
Table 2.3. 
Evo/ution ofthe Genera!Audience (aged 14+). 
Media (1992-1998). (%) 
Year Pop11/ario11 Dai/ies Supp/em. Magazi11. Radio TV Cinema 
1992 32,000 33.6 36.6 57.9 52.4 89.5 6.9 
1993 32,000 36.4 37.9 56.2 52.9 90. l 7.6 
1994 32,332 36.8 36.1 54.0 55.4 90.4 7.8 
1995 33,576 38.0 33.8 54.7 56.5 91. l 8.3 
1996 33,794 38.2 32.9 55.6 56.6 9 1.3 9.3 
1997 33,984 37.2 32.4 54.7 55.0 90.7 8.8 
1998 34, 132 36.9 3 1.9 53.2 53.5 89.4 10.2 
[+2, 132] [35.8] [39.0] (6 1.7] [55.9] [95 .5] [7.4] 
(+6,7) {+ 1.1 ) (-7. 1) (-7.5) (-24) (-6. 1) (+2.8) 
Source: AIMC ( 1999). 
48 Andalusia, Cata lonia, Va lencia, Madrid. 
49 Castile-León (6.76%); Galicia (6.65%); 13asque Country (5 .33%). 
50 As a consequence of readj ustments in sta tistica l ca lculat ions, thc 1992 and 
1993 populatio ns are idcnt ica l. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
The six years that comprise Table 2.3 are important in the evolution of 
Spanish media, and specially for television, which was affected by the le-
gal liberalization process. The last two rows ofthis table try to respond to 
the following question: According to the changes in population, if we 
consider a linear evolution between 1992 and 1998 audience percentages, 
what distribution would correspond to the 1998 population? Hypotheti-
cally, data between square brackets show the figures which would emerge 
in 1998 from a supposed linear evolution. Data in parentheses would in-
dicate the difference ofthe same linear evolution between 1992 and 1998. 
The percentages of daily press and cinema corresponding to 1998 are 
above those which hypothetically would correspond to the population of 
this year in relation with that of 1992. Magazines and supplemcnts have 
had audience descents in the last few years and the difference with the 
hypothesis percentage is 7 points lower. 
In 1998 and for the fourth consecutive year radio audiences continued to 
drop; the hypothesis index is 2.4 points higher than that of these years 
(53.5%). 
The average percentage of the television audience dropped in 1997 and 
1998 and if compared with the hypothesis percentage that would corre-
spond it in 1998 (95.5%), the difference is less than 6.1 points. This does 
not exclude it from being the media with the highest audience (89.4%) in 
the Spanish population aged 14 years and over. 
In general, less penetration or audience means less global time supply de-
voted to information products. In order to discover with more detail the 
incidence of global data it is necessary to include other variables of 
analysis, as geographical areas. In this sense, with reference to Spain, 
Table 2.4. shows the autonomous rcgions with maximum and mínimum 
audience media percentages. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
Table 2.4. 
Audience differences in the autonomous regions (1998) 
Sector Maxinmm Minimum Difference 
Dailies Navarre ( 61.3) Casti le-La Mancha ( 19.7) 41.6 
Supplem. Basque Country (58.1) Canary Islands (11.9) 46.2 
Magazines Cantabria ( 62. 9) Cast.-La Mancha ( 41. 7) 21.2 
Radio (64) Basque Country Cast.-La Mancha (39.9) 24.1 
Television Cast.-La Mancha (92.8) Navarre (85.8) 7.0 
Cinema Madrid (12.6) Cast.-La Mancha (7.2) 5.4 
Internet Catalonia (8.2) Cast.-La Mancha ( 1.2) 7.0 
Source: AIMC (1999) and author's own information 
The first thing that stands out is certain reciprocity in maximum and min-
imum audiences with reference to daily newspapers and tclevision. 
Navarre has the maximum audience in dailies and the minimum in telcvi-
sion; Castile-La Mancha with the maximum television audience is the 
mínimum in daily newspaper readership. lt is interesting to point out that 
the Basque Country is the autonomous region with maximum audiences 
in two sectors, supplements and radio, and that Castile-La Mancha counts 
with minimum audiences in five ofthe seven media analyzed. 
The data shown so far may serve as a prologue to the study oftime offer 
in the information market. To analyze this aspect, three media are marked 
out -daily press, radio and television- with 1997 data for daily news-
papers, and 1998 for radio and television. The daily time average offcred 
for the dailies was 14 minute~ per person, 96 minutes for radio and 222 
minutes for television. To mark out the study according to geographical 
areas, Table 2.5 separates the average times offered in each autonomous 
region. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
Table 2.5. 
Average daily time ojfered in the autonomous regions 
(1997 & 1998). 
Average in minutes, over the total population 
Media Dailies Radio TV 
Average minutes/day 14 (1997) 96 (1998) 222 (1998) 
Andalusia 11 91 234 
Aragón 14 91 195 
Asturias 18 111 206 
Balearic Islands 18 80 187 
Canary Islands 14 93 195 
Cantabria 21 94 233 
Castile-La Mancha 8 67 269 
Casti le-León 15 99 208 
Catatonia 16 109 239 
Valencia 13 108 235 
Extremadura 11 84 235 
Galicia 13 90 192 
La Rioja 18 97 190 
Madrid 13 84 221 
Murcia 11 103 216 
Navarre 22 110 188 
Basque Country 21 107 197 
Source: Al MC ( 1998 & 1999). 
The data of the time offered shown in Table 2.5 complete the geographi-
cal distribution initiated in the previous table. The penetration differences 
are retlected in the time offer. Although the daily press data correspond to 
1997 and that of radio and television to 1998, compared relations can be 
established. For example, Navarre with 22 minutes and Castile-La Man-
cha with 8 minutes have the maximum and minimum ofthe time offer to 
the daily press. On the contrary, Castile-La Mancha has the maximum 
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T11E CASE OF SrAtN 
television time offer (269 minutes), while Navarre w ith 188 minutes, is 
c loser to the minimum. The difference in the fi rst case is that of 14 min-
utes daily; in the second, 8 1 minutes. Because of the s ing ul arity of the 
Balearic Jslands, an area with a high tourism quota and a multinational 
population, thc audiencc data should be considered apart and it would not 
be cohcrent to cstablish comparisons with o the r autonomous regions. 
1t can be underl incd that ofthc three media shown in Table 2.5., Catatonia 
has thc maximum time offer (364 minutes dai ly) fo llowcd by Valencia 
(356 minutes), a nd Castilc-La Mancha (344 minutes). Leavi ng as ide the 
Balcaric lslands fo r thc rcasons a lready mcntioncd, thc ordcr of the infe-
rior time offer corresponds to Gal icia (295 mi nutes) a nd Aragón (300 
minutes). 
C) Time and Tranquility 
The time offer can be rea lized in d ifferent situations a nd s tate of mind. 
One minute is identical to anothcr in durat ion, but no t neccssarily in the 
intensity of thc way it is used. Sixty scconds can pass in calm or in an-
guish, with intellcctual cncrgy orinan anodyne manne r, w ithout any con-
tent. Tranquility pos itively qualifies a time supply whic h could be serene 
and quiek, as tranquility and spccd are not incompatible in thc use of 
time. 
Freedom in thc use oftime docs not mean that its use has to be uncertain 
or undetcrmincd. Thcre is the time that is frcely linkcd, c.g. to profession-
al tasks o r thosc of a working naturc, and thcre is that time ava ilablc to 
covcr primary ncccssi ties (food, rcs t, etc.) that docs not di rectly dcpe nd 
on a prcvious relat ion linked with third pcrsons o r e ntitics. T hc time 
avai lable provides the setting for thc offcrs that thc pcoplc make to cover 
their information, cultural , entertainment, cte. nceds. With a vicw to ana-
lyzing the time offer in the in form at ion market, it is intercsting to know 
the thoughts of the people about their situation inasmuch as the lack of 
the time available or the abundance oftime. To this effect a nd w ith a gen-
era l considcration givcn to Spain, so rne results o fth e three questionnaires 
earried out in 199 1, 1993 and 1996 are shown in Table 2.6. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
Table 2.6. 
On the time available. % 
Date 11-1991 11-1993 1-1996 
Total (1,200) (1,200) (1,200) 
Lack oftime 40 33 43 
Excess oftime 24 33 31 
No lack/excess ofT 35 34 26 
dnk/dna 1 * * 
Source: CIRES (1997), Table 5.3. 
dnk = do not know; dna = do not answer; T = time. 
The same number of people (1,200) were questioned in the three years 
( 1991, 1993 and 1996 ), with di fferent results. The comparison between 
1991 and 1996 emphasizes the fact that there is great pressure in the use 
of time; there was a descent from 35 per cent to 26 per cent in the per-
centage of answers declaring a state of balance in which there was «no 
lack or excess of time». During this three-year period the lack oftime ex-
perimented changes having a lower percentage in 1993 and going up con-
siderably ( 1 O points) in 1996. Retirement before time could have influ-
enced in the time abundance that was 31 % in 1996. The three thirds 
division distribution of 1993 breaks in 1996, in favour ofthe lack oftime. 
When there is scarcity of time, tranquility is endangered; hurry and the 
lack of time seem to go together, although it does not necessarily have to 
be like this. The data in Table 2.7 somewhat explains the previous data. 
Table 2.7. 
Way of doing things. % 
Date 11-1991 11-1993 1-1996 
Total (l,200) (1,200) ( 1,200) 
With haste 38 35 42 
With tranquility 58 63 56 
dnk/dna 4 2 2 
Source: CIRES (1997), Table 5.5. 
dnk =do not know; dna =do not answer. 
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The answers on doing things hurriedly or w ith tranq uil ity ratify the in-
crease of haste linked with the lack of time ; the pcrccntagcs of thc an-
swers given in 1996 practically co incide. Tranquil ity in thc way of doing 
things reaches 56% which almost coincides with thc total ofth c two con-
cepts ofTable 2.6., «excess time» (3 1 %) and «no lack o r cxccss oftime» 
(26%). 
Various circumstances may change thc s ituations of «hastc» or « tranquil-
ity» in people's actions. Among these circumstanccs, thrcc stand out: age, 
sex, profession. Table 2.8 marks out these thrce c ircumstanccs and sub-
mits them to si tuations of haste or tranquili ty. Thc results o fthc question-
nai re carried out in 1996 offer intcrcsting conc lusions whic h could be lat-
er projccted on the information market . 
Table 2.8. 
The way of doing things (a breakdown) 
Jan. 1996 Total With liaste With 1ra11q11iliz" d11k/d11a 
Total ( 1,200) 42% 56% 2% 
Sex: 
Men (578) 34% 64% 2% 
Women (622) 50% 48% 2% 
Age: 
Under 30 (313) 52% 46% 3% 
30-49 (408) 50% 49% 1% 
50-64 (259) 38% 59% 3% 
Over 65 (220) 18% 8 1% 1% 
Occupation: 
Housewi fe (305) 43% 55% 2% 
Retired (2 15) 19% 8 1% -
Student ( 102) 58% 40% 2% 
Source: CI RES ( 1997), Table 5.6. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
lt can be deduced from this table that tranquility in the use oftime at the 
beginning of 1996 was higher in men than in women. Haste imposes it-
self until the age of 50; tranquility in the use of time increases consider-
ably in people over 50 and reaches 81 % in those over 65 years of age. 
Among the three occupations chosen, it is the student who consumes his 
time with haste; on the contrary, the housewife and those who enjoy the 
condition ofbeing retired show greater tranquility. 
Does the dilemma oftranquility or baste affect the use oftime when read-
ing, listening to or watching these communication media? The question-
naires offer aspects that allow one to know the use ofthe time devoted to 
press, radio and television. Table 2.9. gives sorne negative data, i.e. it re-
veals the percentages of people who do not dedícate time to the press, ra-
dio and television; the last two media are linked together in one column. 
Three days in the month stand out; the last working day, the last Saturday 
and the last Sunday. 
Table 2.9. 
Time dedicated to the media 
January No TV- No Press TV Press 
1996 Radio {°A>) {°A>) Radio minutes Minllles 
Last working day 13% 67% 124.4 11.6 
Last Saturday 14% 60% 134.4 15.1 
Last Sunday 12% 61% 143.5 15.0 
Source: CIRES (1997), Table 5.19. 
The initial conclusions make the considerable differences between the 
print and the audiovisual media obvious. Between 12% and 14% of the 
people questioned said that they did not watch any television or listen to 
the radio; this means that between 88% and 31.86% gave a positive an-
swer. The three-day time average was 134.1 minutes. The three-day aver-
age percentage showed that 62.66% ofthe people consulted did not read 
any newspaper, which is an important datum because the three days in 
question are especially qualified because of the time available. 37.33% 
declared that they read sorne newspapers; this is an average readership 
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ALFONSO TIME A NO Tl-IE 1 NFORMATION 
NIETO MARKET: 
TllE CASE OF SPAIN 
time of 13.9 minutes, a time that practically coinc ides wi th the average 
indicated for dailies. 
2.1. The reading offer 
The time offer to read printed communi eations is the o ldest offer that 
people made to media entreprencurs. Evcr s ince G utcnberg invcnted the 
printing press with its movable type in 1450 unti l thc beginning o f the 
20th century, the printed media was the exclus ive tim e demander to pro-
vide information to the general public. This primacy was lost in the pres-
ent century, confirm ing that radio and tclevision a re the media with the 
g reatest capacity ofattracting time offcrs from pcoplc. 
Understanding a written text implies an intelligencc cffort. Lang uage plu-
ra li ty means plural reading; whoevcr is ablc to rcad va rious la nguages 
usually starts out in a position of s upcriority. According to the knowlcdge 
ofthe person, reading forms reading groups, altho ugh th erc are also dif-
fercnces ma rked by c irc umstances of age, scx, cconomi c status, c ul ture, 
spirit, likes, preferences, etc. 
To study the time offer to printed media it is convcnic nt to ma rk out the 
reading population and the principal typc of period ical publi cations. With 
effect to the conceptua l delimitation ofthc typc ofpublicatio ns, the defi-
nitions give n by the valid regu latio ns ofthe Ofici na de Justificació n de la 
Difusión (OJD) werc adopted s1• 
1 51 The present work uses the following definit ions ofthe Reglamento de Traba-
jo para el Control de Publicaciones de la Oficina para la .Justificación de la 
Difusión (OJO) that were adopted, in a redaction approved by the Consejo de 
Administración on 27th March, 1996. 5.2. 1. Daily Ncwspapcr: <dt is a publi-
cation editcd with the same title, four o r more days o f the wcek». 5.2 .2. 
Weekly publicat ion: «lt is a publ icat ion that is cdi ted once, twice or threc 
times pe r week». 5.2.3 . Fortnightly publication: «lt is a publication that is ed-
ited every fortnight. A publication edited twice or thrice a month a lso has th is 
cons iderat ion». 5.2.4. Month ly publieation: « lt is a publica tio n ccl itccl every 
montlm. 
The te rm «aud ience» adopts the clefinition given by the Es tudio General de 
Medios (AJ MC) in its methodological report: 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
The cultural level of a country is determined, among other indexes, by the 
number ofpeople who read printed media. 
Table 2.3 shows the evolution of printed media audience from 1992-
1998; it now corresponds to out1ine the reading time offered by people to 
the printed media. The analysis uses data of 1997 that refers to periodical 
publications edited in Spain whose circulation is submitted to the OJD 
control and AIMC-elaborated audience studies. Table 2.1. l. offers an out-
line that could serve as a point of departure 52 • 
Table 2.1.1. 
Reading times of printed media. 
Figures in thousands. Time in minutes 
Type Reading lime Readers Averageper Average Average (000) (average) (000) reader percap. cap.lday 
Dailies 18, 167 27 12,642 39 14 14 
Supplements 16,148 37 11,01 o 54 18 3 
WM 21,737 42 11,834 77 27 4 
FM 1,819 42 1,392 55 2 o 
MM 28,532 59 12,483 135 50 2 
Source: AIMC (1998). Spain, 1997. 
WM = weekly magazine; FM = fortnightly magazine; MM = monthly magazine 
a) Daily Newspapers: Those persons who declare having read a daily newspa-
per the day before are considered its readers. In the particular case of 
newspapers that do not appear every day, readership is calculated as the av-
erage of readership the days ofthe week this newspaper appears. 
b) Sunday supplements: Those persons who declare having read a certain 
Sunday supplement during the last 7 days are considered to be readers. 
e) Magazines: Readership of a weekly, fortnightly, or monthly magazine is 
made up by those persons who declare having read that particular publica-
tion in the last week, fortnight, or month, respectively. 
52 The Informe Metodológico de AJMC, 1997 calculates reading time according 
to the reading time the persons declare. Averages are calculated with the fol-
lowing class marks: 
• less than 15 minutes: 7 .5% 
• fram 15-30 minutes: 22.5% 
• from 30-60 minutes: 45% 
• from 60-120 minutes: 90% 
• more than 120 minutes: 150% 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
Periodica] publications have been classified in five types: dai1ies, supp-
plements, week1y magazines, fortnightly magazines, monthly magazines. 
From the perspective ofthe time they offer or consume, they are object of 
study according to the following guide lines: 
a) The tit1e «reading matter» comprises the reading a person <loes of the 
latest edition (day, week, fortnight, month) publication. A publication is 
taken as a basis and the fact that a person may read any periodical severa] 
times (reading parts of it ata time) 53 , Weekly and monthly magazines of-
fer higher readership figures because of their duration on thc market, 
hence more time to demand reading material. 
b) The average time of each reading occasion figures in the third column. 
Here also the permanence ofthe publication on the market is retlected in 
the greater accumulation of reading time, not forgetting that generally the 
contents ofthis type of pub1ication offer a later expiry date than the dai1y 
press. In view of these times, in the third co1umn onc can compare the 
reader's attention; for examp1e, reading a newspaper which is present a 
maximum oftwenty-four hours on the market occupies an average of27 
minutes, whi1e a weekly magazine occupies 42 minutes a weck. 
e) The reading matter naturally give higher figures than the readership 
because a reader may read various publications. The fourth column with 
the title «readership» indicates the total num ber of persons estimated to 
read each type of publication. The figures are the result of applying audi-
ence percentages of each type of publication to the potential audience; 
e.g. the average percentage ofdaily press penetration in 1997 was 37.2% 
which when referred to the population of 33,984,000 persons gives a re-
sult of 12,642,000 readers. 
d) The average time per reader given in the fifth column is the result of 
relating the data ofthe second and third columns with the fourth. The fig-
53 Thc Informe Metodológico de AIMC, 1997 understands by «average reading 
per copy», the number of reading occasions per copy. This is calculatcd by thc 
number of different times the support has been read during the last period of 
publication. As for the term «reading», this is considered to be thc contact of 
a person with a specific support within a determined period of time. Therc-
fore, the number of «reading times» takes into consideration the fact that the 
same person could have read more than onc title. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
ures of the reading material divided by that of the readership contribute 
indexes that when multiplied by the corresponding time averages allow 
one to know the time estimated per reader. 
e) lfthe readership number is divided by the population, we will have an 
index. When this index is multiplied by the time average per reader (in 
minutes) gives as a result the time per head. 
t) The last column is devoted to the time per head and day. The calculation 
has in mind the different publication periodicity; that is why in the news-
papers the figure of minutes is identical to that ofthe previous column. 
The study ofthe time supply in each type ofperiodical publication has a 
practica} double interest; on the one hand, it enables to have detailed 
knowledge of the time offer or consumption in the press market; the spe-
cific offer made by the readers of each publication; the possible gaps a 
new publication could fill in; or the new editions of a publication that is 
already on the market. On the other hand, the advertiser can have data to 
evaluate the efficiency of the publications with relation to the advertis-
ment he inserts. 
The previous considerations allow to advance in the analysis ofthe time 
offered in the print media, specifically in the daily press and magazines. 
A) Daily newspapers 
A question can open the analysis: does the average time devoted toread-
ing the daily press in Spain increase or decrease? To get closer toan an-
swer two studies, carried out in a twelve-year interval -1983 and 
1995-, could serve as a guide. 
The CISE 54 analyzes the reading time and frequency ofSpanish newspa-
pers in 1983, and the results are summarized in Table 2.1.2. 
54 CISE. INVESTIGACIONES SOCIOECONÓMICAS, S.L., Estudio sobre la lectura de 
prensa en España, carried out for the Asociación de Editores de Diarios Es-
pañoles (AEDE), Madrid, mayo, 1983. 
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T11E CASE OF SPAIN 
Table 2. 1.2. 
Time dedicated to reading a newspaper (%) 
Minutes 
-15 
15-30 
31 -45 
46-60 
over 60 
NC 
Average 
Sourcc: CISE ( 1983) 
NC = no comment 
Habitual reading % Occasio11al reading % 
17 19 
3 1 30 
23 2 1 
15 13 
13 4 
4 
35 34 
Thirty-one per cent o f the people questioned said that they read a dai ly 
newspaper and that they spent between 15 and 30 minutes in doing so. 
This is the highest percentage and i f added to the previous percentage 
(readers who spend less than 15 minutes and who represent 17%) o r the 
pereentage immediately below (betwecn 30 and 45 minutes, representing 
23%), in both cases g ive a result which is about ha lfthe total number of 
readcrs. A s imilar s ituation offered the a nswers of the people who dc-
clared that they were occasional readers of daily newspapers. On the oth-
er hand, thc average in minutes over the tota l is practica lly the same, 35 
and 34 minutes. 
Twclve years latcr, in 1995, Media Pla nning ss re leased the results ob-
tained after interviewing 1,507 persons, with the ai m o f getting a n esti-
mation ofthe reading tim e ofthe daily press. The rcsults in percentagcs 
figure in Table 2. 1.3. 
r 55 MEDI~ PLANNING S.A., Estudio del impacto publicitario e11 prensa diaria , 
Madrid, febrero 1995. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
Table 2.1.3 
Time spent on reading the daily press (1995) 
Minutes % 
-15 13.5 
15-30 36.2 
31-60 30.4 
61-120 15.3 
Over 120 4.6 
Source: Media Planning S.A. 
As can be seen in the table, the evolution of time offered by the readers 
experimented small changes, specially when making a global considera-
tion. The sum of the percentages corresponding to times lower than 15 
minutes and between 15 and 30 minutes is 49.7%, i.e. the result also in 
this analysis is halfthe number ofreaders. 
Two years later in 1997, AIMC data facilitated a detailed analysis. Table 
2.1.4. gives the reading times of the daily newspapers classified under 
three types of contents: general information, economic information, 
sports information. 
Table 2.1.4. 
Time spent on reading the daily press. (1997) 
Total <de 15 15-30 30-60 60-120 Over 120 Average 
Dailies base minutes minutes minutes minutes Minutes minutes 
(000) % % % % % % 
Total nº. dailies 18, 161 35.2 33.1 15.8 8.1 7.4 35.8 
GI 13,845 33.5 33.0 16.4 8.6 8.1 37.4 
El 135 31.5 39.2 13.9 5.3 10.1 37.3 
SI 4, 181 40.4 33.4 14.0 6.3 5.0 30.1 
Source: EGM-AIMC. 
GI = General lnformation; El = Economic Information; SI = Sports Information. 
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T l·IE C ASE OF SPA IN 
Sorne comments on the information given in Table 2.1.4.: 
a) Out of a total population of 18, 16 1,000, da ily newspape rs on general 
in formation cover 76.2%; those on cconom ic infonnation cover 0.8% and 
those dailies that give sports in formation , 23.0%. 
b) The reading time averages of these threc typcs of ncwspapcrs do not 
have any proportion with the population thcy correspond with . Thcre is 
an analogous offer in thosc daily newspapcrs covcring general in fo rma-
tion and economic information, whil c the time average in sports informa-
tion dailies is less in 7 minutes. The total average of 35.8 minutes fo llows 
thc 1983 (Table 2. 1.2) and 1995 (Table 2. 1.3.) patte rns. Howcvcr, thcrc is 
a significant changc with relation to the 1995 data; in this ycar, 49.7% of 
the readers spent 30 minutes or less on reading a daily ncwspaper, while 
in 1997 the averages fo r thcse times totaled 68.3%. lt appears that there 
are more rcaders who read a daily newspaper in less tim e. 
e) The previous considerations require an explanation . Thc dailies wi th 
national circulation and a rcas of covcrage havc a portian of rcadership 
that a lso reads another local or regiona l newspapc r. Thc natio na l daily 
newspaper is usually thc second daily read and usually occupics lcss time 
than thc principal one. This factor is more pronounced in dailics covering 
general information. 
d) Daily newspapers dcvoted to economic information havc a population 
readcrship that is considerably inferior to thc othcr two typcs of dailics . 
But as the econom ic in fo rm ation daily contains information that is frc-
qucntly linkcd to professional work , they accurnulate times tha t are both 
intense and extcnsive in readcrship; this is shown by the 10. 1 % o f readcrs 
who spend two hours or more to reading this type of dai ly. 
e) Spo rts inforrnation dai lics have thc highest conccntra tion o f rcaders 
who spend 30 minutes or less, 73 .8% . lt is significan! that 40.4% ofthcsc 
readers offer less than 15 minutes of reading ti me and can be ex plained 
by the config uration of this type of daily with a sty le a nd information 
presentation that enables fast reading, facilitated by photographs and the 
use of large-letter typog raphy. 
Time dis tribution according to the types of daily newspape rs g ives an 
initial idea that co uld be an object of analysis w ith rc fc ren ce to spec ia l 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
publications. To this effect, Table 2.1.5. gathers the times of eight 
dailies, five on general information and three on sports information. 
Each daily with a readership higher than half a million readers covers a 
population of 8,314,000, 45% of the population considered in the previ-
ous table. 
Table 2.1.5 
Time spent in reading newspapers (1997) 
Total <de 15 15-30 30-60 60-120 
Dailies base mi1111tes mi1111tes mi1111tes mi1111tes 
(000) % % % % 
Marca (SI) 2,527 41.4 33.3 13.7 6.5 
El País (GI) l,463 23. l 32.1 21.3 1 l.9 
El Mundo (GI) 1,007 26.7 31.5 22.6 9.8 
El Periódico (GI) 988 28.3 33.0 19.6 9.7 
la Vanguardia (GI) 663 29.8 30.7 18.5 10.3 
El Correo Esp. (GI) 576 36.0 22.6 19.8 9.6 
Sport (SI) 555 41.4 31.2 14.9 6.2 
As (SI) 535 39.4 35.4 14.2 6.6 
Sourcc: AIMC, Noticias de la Comunicación, Xll-1998, p. 132. 
GI = general information; SI = sports information. 
Sorne comments suggested by the above data: 
Over 12l 
Minutes 
% 
4.6 
11.3 
9.2 
9.0 
10.6 
11.5 
6.1 
3.9 
Average 
minutes 
% 
29.7 
46.3 
42.0 
40.8 
42.8 
42.8 
31.5 
29.3 
a) The notable reading time differences between dailies with different 
contents, e.g. between two ncwspapers of the same publishing company: 
El Pais (46.3 minutes) and As (29.3 minutes) are confirmed. Differences 
were less when dailies with the same type of contents were compared. 
b) A highcr reading time average does not necessarily mean a higher 
reading time offer. The daily sports newspaper Marca accumulates a total 
average of 1,250,865 hours (equivalent to 31,272 working weeks of 40 
hours each), whilc El Pais (a general information daily) receives an infe-
rior offer from its readers: 1, 128,948 hours. 
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TllE C 1\SE OF SPAIN 
e) The dail ies on general infonnation inc luded in this table have readino 
::> 
times that are much higher than the average of 37.4 minutes (cf. Table 
2. 1.4). On the other hand, it has been confirmed that bctwecn 72% and 
74% of the readers of three sports information dai lies offer 30 minutes or 
less to the reading of a newspaper. 
d ) Time distribution has s ingular characteristics in ge neral in fo rmation 
dailies that counts with ampl e local o r regional circulation . To this effect, 
El Correo Español and la Vanguardia have hig h time percentages in the 
segments of less than 15 minutes and more than two hours. 
B) Magazines 
The Spanish magazine market presents study difficulties for various rea-
sons, as underlined by Cabello 56• Firstly, there is a concurrence on the 
market of magazines wi th diffcrcnt peri odic ity: weckly, fortnightly, 
monthly, quarterly, etc. Secondly, the contents of thcse pub! ications are 
varied and more specialized. Lastly, the number o f these publications is 
high, the circulation ofthe majority is not submitted to OJD control and 
their readership or their advertising are not analyzed by ent ities such as 
the AIMC or In foAdex. 
These rcasons suggest lim iti ng the study on the readi ng time offer to the 
week ly publieati ons under OJD control , following the A IM C quant ified 
data as far as readership is concerned. 
The average reading time for weekly magazines is figured in 77 minutes; 
this time should be considered as a g lobal estimation, adding the limita-
tion of the various contents a lso offered by thesc wccklics. To the effect 
oftime analysis and keeping in mind the magazine data givcn in prcvious 
tables, it is interesting to delimit the time offe r in the different au-
tonomous regions. Table 2. 1.6 gathers these data that all ow, among other 
things, to arrive at the following conclusions : 
56 For a more complete study, see CA DELLO, Fernando ( 1999), El mercado de re-
vistas en Espaiia. Conce111mció11 /11for111ativa, Ediciones Aricl. Barcelo na. 
Table 2.1.6. 
Magazine reading time distribution 
in the autonomous regions. (1997) 
Autonomous Population Audie11ce Readership Region 14 + % 
Average 54.7 
Andalusia 5,965,841 47.6 2,839,740 
Aragón 1,059,559 54.6 578,519 
Asturias 955,179 62.8 599,852 
Balearic lslands 650,640 65.7 427,470 
Canary lslands 1,410,419 60.1 847,662 
Cantabria 458,618 60.9 279,298 
Cast.-La Mancha 1,384,397 42.3 585,600 
Castile-León 2, 185,805 52.9 1,156,291 
Catatonia 5,372,961 61.6 3,309,744 
Valencia 3,427,996 61.2 2,097,934 
Extremadura 875,002 42.9 375,376 
Galicia 2,347,716 43.4 1,018,909 
La Rioja 234,335 49.1 115,058 
Madrid 4,465,967 56.6 2,527,737 
Murcia 898,801 52.9 475,466 
Navarre 458,669 53.7 246,305 
Basque Country 1,832,596 60.4 1, 106,888 
Total 33,984,501 18,587,850 
Source: AIMC ( 1998). 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
Mimtteslweek/y 
reading 
77 
218,660,004 
44,545,979 
46,188,636 
32,915,227 
65,269,960 
21,505,974 
45,091, 195 
89,034,395 
254,850,286 
161,540,884 
28,903,941 
78,455,973 
8,859,503 
194,635, 774 
36,610,861 
18,965,504 
85,230,375 
1,431,264,472 
a) The highest magazine readcrship corresponds to the Balearic lslands 
with a 65. 7% penetration over the potential population, anda time supply 
that represents 2.3% ofthe total. This primacy can be explained by the sin-
gular conditions of this gcographical area, with a high acquisitive level 
and a strong attraction capacity for tourism that makes it an exceptional 
area of leisure, rest and entertainment for people from different countries. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
b) The four autonomous regions with audience indexes higher than 60% 57 
make up 30.6% of the total population, have an average audience of 
61.8% and accumulate 34.6% of the time offered. These four regions 
constitute the first group as a whole in as far as the ti me offer. On the op-
posi te side are the five autonomous regions with readership indexes un-
der 50% 5", which cover 32.4% ofthe total population and show an aver-
age readership audience of 44. 7% that assumes 26.5% of the time offered 
by the weeklies. 
The previous data should be interpreted from a global perspective. For a 
detai led study it is necessary to analyze specific contents. For example, in 
the arca of weekly magazines with economic and financia! content, read-
ing times are hi gh as shown in Table 2. 1.11 , with refcrence to the British 
publication The Economist . 
Table 2. 1.7 
Average time spent reading «The Economist» 
Time Percemage 
Less than 1 hour 15 
1- 1.5 hrs. 21 
1.5-2 hrs. 17 
2-3 hrs. 28 
3 hours + 18 
Sourcc: The Eco110111ist. World Pro.file. 1990. 
It is intcrest' t d . ing o un erhne that 38% of the rcaders week ly offer be-
tween 60 and 120 · . minutes whllc 46% spend more than two hours. 
Thesc are offe 1 · h . . 
rs 11 g rn tim e and in the socio-economic lcvel of thc 
rcaders. 
In thc Spanish mark t f . . . e o economrc magazrnes the averagcs are also h1gh, 
although it is necessar·y t · h . . · o pornt out t at the term «reader» rn thr s case rs 
57 Balearic lslands, Asturias, Catalonia, Valencia. 
58 Andalusia, Castile-La Mancha, Ex1remadura, La Rioja. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
stricter than in other magazines, with higher times; the latter are also 
meant to be read but to an extent seem to be destined to have their con-
tents j ust looked at. Table 2.1.8. gathers data of average reading times of 
four Spanish magazines. 
Table 2.1.8. 
Time spent reading economic weeklies in Spain 
Title Average 
minutes per reader 
Actualidad Económica 51 
Inversión 50 
Dinero 49 
El nuevo Lunes 49 
Source: Directivos '96 
These time offers, compared with those ofTable 2.1.7, revea] the differ-
ences. However, the time offered by the four Spanish magazines is almost 
the same. 
The time spent on reading economic and financia) sections has aspe-
cial significance in public opinion intluence spheres, with advertising 
repercussions. An interesting study has been carried out by Drum-
mond s9 on the acceptance and reading times ofthe economic sections in 
the Saturday and Sunday editions of sorne British dailies. Table 2.1.9. 
reproduces percentages of acceptance levels and the time employed in 
reading economic sections that, on occasions, are linked to the sports 
section. 
59 Drummond, Alison ( 1998), p. 20. 
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Table 2. 1.9. 
Reading time in the UK 
• 
Fi11a11ce and business sec1io11s 
P11blica1io11 
% Sec1io11s Mi11111es 
Times 2 (with sports news) 92 27 
Sunday Times Business (with sports news) 76 23 
Daily Telegraph Business News 68 17 
Sunday Telegraph Business 67 21 
Sunday Times Personal Finance 66 21 
Observer Business 63 25 
lndepcndent on Sunday Business 61 18 
Mail on Sunday Fianancial Mail 53 19 
Saturday average 80 22 
Sunday average 64 21 
Section average 68 21 
Sourcc: Scctions'95, Express Newspapers!Lco Burnc t/CO I. Cf. Aliso Drummond. 
Admap. January/J 998, p. 20. 
a) Joining economic and sports contcnts seems to offe r g reatcr accept-
ance a nd time quota. 
b) Thcrc are considerable differences in thc acceptance leve ls: 39 points 
be tween the m aximum and min imum . With regard to tim e, the maximum 
di ffere nccs were 1 O minutes. 
e) '.he acceptance average was hig her 0 11 Saturdays tha 11 0 11 Sundays with 
ª. d tffcrc11ce o f 16 points, but it does no t fo llow th is pattern in the average 
time that is limited to a minute"s diffe rence. 
d) The average acceptance and t ime percentages were hig h: 68% accept-
ance ª11d 2 1 minutes of time. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
2.2. The Iistening offer 
A person who listens consumes time and sometimes, also patience. In the 
information market the time offer to listen -not only to hear- is direct-
ed towards the companies or entities that, in an organized way, distribute 
products and services characterized by forms of expression where the 
protagonist is the coherent sound, voice or music. Record companies and 
especially broadcasting companies attract the time offered by persons 
who by listening satisfy their information, culture, entertainment, etc. ne-
cessities 611. 
Time that is consumed in listening can be time compatible with activities 
in which other senses -sight, taste, touch- participate. lt is time that al-
lows for the realization of various tasks and on occasions, it makes them 
easier or more accessible because human intelligence finds rest in listen-
ing to music, recorded sounds of nature, etc. 
The voice becomes speech when the sound articulated communicates it-
self. A word is a sonorous sign, a manifestation of human relationship. 
Sounds that articulate words or convert notes into music can be heard or 
Jistened to; in the first case there is slight perception; in the second, it ex-
presses attention. Voices and noises, sounds and words surround the time 
that people voluntarily dedícate (or not) to hear and to listen. There is no 
lack of people who miss the absencc of noise, perhaps because they ig-
nore the value of silence. 
The radio is, by excellence, the best medium to accept timeslot offers and 
from very different places. How can time that is devoted to the radio mar-
ket be classified in the time offer/demand relation? According to Conde, 
the radio medium is made up of various types oftimes: a) historical time, 
that provides a setting for current events, with an expression in the radio, 
60 For the meaning of time on the radio sec Conde, Fernando ( 1997). This author 
sets off from the spaceltime coordinates as the axis of the research on media. 
The exterior medium is characterized by its spaciousness; the writlen medi-
um, by its temporal note although space predominates; both notes (temporal 
and spacial) participate in the television medium; thc radio medium, is the 
medium linked, almost exclusively, to the temporal note. cf. pp. 92-93. 
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TllE CASE OF SPJ\IN 
a news suppli er. b) cyclic time, submitted to the natural cycle of days, 
weeks, diurna] and nocturnal hours, etc.; c) institutional time is a result of 
the legal order oftime in working time, rest, t rips; d) biographica/ or gen-
erational time, proper to different ages with d iffe rent likes or interests; e) 
personal time that responds to individual situations, state of mind, likes, 
etc.; and f) spec ific time to listen to the radio, or thc listener 5· interaction 
time with the radio, in which the times mentioned befare incide"'. The lis-
tener's interaction time will be detcrmined by the moment at which an 
adaptation is produced «between thc listcncr·s innc r tim e and the propcr 
prog ramming time, in the coupling, in the connection bctwccn thc times 
mcntioned» 6!. 
The time offer is directed towards dcstinations partly dc limitcd by the 
technical conditi ons of the support that dcmands them or by the product 
or broadcas ting contents. We selected two typcs o f radio frequencies, AM 
and Modulated Frequency (FM) and two typcs of broadcasts w ith some-
what diffcrent programming, Conventional Rad io (RC) and Formula Ra-
dio (FR). What times can be attributed to these two typcs of broadcasts? 
In principie it can be said that Conventional Radio attracts time that looks 
at collective interests, c lass ified befare as «hi storical», «cyc li rn, «institu-
tional» . In Radio Formula there is prcdominance of times that satisfy 
classi fi cd individual 1 ikes such as those of a «biog raphical » and «person-
al» naturc '·3• 
Although in a global consideration the time o ffer fo r the radio has not cx-
pcrimentcd important changes through the last few ycars, there have becn 
s ignificant time redistributions, both in AM and FM as well as in the of-
fer to CR and FR. Table 2.2.1. rcflects the audience evoluti on from 1992 
to 1997 . 
61 Id., pp. 97-99. 
62 Id., p. 105. 
63 Id., p. 101. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
Table 2.2.1. 
Percentage of radio audience evolution (1992-1998) 
Year Total AM FM CR FR 
1992 52.4 16.5 39.4 35.7 21.1 
1993 52.9 18.2 38.5 37.3 19.9 
1994 55.4 18.0 41.1 36.1 24.8 
1995 56.5 17.9 42.3 38.7 23.7 
1996 56.6 16.5 43.2 36.5 24.3 
1997 55.0 14.9 42.7 34.2 24.4 
1998 53.5 12.8 42.6 32.2 24.6 
Source: AIMC ( 1999). 
CR = conventional radio; FR = formula radio. 
The total audience 6-1 increased very slightly; the maximum was 4.2. 
points in 1996 with relation to 1992. Audience descent in AM, 1.6. points 
64 The definitions adopted by the AIMC in its Informe Metodológico, 1997 were 
assumed. 
a) Accumulated audience: The number of people (expressed in absolutes or 
in perccntage over the population) who declared to have listened to aspe-
cific support for at least a halfan hour interval. 
b) Average audiencc: an average number of persons (expressed in absolutes 
or in percentage over the population) who have listened to a certain sup-
port throughout the specified period. lt is calculated by questioning each 
listener about his respective listening time. One can also obtain it as an 
arithmetic average of listeners who have each of the half hours that con-
forrn the period in question. This indicator expressed in percentage (rating) 
is equivalent to the percentagc that consumption «per head» signifies of 
the total duration of the temporal interval considered. 
e) Listening minutes: In relation to a support anda specific period, it express-
es the average consumption per person. This consumption can be «per 
head» (referring to the total population) or «per listener» (restricted to the 
part ofthe population that has declared to sorne listening). 
d) Participation or Sharc: it expresses the distribution of listening according 
to supports during a period of time. For each of the supports, the percent-
age quotient is calculated between its average audience and the average au-
dience of the total media or, in an cquivalent way, between the consump-
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m 1997 w ith re lation to 1992, ca n partly be ex plain ed as an audience 
trans fe r to FM which in the same period increased 3.3. points. 
A certain co ntinui ty q ual ifies the audience d is tri bution pe riod in CR and 
FR. T he maxim um d iffe rences between 1992 a nd 1997 wc re 4 .5 . points 
fa r C R, and 4.4. far FR. A udience increasc in FR can be understood as a 
stcp forward in the time offer to li sten to broadcasts w ith spccializcd con-
tcnts , e.g. mus icals . 
Table 2.2.2. 
Evolution of the time o.f er in Spain (1992- 1998). 
Average in minutes 
Year Total CR FR 
1992 105 67 38 
1993 108 72 36 
1994 103 62 40 
1995 10 1 64 36 
1996 102 6 1 38 
1997 100 58 39 
1998 96 52 40 
Sourcc: AIMC ( 1999). 
CR = conventional radio; FR = formula radio. 
The t ime offe r to listen to music lcnt an im pctus to thc g rowth of FR. On 
thc other hand, listcning to musie from thc car faci litated thc offc r far en-
í tion o f the support «pcr hcad» a nd thc consumpt ion o f thc media «per 
hcad». Thc 100% bases for the calcu latio n o f thc part icipations used are 
thc fo llowing: 
• For supports included in «Convcnt ional»: Tota l Convcntio nal. 
• For supports included in «Formula»: Total Formula. 
• Fo r Total Convcntiona l and Tota l Formula: Tota l numbcr o f Listencrs. 
e) Pcn~t ration: number of listeners cxprcsscd in thc pcrccntage ovcr thc pop-
ulat1on. 
TIME FROM THE OFFER 
tertainment or tranquility or, on the contrary for acceleration which in 
both cases the music could motívate. 
The stabilization or slight descent in the time offer for the radio could be 
a consequence of ncw time offers in favour of other media that also need 
to be listened to (e.g. compact discs), as well as changes in the distribu-
tion of the time available which is now orientated towards different ways 
of personal entertainment (walking, practising sports, etc.). On the whole, 
it appears that music gains time at the cost ofwords although in absolute 
figures, words manage to attract more audience. 
The evolution oftime given in Table 2.2.2. is significant; in 1992 CR at-
tracted 64% of the time offer while FR, 36%. Six years later, in 1998 the 
differences were reduced: CR reached 57% and FR, 43%. 
The offer for the radio counts with especially favourable times that are 
within the four traditional sections of morning, midday, evening and 
night. In each of these periods there are timeslot sections that distribute 
the relation ofthe time offer and demand throughout the day and propor-
tion contents that satisfy or try to satisfy the necessities of the listeners. 
Table 2.2.3. summarizes the daily average offer or consumption ofradio 
minutes in four timeslots. 
Table 2.2.3. 
Average daily consumption of radio. 
Average in minutes over the total population (1998) 
Sectors Hours Total CR FR M-F Saturday S1111day 
Total 95.8 52.0 39.8 106.2 73.1 66.8 
Morning (06:00-12:00) 39.9 22.7 15.8 46.2 29.4 19.2 
Midday ( 12:00-16:00) 18.9 8.4 9.5 20.6 17.5 12.1 
Evening ( 16:00-20:00) 16.5 7.0 8.5 17.6 10.1 17.2 
Night (20:00-06:00) 20.5 13.8 6.0 21.8 16.1 18.3 
Source: AIMC ( 1999). 
CR = conventional radio; FR = formula radio; M-F = Mondays to Fridays, 
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lt can be verified that Jhe /<momíngJ) section wich six hours (6.00- f2.00) 
has fnc largest offer not only in a bsolute figures but a lso in the offer pcr 
hour. lfthe total number ofminutes a re divided by the number ofhours 
that comprise this timeslot, the result is a n index of 6.65. For thc <<mid-
day» section the index was 4 . 72 and 4 . 12 for thc «evening» sectio n, w hile 
the ten hours ofthe « nig ht» section gavc an indcx of2.05. 
The largest offer corresponds from Mondays to Fridays, w ith a dai ly av-
erage of 106.2 minutes. Saturdays and Sundays havc inferior offcrs. O nce 
more it was verified that for the time avai lablc o n wccke nds othcr kinds 
of entertainment were sought. 
As for the total offer distribution, 6 1.4% of thc time was offcrcd in thc 1 O 
hours covered by the «morning» and «midday» scctions; thc rcmaining 
38.6 % corresponds to the 14 hours that comprise the «cvening» and 
«night» sections . The largest offer differcnce was in thc «morning» sec-
tion, from Monday to Friday (46.2 average minutes) and Sunday ( 19 .2 av-
erage minutes). 
From where is the time o ffcr carried o ut? In princip ie thcrc a re threc 
quali fied places for radio audition: thc househo ld, the place o f work and 
thc car. Table 2.2.4. presents total consolidatcd data, acco rding to A IMC, 
that refcr to one day. 
The preferent place oftime otTer continucs bcing thc houscho ld w hil c the 
place of work occupies the second p lace. Thc timeslo t sclectio n that has 
bcen done to draw up this table and the permanence, during thesc ho urs, 
in cach one ofthe three s itcs mentioned influence this distributio n. 
Tl~IE FRO~I THE OFFER 
Table 2.2.4 
Radio co11sumptio11 according to type o/ broadcast 
and the !istening si te. %. 
Consolidation day. Audience in percentages. (1998) 
A11die11ce Tola/ CR FR Ho11Se Work Car ho/d 
Accumulatcd 53.5 32.2 24.6 42.7 5.9 8.9 
Participation 100.0 54.3 41.6 67.5 21.3 9.4 
Sourcc : AIMC ( 1999) 
CR = convcntional radio; FR = formula radio. 
01/ier 
1.1 
1.8 
Over 55% of the average audicnce, thc accumulated audience shows that 
the household is the place where thc highest time offcrs for the radio are 
formulated. With an ample diffcrencc, the car occupies the sccond place 
and in the third place, the working sitc. Howcver, it is likely that a more 
cxhaustivc analysis of radio listcning in cars could put up its percentage 
considcrably. 
2.3. The watching offer 
That cx pressing a reality with words usually falls short can be shown 
with thc verb «to scc»: it mcans to perceivc with onc·s eyes ali that light 
all ows, but it is a great <leal more. With our vision we capture entertain-
ment images, unexpected news which abounds in the information socie-
ty, as well as contcnts of informative products and services whose aim is 
to be seen by an every increasing public. The television stands out among 
the media that currently manage to attract a larger offer of wa1ching 1i111e. 
1t is estimated that Europeans offcr to the tclevision between one th ird 
and hal f of the time thcy have while at home65. Watching telcvision is one 
of the most frequent activi ti es 66; however, there are signs of a slow de-
65 Du Roy, Oliver; Fcys, J.C.; Mcyer, A. V. ( 1990), p. 48. 
66 CIRES (1997), p. 366. 
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clinc because ofan increase in the number ofpersons who would like to 
reduce the time they spend watching television "7• 
To analyze audiences and the time people offcr the te levis ion, three 
sources were used: Estudio General de Medios de A IMC '·', Sofrcs Audi-
encia de MediosM, and InfoAdex "'. 
67 ld., pp.411,416, 427. 
68 The following are some concepts taken from the Informe Metodológico de 
AIMC (1997), with refcrence to television: 
a) Accumulated audience: the number ofpeople (expressed in absol utes or in 
percentage over the population) who have seen a certain televi sion support 
during at least a half an hour interval. 
b) Minutes of television watched: In re lation to a televis ion support and a 
speci fíe period, it expresses the average consumption per person. This av-
erage covers the total population. 
e) Audience average: The ave rage number of people (expressed in absolutes 
or in percentage over the population) who have seen a certai n te lev ision 
support throughout a spec ific period. This is calculated by questioning 
each spectator about hi s respective television watching t ime. lt can also be 
obtained as an arithmetic average of the persons who havc cach of the hal f 
hours that make up the period in question. This indicator expressed in per-
centage (rating) is equivalent to the percentage (rating) that the average 
consumption signifies ovcr the total duration ofthe tempora l inte rval con-
sidered. 
d) Fidelity index: Percentage quotient between the aud ience average a nd the 
accumulated audience. lts maximum value is 100 (whic h re fl ects a to ta l 
stability ofthe audience). 
e) Participation or share: expresses the distri bution of the televisio n support 
during a period of time. For eaeh of the supports the quotie nt percentage 
between its average audience and the average audience ofthe tota l media is 
calculated, orinan equivalen! way between the average consumption of the 
support and the average consumption ofthe media. 
1) Contribution: In audience distributions accord ing to timeslots, it is the per-
centage that signifies the average audience of thc support or of the to tal 
medium of that timeslot over the day's to ta l. Naturally the sum of a li the 
timeslo ts of the <lay fo r the same support should be 1 OO. 
g) Profile: Percentage dist ribution of the audience through thc difTerent cate-
gories of one or various variables. The sum of the data for ali the cate-
gories of one variable should be 100%, except fo r differences attributa ble 
to roundi ng up, the categories of thc variable should no t be separated (as in 
the variable fa mily role which a llows the same pcrson to be a housell'(/e 
T IME FRO~I THE OFFER 
How does the time offer fo r television evolve? Table 2.3. 1. summarizes 
the average penetration pereentages and the number of spectators from 
the period 1992-1998. 
Table 2.3. 1. 
Evolution of the te/evision audience (1992-1998) 
lear Poµ11la1io11 Pe11e1ra1ion A11dience {in 000) % {in 000) 
1992 32,000 89.5 28,640 
1993 32,000 90.1 28,832 
1994 32,332 90.4 29,228 
1995 33,576 91.1 30,588 
1996 33,794 91.3 30,854 
1997 33,984 90.7 30,823 
1998 34,132 89.4 30,514 
Sourcc: Al MC ( 1999). 
a) The television is, with an amplc margen , the medium that receives the 
largest time olfer. In 1998 the average penetration was 89.40% over the 
A IMC population of 34, 132,027, which means 30,5 14,032 spectators. 
and thc head of 1'1e fami~v), or that ali thc categories should not be con-
signcd in thc rcport. When what is distributed is the aceumulated audienee 
this is denominatecl a simple proflle ancl ifthis refers to the average aucli-
ence it is known as a po11dered profl/e. 
h) Penetration: Number of spectators expressecl in pcrccntage over the popu-
lation. 
69 Thc populations analyzed by EGM and Sofres are difTercnt. EGM takes, as a 
bas is, a population made up of persons agcd 14 ycars and ovcr. whilc Sofres 
analyzes a population aged 3 ycars and ovcr. 
70 lnfoAdex. S.A. is a limited liabi lity company constituted in 1994 by the un ion 
ofthe two compnnies that proportioncd scrvices to Adcx (Aclvert ising Expen-
cli ture), ancl the qualitative and quantitative control ofaclvcrtixing inscrtions: 
Duplo ancl Rcpress Niclsen. Thc objcct ofthis Ltd. is thc control ancl analysis 
of aclvcrtising act ivity. lnfoAdcx, through A.C. Nielscn, fo rms part of thc 
Adex group of companics. 
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THE C ASE OF SPAIN 
b) In the 1992-1 998 period the population increased by 6.6% and the 
number of spectators went up by 6.5%, according to the data in Table 
2.3. 1. Thc highest average audience index (91.3%) was achicved in 
1996. 
e) The audience descent began in 1997 and conti nucd in 1998, the year 
that registered the lowest percentage since 1992. In 1998 the number 
of spectators was lower than that in the period 1995- 1997. 1 f the popu-
lation/spectator relation in 1997 is taken as a basis and projectcd on 
the 1998 population, a tota l number of 30,957,000 spectators woul d 
correspond to it, i.e. 443,000 more than the fi gure it ac tua lly reac hes. 
Does this mean that the tendency is to continue goi ng down? With ref-
erence to the spectators, bearing in mind the age pyramid, it a ppears 
that the answer should be affi rmati ve. T hi s has a n incidence on the 
possibilities ofthe time offer to television, although no t abso lute ly as a 
smaller number ofspectators can, at least in theory, make a larger time 
offer. 
d) Does a saturation of the time offer cxist? According to the way the tel-
evision market in Spain is currently made up, it can be said that satura-
tion does exist. However, this does not mean that th crc could be time re-
distributions in favour of our audiovisual services through the te levis ion 
support, above ali ifthis incorporates itselfor is incorporated to a com-
puter screen. 
The time offer to watch television is divcrse according to geographical ar-
cas and the socio-econom ic s ituation of the audience. Table 2.3.2 has 
been drawn up on audience and time distribution variables accordi ng to 
the autonomous rcgions, with referencc to 1997 and 1998. 
T IME FROM THE OFFER 
Table 2.3.2. 
Audience and time in te!evision, in the auto110111011s regions 
(1 997-1998) 
A1110110111011s region 1998 1998 1997 1997 A11die11ce % Mi11111eslday A11die11ce % Mi11111eslday 
Averages 89.4 222 90.7 23 1 
Andalusia 90.2 234 91.7 248 
Aragón 87.3 195 90.5 233 
Asturias 90.4 206 88.8 190 
Balearic lslands 87.3 187 90.0 209 
Canary lslands 85.4 195 89.5 208 
Cantabria 9 1.2 233 92.7 249 
Castile-La Mancha 92.8 269 93.0 264 
Casti le-León 88.8 208 89.0 204 
Catalonia 91.3 239 92.6 254 
Valencia 92.0 235 93.2 253 
Extremadura 88.3 235 92.3 256 
Gal icia 86.5 192 88.5 197 
La Rioj a 88.7 190 96.4 222 
Madrid 86.5 22 1 87.1 216 
Murc ia 87. 1 216 90.8 224 
Navarrc 85.8 188 87.0 198 . 
Basque Country 88.4 197 89.8 200 
Sourcc: Al MC ( 1998-1 999) 
a) How can it be dcduced from the data in Table 2.3.2. that audicnce and 
time vari ables do not have a direct rclationship between them, sincc a high-
er audicnce pereentage does not necessarily eorrcspond with more media 
time offered. However, in absolutc figures there cx ists a natural rclation of 
a larger audienee corresponding with a higher total time bcing offered. 
b) In 1998 there was a general decline in the time offer. Among the au-
tonomous regions that redueed their time offer, in relation to 1997, was 
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Aragón (38 minutes), La Rioj a (32 minutes) and the Balearic ls lands (22 
minutes). 
e) Only one autonomous reg ion - Asturias- had a higher penetration 
pcrcentage in 1998 with relation to 1997. Asturias also increased its t ime 
offer with an average of 16 minutes. Othcr autono mous regio ns that of-
fered more time in 1998 than in 1997 wcre: Castile-León (4 minutes), 
Madrid (5 minutes), and Casti le-La Mancha (5 minutes). The last rcgion 
had thc hig hest time offer to television with a daily average of 269 min-
utes, 4 hours and 29 minutes. 
d) The previous data leads to the conclus ion that in the variat ions o f the 
time offcred, the socio-econom ic conditions ofthc audiencc in cvery ge-
ographical area have a special intluence. Working s ituat ions and popula-
tion age levels also have a special incidence. Unemployment reductio n, 
on the one hand, and pre-retirem ents on the other are facto rs that con-
tribute in modifying the t ime offer. Gencrat io na l changes and the ncw 
t ime distribution spent on entertainmcnt or lcisure activi tics a lso have an 
influencc. 
e) In re latio n to what has been previo us ly s tated it is significan t tha t in 
1998 only one autonomous reg ion had an offe r to tc lcvis ion that was 
hig her than 4 hours a day, while in 1997 thcrc werc six auto no m o us re-
gions with offers hig her than this amo unt oft imc. lt is a lso in tercsting to 
underline that over an offer measurcm ent of 222 111 in u tes, 6 a utonomo us 
regions had the highest times 71 • 
How is the time offer distributed along the wcek? In a g lo ba l cons idcra-
tion, leaving aside di fferences related with the seasons ofthc year andes-
pecially the summer, Table 2.3.3. orders thc min utes of thc wcek ly offers 
with a breakdown from Mondays to Fridays, Satu rdays and Sundays. T he 
timeslot distribution is grouped in the us ual fou r blocks: mo rning, mid-
day, evening and night. 
Andalusia: 234 min.; Cantabria: 233 min. ; Cas tilc-La Ma nc ha: 269 m in.; Cat-
alonia: 239; Valenc ia: 235 min. ; Extre madura: 235 min. 
TIME FRO~I THE OFFER 
Table 2.3 .3. 
Average daily time o.ffe1; in minutes, to television (1998) 
Days Toral Mo11. -Fri. Sa1111rlay S1111day 
of rhe 1reek lv/011. -S1111. 
Total 222.2 231.8 198.6 197.8 
Morning (04:00-13:00) 11.9 12.8 8.6 11.1 
Midday ( 13:30-17:00) 62.2 67. I 51.0 48.4 
Evening ( 17:00-20:00) 32.0 32.2 31.1 32.1 
Night (20:00-04:00) 116.1 119.7 107.9 106.2 
Sourcc: A l MC ( 1999). 
a) The weekdays (Mondays to Fridays) attract the largest time offer, wi th 
an average of232 mi nutes a day. This average amount oftime has a rela-
tive value beca use the offers, from an individual point of view, are varied 
according to the status and the situation ofthe people. The offer descends 
nearly hal f-a n-hour on the weekends, which is a symptom that the time 
avai lable on Saturdays and Sundays is orientated towards other kinds of 
leisure. 
b) As fo r time distribution according to timeslots, the «night» timeslot 
(20.00-4.00 hrs.) assumes the largest amount on ali the days ofthe week, 
and when added to the «midday» timeslot gives a total of 178.3 minutes 
that represents 80.2% of the total average time offcred. 
Thc influence the seasons have on the time offered to television has inter-
esting aspeets. Taking the Sofrcs data as a basis ovcr a population of 
38,279,000 agcd 3 ycars and ovcr, Table 2.3.4. shows the distribution (in 
minutes) that thc audience offered duri ng the months of 1997. 
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TllE C ASE OF SPA IN 
Table 2.3.4. 
Daily time offe1; in minutes, made to television 
(breakdown in months) 
Month Morning Afier /1111ch Eve11i11g Night Ear~v 
moming 
January 25 53 54 88 22 
February 24 49 48 85 21 
March 24 46 42 79 20 
Apri l 24 48 41 78 2 1 
May 24 48 40 74 2 1 
Junc 24 49 40 69 21 
July 24 45 35 57 19 
August 20 39 3 1 48 16 
September 24 48 38 67 19 
October 26 49 4 1 78 18 
November 26 52 5 1 85 20 
Dcccmber 26 51 52 83 23 
Year 24 48 43 74 20 
Source: Sofres 72• 
Towl 
244 
227 
2 11 
2 12 
208 
202 
180 
154 
195 
212 
233 
235 
209 
A) The time of the offer has an importance on thc offer of time. As can be 
deduced from the data included in Table 2.3.4. , from a n a nnual cons idcr-
ation thcre are three mo nths w ith a low offer that in thc no rthern hemi -
sphere, coincides with the sum mer period. August, July a nd Septcmber 
(in this order), are the months with the lowcst time otfe r to tc levis io n, bc-
cause during this period leisure and entertainmcnt a lternat ivcs gain spc-
cial force and attract more time from peoplc. Howevcr, o nly A ug ust hada 
time otfcr with an average below three hours. The largcst differencc, 90 
Í 72 According to the Sofres audimetry contro ls, ovcr a population that inc luded 
people aged 3 years and over (3 8,279,000), the average was 209 minutes. Ac-
cording to thi s same critcrion, the avcrages in thc previous ycars wcrc: 
1992:194; 1993:204; 1994:2 10; 1995:2 11; 1996:2 14 . C f. Noticias de /a Co-
111u11icació11, nº 166, Enero 1998, pp. 20 & ss. 
TIME FRO~ I TllE OFFER 
minutes, was betvveen the time offcred in January (244 minutes) and that 
of August ( 154 minutes). 
b) The offer is affected by the seasons and can be groupcd into two peri-
ods: on one hand, the months from October to April , with tim e offered 
that is over an annual average of 209 minutes; on the other hand, the 
months from May to Scptembcr have times that are lower than the annual 
average. These two time periods have a direct repercussion on advertising 
contracts and programming contents. 
'-' 
= 
e) The offers in the timeslot denominated «night» show the highest time 
differences thro ughout the year. In January 88 minutes were offcred, 
while August had 40 minutes less. The other timeslots had smaller di ffer-
ences: in the «morning», the maximum diffcrcnce was 6 minutes, «after 
lunch», 14 minutes, in the «evening», 23 minutes and at «dawn», 7 min-
utes. o 
o 
o 
o 
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3. The time demand 
The people who participate, in thc information market with their products 
or services demand time from persons to consume press, radio, telcvision 
contents, etc. In specific tcrms, this demand is expressed in thc request 
for hours, minutes or seconds with thc aim of satisfying information ne-
cessities in its widcst scope (news, knowledge, events, judgements, ideas, 
data, entertainment, etc.). lfthere is no answcr to thc time demand, the in-
fo rma ti ve ac tivity is unsuccessful. This dcrnand is instrum ented through 
the circulation of various products according to the media nature: circula-
tion through publication (prcss), broadcasting (radio and television), and 
cxhibition (cinema, bill boards), etc. 
Thc process of the time demand has its origin in the elaboration phase of 
the informative productor service, foll owcd by its circulation, and is cul-
minatcd when it rcachcs thc potential consurner who either accepts or re-
fuses to «hand overn his time. 
Dcmanding time is comrnon to many activi ties that provide scrvices 
(with or without a profit intcnt ion), which could be of a burdensome or 
free of charge naturc. In organizations without a profit intention, thc time 
demand is usually onc of the rcquiremcnts fo r pcoplc to gct involvcd in 
tasks that are frcquently of an immatcrial naturc (welfare, charitablc, 
cte.). 
In rclation to thc information market, thc time dcmand has thc following 
characteristics (among othcrs): instantaneousncss, variety, comprcssion, 
conccntrated owncrship and spccialized contents, and incrcasing growth. 
a) lnstantaneousness. Thc time dcmand/o ffc r relationship is usually for-
malizcd instantly without dclay. The ci rcul ation of the info rmativc prod-
uct, its edition, broadcast or ex hibition implics formulating a dcmand that 
usually rcccivcs an immcdiatc response. This response can be ncgativc or 
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affirmative, frequently materiali zed in a physical action like opening a 
newspaper, watching a certain television channel o r tuning into a radio 
station, etc. The instantaneousness in question does not always answcr an 
offer/demand relationship on specific in formativc contcnts bccause, at 
most times, these are unkown; precisely this ignorance is the basis of the 
time offer. Usually the demand is made through generic programmes, 
publication titles, etc that covcr ample information and cntcrtainment 
sections: news, sports, computer tcchnology, entertainmcnt shows, com-
petitive shows. 
b) Variety. Passing in front ofa newsagent, moving thc radio dia l, watching 
at programmes oftelevision channels, making a s imple navigaton in inter-
net, are acts that show the great variety ofthe time demand on the informa-
tion market. There is a demand for products that are very different in con-
tents, prices, periodicity, or because they are apparently free of charge, etc. 
On the other hand, time that is an object o f demand varíes according to thc 
nature ofthe product or service. Reading rcquires time anda speci fic men-
tal intensity, while a television programmc whose contcnt is a competitivc 
show demands a different kind oftime. Although ali minutes are made up 
of sixty seconds, the way offil ling up these minutes can be diffcrcnt. 
c) Compression. Among the characteristics ofthe time demand the desirc 
to compress it stands out, both the time cmployed to claboratc thc content 
of the product as well as that used to make it rcach thc potcntial con-
sumer. The action and thc comprcssion cffcct are prcscnt in a li thc 
proeess ofthe demand/offcr rclationship, and thcre is an increas ing dcsirc 
to offer more content in less time, to reduce to thc mín imum thc t ime 
needed to make the demand and obtain an answer to the offer a lso in thc 
shortest time possible. To obtain these objectives it is not infrcq ucnt to 
use the stimulation ofthe senscs to try to attract and motívate product ac-
ceptance, in a race to convince thc person offering time that he w ill find 
the best use for it in the demand that is being made from a speci fic in-
formative product. The risk lies in confusing the good util izati on of tim e 
with something different such as speed in its use. Thc 20 seconds of a tel-
evision advertisement, the short sentcnccs in printed advcrti scmc nts, thc 
rapid ehange ofimages, an elcvated tone ofvoice can be examplcs o fthc 
race to gain time that always has the same duration. 
T!·IE TIME DEMAND 
Time is like a currency that circulates with abundance on the information 
market. A way oftrying to obtain greater time rentability is to fraction it, 
make it circulate in less value currencies but with more repercussion, to 
try that with less time investment more product and service units may 
pass through the mind of a potential consumer. This is a generalized wish 
ofthe eompan ies, particularly in the service sector, who try to make time 
more rentabl e by improving their management 73• 
d) Concentrated ownership, specialized contents. The information market 
experiences a process of concent ration. Media ownership tends to be con-
centrated 7", especially in i nternational a reas and markets. Ownership con-
centrat ion on the inforn1ation market implies the possibility of having ac-
cess to a dominant position in the time demand, because it usually meaos 
that one has a grcater number of resources or that one obtains more cireu-
lation area for the same contents or products. 
Together with ownership eoncentration which at times is necessary or ad-
visable, the information society is going through an intense spccialization 
process in thc contents divulged by the media. lfon the one hand, therc is 
a reduction in the titl es, in physical orjuridical persons who are the own-
ers of thc media, on the other hand, there is an increasc in the variety of 
products that di vulge specialized contents. This si tuation is opening up to 
an idea: that plura lism has to be sought in what thc media communicate 
more than in who is its owner. On evaluating an informativc product, its 
contents are most important 75; the favourable points of the product are 
scen in its contents and this contributes to the quality leve! of the owner 
company. 
e) lncrease. The time demanded by media companies increases every 
year. Yarious circum stances contribute to this growth : the higher cultural 
leve! and longer li fc span of people, the numberof retired people which is 
inereasingly higher, the tendency to reduce working hours 16, and the new 
73 Grcgory, lan. C.; RawÍing, Simon 13. ( 1997). p. 2. 
74 CE ( 1997), p. 68. 
75 Sartori, Giovanni ( 1997), p. XI. 
76 Du Roy, Olivcr; Fcys, J.C.; Mcycr, A. V. ( 1990), p. 5 1. 
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TllE CASE OF SPAIN 
technologies facilitating many household tasks, e tc. However, this in-
crease has weak points in the shaping of individual and coll ective free-
dom. 
The increase in the time demand to assume or «consume» inform ative 
products can facilitate aggressive actions in the battlc to co nquer audi-
ences, i.e. time. In a free economy, the information m arket is open to 
commercial relation techniques that try to obtain the highest leve Is of ef-
fi ciency in attracting and maintaining optimum eonsumers. Hence, it is 
not infrequent to come across «massive» marketing actions demanding 
time, that bombard specific sectors o f unproteeted people beca use they 
lack the necessary critica! leve! to ponder the consequences oftheir deci-
sions. The so-call ed aggressive actions (perhaps forgetting that ali ag-
g ressiveness implies provocation and attack) could lead one to condition 
time, to the point of strait-jacketing time, accord ing to Elchardus 77• This 
submission is usually the result of a subtle, silent, constant and intel ligent 
process that results in a change in the way of thinking, in acquiring new 
habits, in obtaining behaviors that are consistent with the desire of those 
who demand time 1x. Individual and collective freedom may be harm ed, 
because in the information market freedom is nevera no 111011 s· zone; it is 
always present in the person's intelligence and willpower. 
The following subchapters are dedicated to the study ofthe time demand 
from the press, radio and television, and conclude w ith sorne retlections 
on the relation between the time demand and the act of deciding. 
3.1. The reading demand 
When the companies that edit books or periodic publications s ituate their 
products on thc information market , with the a im of making the m known, 
t~iey are requesting «reading tim e». 1 f there is no time to read, the c ircula-
tion of printed media has no meaning. As Ricocur affirm s, thc mediation 
exercised by reading allows litcrary work to achieve its full s ig nifican-
77 Elchardus, Mark ( 1991 ), p. 70. 
78 Vickers, Douglas ( 1994 ), p. 202. 
T HE TIME DEMAND 
ce n . Printed matter that is not read is just an ink stain on paper, words 
with no readcr, a voice with no echo. 
Time is an essential factor in the action demanding toread thc contents of 
a certain printed matter, and also in the distribution or circulation ofthe 
product demanded. The speed ofthe postal service and the time saved in 
the distribution were decisive in the development ofthe newspaper51'. The 
weekly periodicity and the day of publication, lin ked by the despatch of 
the post and the stagecoac hes were no casual coincidences. The words 
post, mail, mercwy. time, day, moming, among others, still figure in the 
arresti ng headl i nes of periodical publications 81• 
The time demand to read varíes according to the type of publication re-
quested. The diversity originales in the publication·s content and the time 
lapse between one published number and the next, e.g. the daily periodic-
ity concentrates the demand in a maximum 24-hour duration, which in 
fact is reduced to the product's 8- 1 O hours of effective pennanence on the 
market. 
The product's contents are related to the time demand. lmages and text do 
not «consume» or «last» the same time. A printed image usually demands 
less time than the tcxt giving the same infonnation. The union ofa photo-
graph with its caption can cut down reading time. On the other hand, in-
form ation that is consumed in a certain time also has its validity time on 
the market; news loses such a condition when it does not provide an an-
swer to the necessity it intends satisfying. 
The analysis of the time demand to read periodic publications has as a 
first ex igency, that ofknowing the conditions ofthe demanders who con-
cur on the in forrnation market. Our study is limited to Spain anda neces-
sary source was the documentation fac ilitated by the Oficina de Justifi-
cación de la Difusión (OJO), which is thc basis ofthe ideas that fo llow. 
Table 3. 1.1. givcs a general vision"2 ofnewspapcrs and magazines. 
79 Ricocur, Paul ( 1985), p. 286. 
80 Vid, among o thcr scho lars of time, Whitrow, G.J. ( 1989), p . 162. 
81 Nieto , Alfonso (1 984), pp. 36, 60, 8 1-82. 
82 Data takcn from the Boletín OJD nº 92. May 1998. pp. 27. 1-27. 1 O. 
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Table 3.1.1. 
Daily newspapers and magazines in Spain, 
controlled by the OJD 
Dailies nº Magazines 
General lnformation 76 General lnformat ion 
Sports Jnformation 5 Specialized Jnformation 
Economic lnformat ion 3 Tcchnical and Professional Publications 
Supplements 
Complimentary Magazines 
Total 84 Total 
Source: Boletin OJO, May 1998. 
11 º 
26 
161 
229 
13 
88 
517 
It is estimated tha t 84 ofthe dai ly newspapersn whose circula tion is con-
trolled by the OJO covered 98% o fthe total c irc ulation ofthe daily press 
in the period fro m 1996- 1997. The c la ssification in three types of infor-
mation a llows one to differentiate the time d e mands m ade by the newspa-
pers. In the general information dailies "". the e ireulation figu res present 
important quantitative differences, e .g. betwee n the 440,628 copies of El 
País a nd the 1,403 copies of Melil/a Hoy"5• 
There are notcworthy differenccs a lso in information with specialized 
contentsu. Two daily publications, owned by the same company, de mand 
diffe rent times from the ir reade rs , both in thc demand quantity, i.e. the 
copies in circulation, as wcll as the time devoted to reading the ncwspa-
pcr. T his is the case o f Marca, a sports newspapcr with a da ily circ ulation 
1 83 For the concept of dai~v 11ewspaper according to the Reglamento O.ID, vid. 
epigraph 2.1. 
84 A daily newspaper on general information: «lt is that daily publicat ion with an 
informative content ora heterogeneous opinion of current events, that is di-
rected towards an indeterminate reading public». Reglamento O.ID, 5.3. 1.1. 
85 Cfr. Boletines OJO nº 9 1, p. 19; nº 92, p. 8. 
86 Specialized information daily: «lt is that daily publication with technical char-
acteristics same as the previous classification [a daily on general information]. 
but whose editorial eontent usually gives priority to spccializcd mattcrs or top-
ics (sports, cconomy, etc.), and it is dircctcd at a specific rcading public». 
Reglamento OJ D, 5.3. 1.2. 
T llE TIME DEMAND 
o f 458,441 •1 copies and Expansion, a financia l daily with 48, 170 co-
pies '8. The reader ratio and the reading duration ofthe two different pub-
licatio ns have to be taken into account when considering these figures, 
e.g. thc newspapcr Expansion sta tcs that 73.7% of its readers read the 
whole newspapcr, o r a lmost ali of it "". 
With regard to the magazine market 'l<•, it has to be pointed out that it is 
varied and complex. lt is estimatcd that therc are about 2,500 magazines 
in Spain tha t inscrt advertisements in thei r pages. To analyze the time de-
mand from this c lass of printcd media, a li the magazines that were under 
the OJO contro l were studicd; thcse magazines totaled 5 17 in May 1998 
(Table 3.1. 1 .). 
The 26 general information magazines"1 compete with other demands on 
the time marke t, both from the printcd media (dai lies, supplcments) as 
well as audiovis ua l (radio and television news programmes). The com-
mon pe riodicity is weekly. 
The time demand made from thc 16 1 spccialized informationjournals 92 
intends to cover informative neccssities o fa specific nature . T he OJO of-
fcrs a scgmentation in 27 types ·n that covers specific time demands in ac-
87 Boletín OJO nº 9 1, p. 36. 
88 Boletín OJO nº 9 1, p. 31. 
89 Expa11sió11 1997. Source: Direc1ivos "96. 
90 For a complete analys is, vid. Cabello, Fernando ( 1999). 
91 A general in formation magazine: «lt is that publ icat ion, cclited with a perio-
dicity that is not cla ily. whose editoria l contcnts ineludc general information 
on currcnt a fTairs; it is meant fo r the general public». Reglamento OJO. 
5.3.2. 1. The time dcmand madc from magazines on general information can 
be diviclccl into thrcc typcs accorcling to thc arca of circulation. The total num-
bcr of 26 publications consists o f 7 magazincs with a national circulat ion, 2 
regional , 15 local and 2 which havc an intcrnational circulation. Cfr. Boletín 
OJ D n" 92, May 1998, p. 27.2. 
92 A magazine on spccialized information: «lt is that publication editccl with a 
periodicity that is 1101 dai ly; its editorial contents usually givc more priority to 
spcciali zcd mattcrs or topics and it is directcd to a spccific public». 
Reglamento O.ID, 5.3.2.2. 
93 1 )Anima Is of cornpany; 2) Cinema, Videos and Photographs; 3) Dccoration; 
4) Sports and Lcisure; S) Scicntific Divulgation; 6) Economy; 7) Erotic; 8) 
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cordance with the contents. With regard to the number of titl es that ex ist 
in this subclass, the following stand out: motor m agazines (21 titles); 
women's magazines'J.I ( 19 ti tics); computer magazines ( 16 titles); scientif-
ic joumals ( 11 titles). 
The most numerous sector, with 229 magazines, corrcsponds to tcchnical 
and professional publications 95• Medica! j ourna ls whi ch g roup 98 titles 06 
stand out in importance. The time demand directed towards the m edica! 
profession is traditional in Spanish press. The following factors havc con-
tributed to this situation: on the one hancl, the progessive specialization of 
medicine, the deep rooted custom - in the medica! profession- of using 
this type of journal as a habitual means of information. O n the o ther 
hancl, the aftl uence of specific advertising in these publications, thc de-
velopment ofthe pharmaceutical industry, and peoplc's growi ng interest 
in health questions . 
Keeping up with the liberalizat ion process in European television cha n-
nels throughout the decade ofthe eighties, newspapers in sorne countries 
(among them, Spain) began publishing supplements '17 that were usua lly 
~ntertainment shows; 9) Life Stylc; 1 O) Family; 1 1) Women; 12) Gastro110111-
1c; 13) History; 14) Children; 15) Computcrs; 16) Embrodicry and Patterns; 
17) Literature; 18) Motor; 19) Musica l; 20) Advertising; 2 1) Rc lig io us; 22) 
Satirical; 23) Health; 24) Telcphone and Communicat io ns; 25) Tclcvis io n; 26) 
Travel; 27) Video games. 
94 1 n the sector of magazines classi fied by thc OJO as women s maga::ines o nc 
fi nds a quali fied time dcmand, not only bccause o f the c irculation bu t a lso be-
cause o f the high reading index that eac h copy has. Thcse publications, ali 
with a weekly periodicity, that had thc highest circula tio n fro m Junc 1996 to 
June 1997, were: Pronto (769, 112 copies); Hola (622,292 cop ies); Lecwras 
(334,265 copies); Diez Minutos (3 13,790 copies). Cfr. Boletí n OJO nº 80. 
9 5 Professional and technical publ icat ion: « lt is that publication whosc editoria l 
~ontent refers to specialized matters or topics (technical o r p rofessional) and 
is d1rected ata especially qualified reading public». Reglamento OJ O, 5.3.3. 
9 6 TI.le journal w ith the highest circulation is Jano Medicina y Hu111a11idades, 
Wllh 34,498 copies. lt is distributed free of charge. 
9 7 Supplement: « lt is that publication with a particu lar formal and tcchnical 
characteristics, with a proper tille anda f ixed periodicity; it is no rmally so ld 
0~ g1ven away with another/other publication(s) such as newspapers, maga-
zmes, etc.». Reglamento OJO, 5.3.4. 
T HE T IME DEMAND 
put into circulation on the weekends. Out of a total of 13 supplements 
that figure in Table 3.1.1 ., 1 O are of daily newspapers 98 and 3, of maga-
zines. 
1 n the seventies and the beginning of the eighties, Spain climbed the 
bandwagon ofthe circulation offree publications99, with a time demand 
initially made from thc pages of profcssional and technical journals, di-
rected at physicians, or persons working in the building sector, cte. The 
progressive consolidation ofthis type ofpublication obliges having con-
ceptual boundaries. In the ample sense of the expression «complimentary 
copies», far more publications exist than the 88 shown in Table 3.1 .1. Be-
cause oftheir repercussion in the time demand it is opportune to explain 
the different types of complimentary copies that exist, taking into account 
the nature of the circulation. a) A publication withfi'ee of cha1ge circula-
tion ""'; b) A mixed-circ11/ario11 publication "'1; e) A publication withji·ee of 
charge disrriburion 1112• 
The interest in vcri fy ing thc results ofthe time demand for complimenta-
ry magazincs has led to the outlining of ditferent types of circulation and 
dist1ibution. Free circulation can be individualized circ11/ario11 with conti-
98 Among these supplements are those with the highest eireulation in Spanish 
press e.g. El Suplemento Semanal (of various dailies) has an average circula-
tion of l, 134,269 copies; El Semanal TV (of various dai lies), 997, I 08; El 
País Semanal (of the newspaper El País), 920, 357 copies. Cfr. Boletines 
OJ D, nº 73 & nº 91 . 
99 Cfr. Nieto, Alfonso ( 1984), Chapter 5 and Appendixes. 
100 «lt is that publication distributed without requiri ng any payment». 
Reglamento OJO, 5. 1.2. 
101 «Considered as a mixed circulation publication is that in which at least 20 
per cent of the total ci rculation is paid in the conditions forseen in article 
4.16 of the "reglamento de trabajo"». Reglamento OJ O. 5.1 .3 . The men-
tioned an icle, 4. 16 determines what is understood by paid circulation: «To-
tal figure of copies sold at 50 per cent or more ofthe basic cover price fixed 
by the editor. exc luding the taxes. lt is the result ofthe total sum of subscrip-
tions, the sales per copy, sales per block ancl the regular services, admissible 
as prescribecl by the rules for paid publications». 
102 «lt is that publication which is dist ributed or put al the clisposal of the publ ic 
(usually incleterminate), free ofcharge». Reglamento OJO, 5. 1.4. 
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nuity, or individualized and rotatory circular ion "JJ, discount circulation "" 
or qualifled circulation 105• The distribution of complimentary copies is 
the usual channel to formu late the time demand and here the various pos-
s ibilities of free distribution 11.., a re important : a pile of magazines left in 
certain places, through direct letterbox mailing (<<junk ma iling») o r any 
other system that puts the publication within a person 's reach, without 
any cost for the consumer. 
Sorne initial considerations can be made about the press time demand in 
Spain, specifically in the daily newspaper secto r as the magazi ne sector 
103 
104 
105 
106 
Free of charge c ircu latio n (complimentary copies): «Tota l number of copies 
that a re sent free of charge by the ed itor to an ide ntified pcrson. Free of 
charge circulation can be: a) Jndividua lized with continuity: when the pcr-
sons who continuously receive ali thc numbcrs of the publication can be 
identified. Thc difference has to be po inted o ut , in th is section, betwccn re-
quested copies and copies that have been requestcd by thc consumcr. A lso 
included in this section are those copies distributed by assoc iatio ns, c ntit ics 
or companies to the ir members, associates, c licnts, cte. without the pc rsons 
in quest ion having to pay for them; and, ifthey do so, they havc no option to 
deduction from thc quota they pay. b) lndividua li zcd and rotato ry c ircula-
tion: thi s is when the publication sent to thc consumcr is not done in a con-
tinued manner, although a stable and vcrifi ablc c irculatio n p lan <loes cxist». 
Reglamento OJO, 4. 17. 
Discount eirculation: «These are copies sold for less than thc cover price es-
tablished in the epigraph 4. 16. They are only computable in the paid c ircula-
tion of mixed and complimentary publ ications». Reglame nto O JD, 4. 19. 
Qualified circulation: «This corresponds to known reccivcrs whosc personal 
information crediting thcm as qua lified rcccivcrs can be vcri fiablc». 
Reglamento OJD, 4.20. 
Complimcntary distribution: «The tota l numbcr of copies s ituatcd in cstab-
lished places and put, free of charge, at the disposa l of an indctcrminatc pub-
lic. Complimentary distribut ion can be: a) In block fo rm : Free distribut ion of 
piles of copies is that which prcsents thc fo llowing characteristics: i) Redis-
tribution: only when the intermediaries, who agrce to rcdistributc thc copies 
received, are known. ii) Pickcd-up copies: corrcspond to those copies pluccd 
in piles in establ ished places to be voluntarily picked up by the public. 
b) Direct letterbox mai ling (a lso called "j un k mail ing"): corrcsponds to th is 
distribution in which thc copies are depositcd in the lcttcrboxcs of thc 
consumcrs, or carricd out in a similar way in a speci fic gcograph ical arca. 
e) Othcrs: "any othcr di stribution systcm not inc ludcd in the prcvious scc-
tions"». Reglamento OJ D, 4. 18. 
T HE TIME DEMAND 
has so much diversity it is di fficult to underline valuations, even general 
ones. The magazines subject to control are those wi th the highest ci rcula-
tion; howevcr, the number of titles controlled by the OJO are less than 
25% of the total number of magazines circulating on the market. 
Table 3.1.2. Offers data on Span ish dai ly newspaper circulat ion in 1996 
and 1997 "". 
Table 3.1.2. 
Circ11/ation of Spanish daily 11ewspapers (199611997) 
Type Total circ11/a1io11 % 
General information 3,055, 187 77.1 
Sports information 825,682 20.8 
Eeonomic information 87,886 2.1 
Total 3,968,755 100.0 
Sourcc: OJO. 
A significant datum in evaluating the time demand leve! in the dai ly press 
is proportioned by the percentage of thc sports press: 20.80% of the 
dai lies distributed attend to the information needs on sports. 
In 1997 the copies of Spanish daily newspapers circulating per 1,000 per-
sons aged 14 years + (not over the total population) were 11 ,678 copies, a 
low fi gure if compared with other countrics of the European Common 
Market. The reading demand is rather poor, and according to what is 
shown in the epigraph 2. 1., the time offer is also poor. 
1t is not easy to determine the causes of this situation . The datum on the 
time demand made from the sports newspapers is eloquent because it 
represents 5.95% ofthc total number oft itlcs; howcver, the time demand 
is made from 20.8% ofthc total number of copies circulated. On the oth-
er hand, 90.4 7% of the ncwspapcr titles are on general in formation and 
assume 77. 1 % of thc circulation. 
107 Cfr. Boletín de OJO, nº 92. May 1998. 
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ALFONSO T IME ANO THE I NFORMATION 
NIETO MARKET: 
THE CASE OF SPAIN 
3.2. The demand from the audiovisual media 
«Listen» and «see» are verbs that can be associated with speed; perha~s 
because of this the audiovisual communicati on media contributc to t e 
rapid rhythm that characterizes many activities ofthe information ni arket. 
Messages em ited by radio, televis ion, videos, c inema, internet, etc . us u-
ally require speed for their nearly instanteousness c irculation and mes-
sage grasp. Consciously or uneonsciously, one tries to gain time, spe~d~ 
ing it up or shortening it, a lmost with the pretcnsion of a minute haYlllo 
more, or less than s ixty seconds, according to the desire of thc person 
who demands time. These s ituations may have perverse consequences be-
cause as pointed out by Fiorani ioM, time acc leration multipli es spaces and 
re lativizes places and areas that shape one·s proper identity and gives 
meaning to life. 
The time demand made from products and informat ive services divulged 
by the audiovisual media is the largest on the information market. lt ~an 
be said that this is a constant, changing anc/ abunc/ant demand: it remains 
on the market 24 hours a day and 365 days of the year; the contents ofthe 
products that demand time change with great spccd ; the number ofprod-
ucts abound and competitivity increases on the information market. 
The time demand from products and audiovisual services emited by radio 
and television will be studied next. 
A) Radio 
Beeause ofhistorical reasons ofits appearance on the market and the polit-
ical treatment it was g iven from the start, the radio obtained a statute that 
made the presence of state owned radio stations compat ible with private ra-
dio stations in many countries. National radio stations cover their financing 
and exploitation with charges to the state's general budget and/or the pay-
ment of a royalty or tax by those who havc a radio. Private radio stations 
usually have, as asole or principie sourcc of incomc, that which is obtaincd 
1 108 Fiorani, Eleonora ( 1998), p. 56. 
THE TIME DEMAND 
frorn the . . f d . . . . ti . em1ss1on o a vert1smg announcements. Th1s doublc conf1gura-
on is pro· d . 1 . f d" . . ~ecte 111 t ie groupmg o ra 10 stat1ons m co111111erc ial and 11011-
co1111ne .. / . • 1c1a stat1ons. Table 3.2. 1. shows a general perspective of the ap-
prox1rnat f d. . . d e number o ra 10 stat1ons m sorne European countries that 
ernand time rrom the consumers to listen to their programmes. 
Table 3.2.1. 
Commercial and 11011-commercial radio stations 
r---_ 
in some European countries 
' Co1111f/:v Co111111ercial No11-co111111ercial 
~ Germany 196 43 
, Northcrn Bclgium 120 60 
~ Southcrn Bclgium 80 40 
Dcnmark 170 11 0 
, S pain 1,450 50 
, Grcece 700 
, Italy 365 
Portugal 265 3 
Unitcd Kingdom 182 62 
Total 3,428 368 
Sourcc: Carat, 1997. 
Cornmercial radio stations represen! 90.3% ofthe total number and non-
comrnercial radio stations, 9.7% of thc remaining. The liberali zation 
process of radio station ownership has contributed to this situation . How-
ever, with regard to thc time demand, the figures ofTable 3.2. 1. should be 
considered with reservations. On the onc hand, the area of covcrage is 
di fferent wi th inclepcnclence of the ownership of the radio station; it re-
sponds to techni cal reasons and sometimes to the concessions of an ad-
ministrative nature. Besides, new technologics introduce variations that 
alter the markct, e.g. the remodelling of FM radio stations, cable incorpo-
ration or digital technology. 
lfthe number ofradio stations is placed in re lation with the populat ions 
of the different countries shown in Table 3.2. 1., the complex ity o f this 
market is demonstrated. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
What is the situatio n in Spain whose num ber of lead ing radio s tations is 
the highest in the relationship commented be fore? Tabl e 3.2 .2. s hows the 
ownership distributio n of 1,547 commerc ial radio stations, a figure ob-
tained on adding 97 s tations that wcre not inc luded in the previous table . 
Table 3.2.2. 
Commercial radio stations in Spain (199611997) 
Radio Wof Radio Nºof 
networks radio 11e11mrks radio stations stations 
Ser /CR 132 Radiolé 15 
Cope/CR 90 Others/Autonornous radios 2 
Ser/ FR 66 Onda Ccro/FR 37 
Onda Cero/CR 12 1 Scr/M ixed 39 
Dial 78 Copc/Mixed 14 
lndependent radios 130 Radiovoz 23 
Autonomous radios 12 Others/Municipali ties,Districts, cte. 670 
Cope/FR 45 Sin fo 11 
lbéricaffop 2 1 Onda Cero /Melodics 8 
M-80 31 Onda Cero/Mixcd 2 
TOTAL 1,547 
Sourcc: Vives Radio SBA. 
CR = Commercial radio; FR = Formula radio. 
Four groups of commercial radios that make up 44. 19% of thc tota l s tand 
out: Ser: 237 sta tions, 15.3 1 %; Onda Cero: 168 statio ns, 10.85 %, Cope, 
149 stations, 9.63% ; Jndependent rad ios, 130 stations, 8.40% . 
With the data proportioned in Table 3.2.2. and 546 rad io stations marked 
out (with specifications on the type of emissions they makc), the fo llowing 
conclusions, of interest when de limiti ng time, were reached : 343 sta tions 
(62.82%) were commereial radios; 148 stations (27. 10%) corresponded to 
formula radios; mixed radios counted with 55 stations ( 10.07% ). 
T he title of «Üthers/M unicipalites, Districts, etc.» group 670 rad io sta-
tions that are difficul t to break down into commercial and non-eom rner-
T HE TIME DEMAND 
cial. However, they are included in the section of commercials because in 
the majority of the cases the possibility of obtaining revenue through ad-
vertising remains open. 
Which contents or programmes demand time with the greatest power of 
attraction? A usual way of increasing the power of attracting an audience 
(i.e. offormulati ng a time demand with the highest possibili ty ofsuccess 
in thc response) is thc configuration in national radio networks integrated 
by radio stations belonging to an important group that cmit programmes, 
in which associated stat ions join in as «in a chain». Geographical covcrage 
and audiences vary according to thc programming contents. According to 
the data o f thc Centro de lnfom1ación de Radio, CIRES (Vives Radio 
SBA), Table 3.2.3. proportions a schcme ofthe principal radio networks 1119• 
Table 3.2.3. 
National radio networks 
Radio Progra111111i11g Radio Provi11ces Na1io11al 
11e1work Formal s1a1io11s Provinces Co1'erage% 
Ser Conventional radio 154 52 95.2 
Onda Cero Conventional radio 123 52 92.3 
Cope Conventional radiol 91 46 93.1 
Radio España Conventional radio 27 18 55.0 
Radiovoz Conventional radio 27 14 32.9 
40 Principales Hid-paradc 66 47 86.8 
Cadena Cien Hid-parade 45 39 81.7 
Onda 10 Hid-parade 37 29 57.3 
Cadena Dial Spanish music 78 45 79.1 
Radiolé Flamenco & coplas 15 13 32.4 
Cadena M-80 Contemporary music 30 25 66.8 
Onda Melodía Golden exits 11 10 31.3 
Cadena Sinfo Classical music 8 8 41.1 
Source: CI RE. Vives Radio SBA, 1998 
109 The Cadena Ser network also has 26 mixcd radio stations that emita conven-
tional format radio programming, the 40 Principals ancl Formula Dial. Cade-
na Cope has 12 mixed stations that emit convc ntional and formula 100 pro-
grammcs. In both cases, at ditferent times ancl different days of thc weck. 
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T11E CASE OF SrA1 N 
a) Table 3.2.3. gathers 13 types or programming formats, 6 in com mercial 
radios and 7 in fo rmula radios. Programmes in formula radios demand 
time from musical contents and are linked to the three largest radio 
g roups: Ser, Cope and Onda Cero. 
b) The total of these 3 networks, in their commercia l radio chai n pro-
g ramming, accumulate a time demand with a coverage s upe rior to 90% 
of the national te rritory. Ofthe commercial radi os there are a tota l of368 
stations, the Ser covers 41 .9%, Onda Cero, 33.4% and Cope, 24. 7% . 
c) The time demand from the commercial radio ne tworks is inte nse, as 
can be seen on comparing the audience data and partic ipation percentage 
on the market, o f state and commercial radio sta tio ns. In commercial ra-
dios in 1997, ofa 34.2% audience average ofa total popula tio n aged 14 
years +, Radio Nacional de España (RN E 1) assumed 4.6% and had a 
10.2% participati on on the market. The correspo nding perccntagcs ofthe 
commercial radio networks were: Ser, 11.8% and 28.5%; Cope, 8.8% and 
24.4%; Onda Cero, 5.5% and 15. 1 % iw. 
B) Television 
For an increasing number of persons the te levision is no lo ngcr justan 
apparatus, a piece of fumiture, a household thing w hich g ives a service at 
sorne time ofthe day. lt is an instrument through w hich persons w ith pas-
sive moments who are ready to hand ovcr various hours can dcmand time 
and find offers. But the time demanded by a te levision entrc preneur (the 
TV set is an instrument) goes further than chrono logical tim e. W hy? Be-
cause television time freq uently obtains an unconditio nal acccptance on 
the part ofthe person who convcrts it into time that is a lmost human; it 
conditions attitudes, behaviour, introduces ideas in the mind, ma king the 
person identify himselfw ith utopic ways oflifc. But it does not mean that 
the many positive cffects of thc time demanded by televis io n sho uld be 
ignored. 
r 110 Cfr.A IMC( l998), pp.27&29. 
THE TIME DEMAND 
Condry states that the television is governed by the clock 111 , in the sense 
that the seconds command programme organization and programme 
schedule. Emission time has to be closely cxamined as thc clock meas-
ures and orders activity. 1t can also be said that television governs the 
spectators'clock, and that frequently it even supplants it. For some per-
sons, time is not indicated by their clocks or watches but by a specific tel-
evision programmc. However, clocks and watches have a meaning in the 
mcasure that they contribute in orientating and organizing life; when time 
organization is imposed by something distant to the will of the watch 's 
owner, it is just an ornament. 
Another reason to affi rm that television time goes further than chrono-
logical tim e is the progrcssive change in television function or in that of 
the image that reaches us through thc telcvision and computer media. Thc 
serviccs offcred by the television show attractive horizons, as observcd in 
sorne expericnces in TV shop, TV marketing, TY work, TV health and 
other services that will appear in the immediate future. However, this 
medium can acquire such power that it can mediatize the life of its user. 
Time is an object that is demanded by television networks and time is 
also a shaping elcment ofthe prod11c1/service that attracts the time offer 
of its potential consumers. This configuration function is manifcsted 
when elaborating thc programm e schedule that tries to include contents 
of a di verse na tu re framed in specific hours of the day, spcci fí e days of 
the weck, and wecks within spccific months. Time is an essential element 
in thc logic of tclcvision business 111• On the other hand, time has an im-
portance in the generic time demand ( e.g. to attract an audience to a tele-
vision channcl) and in the speciflc demand (e.g. the person who looks for 
thc time to watch a certain programmc). 
The prcscncc of privatc telcvision companies, generally in the juridical 
forrn of a limited liabi lity cornpany and shareholders, has toughened up 
cornpetivity in the time demand markct. State owned televisions continue 
having high audience quotients, although this has dropped in the last 
111 Condry, John ( 1994), p. 36. 
112 Dcmatté, C laudio; Pcr rcti, Fabri zio ( 1997), pp. 119, 126. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
years. Television market in Spain in 1997 had the following percentages 
of audience distribution: TVE 1, 25 .5%; TVE 2, 7.3%; Antena 3 TV, 
22.6%; Tele 5, 22.0%; public televisions from autonomous regions, 
18.0%; Canal Plus, 3.4% 113• State television with national coverage in 
TVE 1 and TVE 2 covers 32.8% of the audience, whi le thc percentage in 
1994 was 36.3%, and in 1990 (the year prívate tclevisions wcrc setting in 
Spain), 74.0%. The competencc for time dcmand is charactcrizcd by the 
fact that ali the TV channels insert commercial advcrtis ing. Thi s means 
that a tendency exists for the programme planning to have, as its main ob-
jective, the attraction of the Jargest or best audience for its advertising in-
terests, i.e. the longest and best time ofthe spectators. 
Audience atomization is a common factor in the television markct. Per-
haps an initia1 sign is offered by the te1evisions with a regional coverage 
that tend to satisfy interests with specific cultural signifi cance and in for-
mation for the region. In Spain this first step was obscrvcd in thc televi-
sions ofthe autonomous regions. Table 3.2.4. shows thc pcrccntagc par-
ticipation of each of the autonomous rcgions in Spain in thc tclcvision 
market a rea of its territory. 
Table 3.2.4. 
TV channels in the autonomous regions in Spain (1997). 
Distribution: participation in its sphere 
TV 11e1w01* Perce111age 
TV3 29.5 
Cana19 22.8 
Tele Madrid 19.8 
Canal Sur 19.3 
T VG 19.1 
ETB 2 15.4 
ETB 1 8. 1 
Canal 33 5.4 
Source: AIMC (1998). 
113 Cfr. AIMC ( 1998), p. 35. 
TflE TIME DEMAND 
The data in Table 3.2.4 show that the channels from the autonomous re-
gions with a coverage of 19% or more have an estimable time demand. 
The tclevision of Catalonia, TV 3 comes near to 30% ofthe audience to-
tal in that autonomous region, which is an important participation. As a 
whole, it can be said that thc time demand from the autonomous regions 
television channels offers possibilities of growth. 
The importancc of thc progra111111e obtains prominence on raising the 
question of whcther if through progra111111ing the purchase of the time de-
mandcd is carried out. For De Vescovi , in economic terms one can say 
that tclevision purchases the spectator's time 11'. This affirmation leads to 
a paradox: television purchases the time that the spectator pays for. How 
can one cxplain such a paradox? 
When a tclevision company demands time from the spectators and ob-
tains a positivc answer, it can achieve one or various of thc following 
countcr-scrvices: a) thc spectator's time; b) to be able to offer part of this 
time to thc advcrtisers and perceive a sum based on advert ising rates; c) 
in sorne cases, paying the subscription to watch a television channel; d) at 
other times it pcrceives the pricc for making it possiblc to rcceive, via 
satellitc, a specific programme (pay-per-view); e) Besidcs, thcre are oth-
cr possible countcr-services through TV shop, TV marketing, etc. 
Time as a demand objcct from thc television is an assct that slowly but 
surely grows in valuc for those who offcr it. People start to discover that 
their decision in favour of onc or anothcr channel, one prograrnme oran-
other, has conscquenccs in various arcas: cthical, mental heal th, cduca-
tion , cul tural, house hold cconomy, etc. lt is an asset that is worthwhilc 
considering beforc handing it ovcr to the dernand. Hencc, the importancc 
of a dccision takcn rcgarding time. 
3.3. Demand and decision in time 
To livc is to use time, spcnd it on activitics that give rneaning to li fc, or lcavc 
it empty. 1t is not possible to be indiffcrcnt with time; doing nothing with 
114 De Vcscovi, Franccsco ( 1997), p. 37. 
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THE CASE OF SP,\IN 
time is to tum one's back on reality, because it is inexorable, with no going 
back. lt is obligatory to decide what to do with time, either through a person-
al decision or by leaving others to decide what to do with our time. Time is a 
friend offreedom and admits varied forms of deciding its use, about how to 
spend it. Firstly, there is a type of decision that vinculates time to a long tem1 
basis and with a finality of a permanent nature like that of deeiding on the 
continued work that shapes one's profession or occupation; professional 
work is the continuity ofa task in time throughout life. This type ofpersonal 
decision on time is usually accompanicd by vinculations ofajuridical nature 
in the way ofwork contracts and the providing ofservices. 
Through other kind ofvinculations, not less importan!, the destination of 
time to tasks that are essential in the li fc of persons is decicled: food, 
slecp, personal hygiene, fu lfilment of religious, civic obligations, etc. 
There are also time-related decisions that prcsent themselves unexpected-
ly, occasionally, relative to tasks that brighten the life o f people. Among 
these tasks which receive the description of leisure ancl entertainmcnt, is 
that of attending the demands that formulate the communication media. 
In the information market time decisions count with a powerful attraction 
that is the television. This can be deduced from the elata in Table 3.3.1. 
which shows the average dai ly minutes that people from sorne European 
countries dedícate to telcvision 115 • 
Table 3.3. 1. 
TV: Minutes perperson and day in some Europea11 countries 
Co1111t1y Mini/les Country Minutes 
Russia 224 France 180 
United Kingdom 215 Portugal 165 
Greece 212 Belgium (northern) 161 
Spain 209 Denmark 155 
ltaly 207 Holland 151 
Belgium (southern) 193 Finland 150 
Germany 183 Norway 144 
lreland 182 Sweden 141 
Source: EurodataTV/Relevant Partners. TV Worlc~ May 1998, p. 13. 
115 The 209 minutes corresponding to Spain in 1997, are taken from the calcu-
lations of Sofres. In 1998 these were two minutes more, i .c. 21 1 minutes. 
THE TIME DEMAND 
Between Russia, the country which dedicates most time to television, 
with a daily average of224 minutes and the least-Sweden (141 min-
utes)- there is a difference of 83 minutes. The average for the 16 coun-
tries that figure in Table 3.3 .1 . is 3 hours daily, equivalent to 21 weeks, 
wh ich mcans 60% of a 35 hour working week. lt has to be pointed out 
that these hours dedicated to television proceecl, to a good extent, from 
decisions takcn by persons who are not working. because of their age or 
other reasons. 
What does it mean to decide for press, radio and television networks, etc? 
Accepting a time demand on the information market has a direct relation-
ship with the contents that fi l! up the time demanded. The decision to see 
or listen to a program me, and read a certain publication requires having 
time, in a g reater or lesser measurc, at one·s disposal; ifthere is no time 
to see orto reacl, there can be no decision, only desire. But time's intangi-
bility makes the dec ision in sorne way intangible, although it is speeifi ed 
and materialized in printed text, sound or images. Deciding about some-
thing intangible is an adventure of the intelligence that should imagine 
that which one wi ll choose. As stated by Vickers "h, the choice is carried 
out more between imaginations than between objects. 
What is imagined but not yet carried out implies confiding in who wi ll 
satisfy the necessity with an already imagined solution. That is why, in 
the decision taken in the face of the communication media time demancl, 
there is a response wi th a dosis of confidence that is frequently backed by 
optirnism or hope. A confiding attitude can end in complacency in view 
of the fact that the demand has an immediate gratuitousness, not request-
ing anything in exchange (ir on(v requests rime) or in sorne cases, a possi-
ble postponed payment that one <loes not know wi ll be made. 
Deciding about tim e in the in formation market is a way of making a life 
investment because human life has, in time, one ofits measures. The de-
eision or election is gcnerally adopted in real time, brief and quick, which 
makes it di fficult to clcar up uncertainties or reduce risks. The affirma-
11 6 Vickcrs, Douglas ( 1994), pp. 195- 196. 
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T l·IE C ASE OF SPAIN 
tion that «in real time, best is an enemy ofbettern 117, should not justify ir-
responsable decisions on the destiny oftime, or the abandoning of the ex-
ercise offreedom in favour of someone who requests time. 
The tendency to reduce the «decisions in process» to obtai n greater ti me 
rentability and the desire to make «On the spot» deliveries with «simul -
taneous engineering» applications 118, are valid as lo ng as thi s <loes not 
imply the loss oftime control in persons partic ipating in the comm ercial 
or informative relationship . Freedom of choice and of time control a re 
two mainstays of the quality of life 119, in which the future is as impo rtant 
as the present. Having time to decide is a way o f maturing the c hoi ce 
with knowledge of the expectati vcs, which allows to establish ideas, 
evaluate future possibilities, determine (with g uarantee) the acti on at the 
present time 120• Pieters and Warlop studied the impact of time pressure 
and the motivations ofthe benefit offered in the v isual attention of a per-
son during the election process of a product. Time prcssure can lead to 
the accleration of information acquisi tion on th c p roduct, to fil te r the in-
formation acqui red, orto change the strategy o f the informati o n ob-
tained 12 1• 
On the time market the waiting periocl, when foreseen, is no t delay but an 
occasion to receive the future, of maturing the c hoice with a n adequate 
critica! level. 
Free time is linked to a free perso n; that is why it is difficult to c lassify it. 
There is a common element in a li free time: le isure. One o f the rewarding 
occupations of spare time can be cxpressed with the word, a way of enter-
taining the spirit, proportioning recreation to the intelligence, enjoying a 
game, etc. But entertain is also a verb with the meaning of awai ting to re-
ceive something never completely obtained. Perhaps because ofthis, mo-
tivating illusions is a way of entertaining. 
117 McKcna, Regis ( 1997), p. 1 O. 
118 Toffier, Alvin & Heidi ( 1996), p. 58. 
119 Du Roy, Oliver; Feys, J.C.; Mcycr, A.V. ( 1990), pp. 54-55 . 
120 Van Raaij, W. Fred (1991), p. 33. 
121 Pietcrs, Rik ; Warlop, Luk (1999), pp. 3 & ss. 
THE Tl~IE DEMAND 
What is cntertainment time for a pcrson? Fortunately there is no general 
val id answcr bccause ifthere was it would cxhaust the immense possibil-
ities of using time freely, but estimations exist that allow onc to come 
clase to thc answcr. For example, it is cstimated that every year USA citi-
zens dedícate at lcast 120,000 mili ion hours to legal kind of amusements; 
this mea ns a disbursement (oran investment, it ali depends on how it is 
considered) of around $ 150,000 million m . These figures can provide a 
framework for the data in Table 3.3.2. 
Table 3.3 .2. 
Leisure activities of adults in the USA (1995) 
Media 
Televis ion 
Radio 
Records, C D 
Dailics 
Books 
Magazincs 
Others 
Tota l 
Sourcc: Vogcl, Haro ld ( 1998), p. 9. 
CD = Compact disc 
Hours!Ycar Perccntagc 
1,575 46.2 
1,091 32.0 
289 8.5 
165 4.8 
99 2.9 
84 2.5 
104 3. 1 
3,407 100.0 
Adult USA citizcns cover 78.2% oftheir free time by accepting the time 
demands fo1mulated by televisions and radios in that country. The images 
and sounds are amusements that people compensate by handing over 
thci r time 1n . 
Shcw and Steelzcr 12\ in a study of the info rmation market in the United 
Kingdom, underl ined time consumption as a way ofknowing the caneen-
122 Vogcl, Haro ld, L. ( 1998), p. xvii . 
123 Id., p. 4. 
124 Shcw, Wi ll iam, B.; Stelzar, lrwin, M. ( 1996), p. 127. 
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Tli E CASE OF SPAIN 
tra tion level ofthis market, although they point out that the relatio ns hip 
between the influence ofa medium and the time the public dedicates to it 
is not perfect. Table 3.3.3. reproduces the data published by thcse authors 
on the time that sorne communication media attract. 
Media 
Televisio11 
BBC 
Commercial 
(ITV+Channel 4) 
Radio 
BBC 
Commcrcial 
Newspapers 
National Dailics 
National Sunday 
Rcgionals 
Magazi11es 
Top 20 Wecklics 
Table 3.3.3. 
Time dedicated to some media 
in the United Kingdom (1993-94) 
IVeekly hrs per capital 
11.2 
12.9 
6.3 
5.1 
1.5 
1.3 
0.7 
0.6 
Top 20 Monthlics 0.2 
Cinema 0.1 
TOTAL 39.9 
Source: Shcw, W.B.; Stclzcr, l.M. (1996), p. 134. 
% 
28. I 
32.3 
15.7 
12.8 
3.7 
3.3 
1.8 
1.6 
0.4 
0.2 
99.9 
Once more the primacy o f thc time pcrccntagc attractcd by thc audiovisu-
al media was confirmed. The total of the two te levision stati ons included 
in Table 3.3.3. accum ulated 60.4% of the time. The largest s hare of week-
ly time corresponds to thc BBC (radio and te lcvisio n) w ith 17.5 hours 
which means 43.8% of the total time. The incorporatio n after 1994 o f 
- -- - ---·---
THE TIME DEMANO 
new television channels and radio stations to the British inforrnation mar-
ket has somewhat reduced the BBC participation quotient, although it 
still retains the top position. 
From an international perspective, can it be stated that there are important 
differences in thc decisions related with the time that people dedícate in 
acceptance to the dcmand from the informat ion media? Table 3.3.4 was 
drawn up to contribute towards answering this query. 
Table 3.3.4. 
Percentage comparison 
o.f the time dedicated to the media 
Media Spai11 USA UK 
Year 1997 1995 1994 
TV 66.95 55.63 61.79 
Radio 28.98 38.53 29.23 
Dailies 4.05 5.82 8.97 
(Author's own elaboration). 
The data g iven are of different years for each country; howcver, its global 
nature allows for sorne considerations to be made. In the thrce countries 
(Spain, USA and UK), thc television superates half the time dedicated as 
a whole to thc media. Thc USA had the lowest perccntage (55.63%) 
whil e Spain had 11.32 points more. In the radio the situation is inverse 
because the USA superates Spain in 9.55 points. Sign ifi can! is the tradi-
tionally hi gh index quota of the British dai lies, higher than thc USA in 
3. 15 po ints, and than Spain in 4 .92 points. 
These g lobal data can be a step fo rward in posing a questi on: which are 
thc prog rammes people dedícate most time to? Limiting the answer to the 
po pul atio n of Spanish spectators analyzed by Sofres, Table 3.3.5 gives a 
rclat ionship of the prog rammes that have obtained the highest audience 
rates during thc pcriod 1992-1 998 in Spain. 
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TH E CASE OF SPAIN 
Year 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
Table 3.3.5. 
TV programmes with the highest 
audience rafes in Spain (1992-1998) 
Programme Cha1111el 
Que te den concurso (2 1 /VI) T VE I 
Football: Spain-Denmark ( 17/XI) TVEI 
Football: World Cup 94 (2 1/VI) TVE! 
Farmacia de guardia (28/Xll ) A-3 
Football: Spain-England (22/V I) TVE I 
Football: Barcelona-Real Madrid (30/1) A-3 
Post-Football: European Cup (20/V) TVE ! 
Source: Elaboration of communication ncws from Sofrcs data. 
% over the 
total population 
29.5 
33.3 
32.4 
31.5 
29.4 
32.1 
34.5 
Table 3.3.5 poses few interprctation doubts. Football is the program me 
that attractcd most attcntion, except in 1992 and 1995. Thc typc of cnter-
tainment that this sport offers obtains the highcst num bcr of decisions in 
favour of the time demand from the television. The cmisson of football 
programmes implies the highest quantitativc power of timc demand; this 
explains the commercial strugglc to obtain thc corresponding circulation 
rights. These programmes havc an exccptional intcrest; howcvcr, this 
does not exclude that in a global and long-tcrm considcration thcrc could 
be other programmcs that in total could havc highcr audicncc ratcs and 
higher time accumulation. 
Could it be stated that the dccision of handing ovcr time to football pro-
grammcs emited by telcvision is an isolatcd fact? No, it is a habitual dc-
cision as cndorsed by thc list ofprogrammes with max imum audienccs in 
I 998, included in Table 3.3.6. 
T HE TIME DEMAND 
Table 3.3.6. 
TV programmes with the highest audience rafes in Spain (1998) 
Mo111h Programme Date Cha1111e/ Spectators (In thousands) 
January Football: France-Spain 28/01/98 TVE ! 7,500 
February Football: Real Madrid-Valencia 02/02/98 Antena 3 8,129 
March Football : Rac ing-Barcclona 02/03/98 Antena 3 7,14 1 
April Football: Barcelona-Majorca 29/04/98 TVE! 11,005 
May Football: European Cup 20/05/98 TVE ! 13,229 
June Football: Spain-Nigeria 13/06/98 TVE! 12,002 
July Football: Brazil-Holland 07/07/98 TVE ! 10,120 
August Footba ll : Real Madrid-Chelsca 28/08/98 TVE ! 4,333 
Septcmber Football : Spain-Russia 23/09/98 TVE 1 8, 129 
October Football : lsrael-Spain 14/10/98 TVE ! 7,989 
November Football : lnter-Real Madrid 25/1 1/98 TVE! 7,530 
Deeember Médi co de familia 15/ 12/98 Tele 5 8,606 
Source: Elaboration of communication news from Sofres data. 
With the cxception of December, in the remaining months of 1998 the 
highcst number of decisions taken in favour of a single television pro-
grammc (not a series) was football. 
Thc previous data offcr sorne reasons for refl cxion. The number ofpeo-
ple who decide to spend a good part of their free time on informative 
products, especially entertainrnent programmes emited by television is 
high. Thc majority of the decisions havc the lure of not implicating cx-
pcnditure, of not having to pay a pricc. However, the real ity is very dif-
fcrent becausc thc 111erchandise that is object of change is time. Perhaps 
onc can rernember the aphori sm be11er to be blujfed in the price than in 
the goods 12l . lt is better to pay than to spend time uselessly watching 
125 B A LTASAR GRAC'IÁN , Orác11/o 11w1111al y arte de prudencia, edición ele Emilio 
13lanco, Ediciones Cátedra, S.A. Letras Hispánicas, Madrid, 1995. Aforismo 
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T HE C A SE OF SPAIN 
programmes with peor contents, because what is important is in what 
one spends one 's time, not the price one has to pay in doing so. On the 
other hand, the real price wi ll increasingly be lower or symboli c because 
we are going fo rward towards a period of the in fo rmation market in 
which informative products will , in many cases, have an added value of 
other non-infom1ative serviccs (financia(, sanitary, food, insurancc, 
etc.). 
A decision made in the face of a time demand on the in fo rmation market 
increasingly finds lcss technical difficulties because the in formative com-
panies try to facilitate matters to the max imum. Telcvision makcs it casy 
for everything to be seen without actual/y going to see ir 126, but such fa-
cility can lcad to the error of thi nking that because somcthing is casy it is 
good and because it is good, it is transparent 127 • Through this way frce-
dom can havc the gratuity or the fac ility as a ready reckoncr oran action 
measure. History has shown that what is easy and gratuitous has been and 
is, a propitious road for dictators. 
The reality of the information market shows that the facili ty to have ac-
cess to many and varied products makes it advisable to pender the cthical 
necessity to explain bcforehand how to spcnd time in a bclter way. How-
evcr, this is not always possiblc especially when thcre is a desirc fo r the 
decision to be taken in a short time llK. On the other hand, thc in formation 
with greatest individual and social intcrest usually rcq uire previous 
knowledge, not generally acccssible; the transparency of this information 
is conditioned by the fact of possessing this knowledge. 
The time demand increases and also the occasions of dcciding how to use 
it. Our society procures that people have more time avai lablc but, at the 
same time people complain that they lack time and they li ve in a state of 
157, p. 188. lt corrcsponds to a popular rcfrain: «Chcat me in thc pricc , and 
1101 in thc goods you trade». 
126 Sartori, Giovanni ( 1997), p. 1 1. 
127 «When information is availablc without any cffort, you havc transparcncy». 
McKcnna, Re gis ( 1997), p. 51. 
128 Sartori, Giovann i ( 1997), p. 25. 
THE TIME DEMAND 
pressure that brings about situations that are difficult to resol ve 12v. More 
time is demanded to do more than what time allows. 
On the whole, the answers to the time demand improve in quality, e.g. 
one begins to di scover that internet can be a «terriflc way ro waste 
time» '3", a fantastic manner of wasting time; however, this does not imply 
ignoring the possibilities of internet in teaching and research fields. The 
same thing can be said rcgarding sorne time demands made from the tel-
evision. The television is a cross-road of time where one finds entertain-
ment and education hours (that are necessary for people who have no oth-
er better way of using their time) with hours of violence, or utopías which 
preoccupy those who think ofthe responsiblc cocxistcnce ofpeoplc and 
oftaking care ofchildren·s intelligencc. 
It is necessary, from the time demand, to put in effort and imagination in 
deciding or choosing, with rational rcsponsibil ity, the products that 
should be divulged. As in any other activity, the dccisions takcn on the in-
formation market require time which has to be adequatc to thc condition 
of the person who has to decide. Time decisions cannot be predetermined 
in a general manner; flexibility is nccessary to understand that onc person 
can take ten mi nutes to make a decision whilc anothcr pcrson needs only 
two minutes '3' . 
lt is unattractivc and inadequate to thc rcali ty of thc in formation market 
to affirm that it is impossiblc to forcscc or forecast thc time dcmand and 
the answer that can be given. In this markct as well as in othcrs m, time is 
129 «Time pressure is increasing due to the fact that ali the final products are 
weighed in relation with a more ample range of other new opportunities. In 
sorne cases, temporal limitations are more important than budgct limitations; 
this is a typical conduct of opulent persons, but it seems that at prescnt it has 
extended to a much more amplc section of socicty. An example could be the 
young people who increasingly have greater difficultics to manage the tempo-
ral limitations ofthe teaching system, home education, tclevision, multi-me-
dia entcrtainment, phys ical training and houschold tasks». CE ( 1997), p. 49. 
130 Alfinnation ofClifTord Stoll, an astronomer in Bcrkely (USA) cited by Sar-
tori , Giovanni ( 1997), p. 30. 
131 Van Raaij , W. Fred ( 199 1 ), p. 28. 
132 O'Driscoll, Jr.; Gerald, P. ( 1996), p. 3. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
foreseeable while it passes and offers continuous situations, generally 
without sudden changes. It is feasible to bring the future to the present 
because frequently it is already here. The desired «anriciparion culture» 
which requests the companies the capaci ty to anticipate the changes 133 
has a direct application on the time demand from the communication me-
dia and its supports. 
133 Vid, e.g. COM (96) 389 final, p. 11. 
MEDIATION OF TIME 
4. Mediation of time 
The majority ofthe comrn ercial relations that are established in the rnar-
kets corrcspond to the sector of services, and among these the mediation 
activities on offers and dernands of an inforrnativc nature stand out. In its 
juridical significance, rncdiation is a contract in virtue ofwhich a person 
is obliged to pay another person, the mediator, a remuneration for indicat-
ing the opportuni ty of concluding a business with someone or for being 
an intennediary in this relation. The mediator's action is specified in the 
offer/demand rclation and concludes once it is carried out. 
Mediation has special importancc in the information market where the 
communication media fulfill s a mediating function on relati ng those who 
wish to communicatc information with those who wish to receive it. ln-
formation companies necd the collaboration of people or mediating enti-
ties to carry out the circulation activity oftheir information products. For 
instancc, thc advert ising activity (in the majority ofthe cases) needs the 
mediation ofprofessionals (advertising agents and agencies) to establish 
relations betwcen the media and the advertisers. 
Of thc mediating activities in which information companies participate, 
thc fo llowing stand out: that of rnediat ing the time offer/demand rclation, 
being an intcrrnediary to obtain an encounter between the time offer 
made by persons, and thc dernand created by the inforrnation entrepre-
neurs. lt can be affirrned that rnediating time in favour of an information 
company is mediaring rhe 111ediario11. 
Time managcrncnt has an increasing importance in business organization 
and act ivitics 1H . Whcn thc time rnediated is with an informative objec-
tive, this mediation aims at participating in an act that covers ignorancc. 
and it can be said that it is thc rnanifcstation of a reality present in curren! 
134 EC ( 1997), pp. 23 and 49. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
economy: time and ignorance are motors ofthe economic proccss m. The 
time/ ignorance mediation is not limited to the company that edits inform-
ative products; it reaches those who distribute and attract advcrtising . 
Time mediation can fall on time linked by contracted obligations, e .g . of 
a professional nature, or time at one's free disposal that can be dedicated 
to leisure 136• Time mediation can be rcalizcd at the service of somco ne 
who offers time, of someone who demands time and also at thc servicc of 
the propcr mediator. These are the questions that are analyscd in thc fol-
lowing three epigraphs. 
4.1. For the offer 
What is to mediate in favour of the time offer with a destination to in-
formati vc products? lt is to g ive the reader, radio listenc r or telcv is ion 
spectator the opportunity of having hi s time offer channelcd towards the 
time demand that can best satisfy his inform ative intcrest or nccessity. 
This mediating activity in the information market compriscs a process 
that can be divided into three spheres: identifying thc offer, stimulating 
the o ffer to make it manifest itself, maintaining the o ffer a nd making it 
continuous. Each of the three mediating activities in favour o f thc tim e 
offer will be next analyscd. 
A) Mediation to identify the time offer 
Identify ing thc time offer implies knowing thc potcntial t ime market of 
persons in condition ofoffering time to a product o r informative scrv ice. 
135 O' Drisco ll , Jr.; Gcra ld, P. ( 1996), p. 5. Yickcrs statcs : «The co njunc tion o f 
ti me and ignorance and the uncerta inties they conj ure as wc sta nd at points 
o f cconomic decision was rccognized as early as thc writer of the book of the 
Ecclesiastes. Time a11d cha11ge, it was where observed, happe11e1fl to 1he111 al/ 
(Eccl. 9: 11 )». Yickers, Douglas (1994), pp. 9-10. T hc Spanish vcrsion o f this 
passage reads: «Time and chance, in evcryth ing, are interminglcd». 
136 For a d istinction between thcse two types of t imes, vid . Van Raaij , W. Fred 
(199 1), p. 32. 
MEDIAT JO N OF TIME 
In short, it means analysing the time available to identify the shortage or 
the necessity of time coverage for poten ti al offers to a specific demand. 
The task ofidentifying and limiting sectors oftime offers is facilitated by 
thc methods and systems of computerized analysis that enable audicnce 
identification. Audience study facilitates getting to know the non-audi-
ence ( empty of a time offer or with time not yet offered), absent on the 
information market. 
The lack of a time offer for sorne informative products may be the conse-
quence of people ignoring that they exist and that they have the capacity 
of satisfying an offer. This could be the case of a person being unaware of 
the existence, on the market, ofa magazine whose contents respond toan 
informative necessity of the person in question , who is ready to otfer 
time. But this lack ofa time offer could also be the consequence ofa shift 
of offers on the information market. To thi s effect Sartori indicates that 
the present displacement of written culture is not compensated by an au-
diovisual culture m and may provoke a knowledge vacumn. 
At present it is casier to mediate in favo ur of time offers to view rather 
than toread, because assimilating a writtcn text requires intensity and ef-
fort that is generally grcater than that required to look atan image. How-
ever, reading has a certain power of lengthening the use of time, in the 
same way that on fixing one's sight and paying attention to a clock, it ap-
pears that time passes by more slowly. 
B) Mediation to manifest the offer 
The latcnt offer does not reach the market, the possibilities announce a 
business but do not accomplish it. It is necessary fo r the offer to be mani-
fested, declared, made known. Ex perts in market analysis try to get to 
137 «Non e fatto vero - come lascia intendcre la faciloneria dei multimedia l-
isti- che la pcrdita della cultura scritta e compensata dall 'acquisizione di 
una cultu ra audio-visiva. Morto un re non e detto che se en trovi un altro: si 
puó anche restare scnza re . Una maneta catt iva non compensa la moneta 
buona: la caccia». Sartori, Giovanni ( 1997), p. 1 13. 
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T HE C ASE OF SPAIN 
know the non-manifested offer and study adequate ways of making it 
present on the specific market they analyse. With regard to the area of the 
press market, there are frequent studies on how the time offer is mani fest-
ed, e.g. in daily newspapers covering general information. Table 4. 1.1. 
summarizes the various ways of obtaining a daily newspapcr, according 
to a questionnaire carried out on a total number of 1,507 people. 
Table 4.1. 1. 
Usual way of obtaining a newspap er 
Ways of obtaining a newspaper Percentage 
Buying it 57.5 
Taking out a subscription 3.4 
Reading another pcrson 's newspapcr 17.4 
Reading a complimcntary copy 4.8 
Reading a newspapcr at place of work 9.3 
Reading a newspaper in a bar 7.6 
Source: Media Planning, February, 1995. 
The time offer that ended in the reading of a daily newspaper that the per-
son in question had bought covered 60.9% ofthe total number o fpeople 
who answered the questionnaire, while 39. I % read the daily free of 
charge because another person had bought it. Only 3.4% of the persons 
who offered up time to a newspaper did so with a continuity that was 
guaranteed, to sorn e extent, because they had taken out a subscription. 
The datum that the free of eharge way ofreading a daily newspaper cov-
ered nearly 40% ofthe time offer made in favour of dailies is interesting, 
above ali if it is taken into account that the majority of thc time offers 
find a demand in in formative products rated as complim entary, especial-
ly those that come from the radio and the television. The sale per copy, 
according to the OJO terminology continucs being the highest pcrcentage 
but the fact that this percentage is 57.5% emphasizes the importance of 
knowing the number of readers, the persons who read the daily newspa-
per regardless of who buys it. 
The study of the time offer manifestation requires knowing how this is 
specified, in as far as the length of time. Continuing with the analysis of 
MEDIATION OF TIME 
Media Planning, Table 4.1.2. shows the number of pages of a daily news-
paper that the persons questioned read or glanced at. 
Table 4.1.2. 
Number of pages readlg/anced at of a newspaper 
Pages % Pages read% 
100 33.9 
75 37.9 
50 19.9 
25 6.3 
<25 2.0 
Source: Media Planning, S.A. ( 1995). 
With regard to the data in Table 4.1.2. it is important to remember that the 
intensity in the time dedieated to reading is generally greater than that 
dedicated to watching or to listening. On the other hand, the time offered 
to reading a daily is normally limited by the proper reader who manifests 
specific interest in a certain section or in some pages. The time occupied 
to reading ali the pages of a daily is practically impossible to offer by the 
majority of rcaders. lt is important to underline that 7 1.8% of those ques-
tioned declarcd that they read or glanced at three quarters or more ofthe 
newspaper. But reading and g lancing are not analogous terms. How does 
one usually read a daily newspaper? Table 4. 1.3. gives sorne clues to help 
come near to the answer. 
Table 4.1.3. 
Usual way of readi11g a newspaper 
Way of reading Perce111age 
Page to page 25.7 
General g lance 52.2 
Reads onc scction/ looks at the rcst 2.4 
Rcads onc sect ion/ g lanccs at the rest 15.4 
Other ways 4.3 
Source: Media Planning, S.A. ( 1995) 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
More than half of the persons who answered the questionnaire, 52.2%, 
manifested their reading offer with a general glance at the pages, i.e. with 
a superficial and quick look at the newspaper's text. One quarter, 25.7%, 
paid attention to every page, while 15.4.% said that they read one section 
and glanced at the rest of the newspaper. The time offer to read is mani-
fested in a complex way. However, this complexity has a social intercst be-
cause it fulfills the mediating functions that motívate reading; it is a way 
of contributing to education and to elevating people's leve] of knowlcdgc. 
C) Mediation to achieve continuity in the time o.ffer 
This mediation seeks the continuity of the time offcr in favo ur of a spe-
cific demand. Continuity <loes not nccessarily idcntify itsclfwith loyalty, 
because loyalty in the time offer has personal characteristics in the infor-
mation market that may be altered by the behaviour of those who demand 
time. A reader may be loyal to a time offer and in a continued way, but at 
a certain moment he may break this relationship bccause of loyalty rca-
sons. For example, when the contcnts of the product that dcmands time 
are changed, the person offering time may manifest his loyalty by stop-
ping to do so. Time is a currency that serves to evaluatc reciproca] loyal-
ty, not only that of one part of thc relationship. 
The influence of externa] circumstances on the offer/demand relati on likc 
legislation on retirement, labour relationships, vacation pcriods, cte. affects 
the continui ty ofthc offer. The changes in the use oftime as a consequcnce 
of innovations in comm unication and information tcchnology e.g. cable or 
digital circulation also has an infl uence on thc continuity of thc offer. 
Among the mediators for the continuity of time offers, thc associations or 
entit ies that group tim e offers such as the associations of readcrs or tele-
vision spectators, etc. have to be highlighted. 
Finally, although this will be a topic of later study, it is important to un-
derline the mediating fun ction that can be accomplished by the advcrtis-
ers who proportion, with thcir time offcr, rcmuncratcd economic means 
that contributc towards the continuity of a daily ncwspaper, a magazine, a 
radio or tclevision programme. 
MEDIATION OF TIME 
4.2. For the demand 
Mediating for the time dcmand impli es proportioning adequate time of-
fers. The information entrepreneur requests time so that the public can 
consume it on thc products circulating on the market. This consumption 
wi ll be uscful to attract the time that thc infom1ation entrepreneur will of-
fer the advertiscrs. The mediating activity is orientated at indicati ng the 
in formation entrepreneur where is the time offer, which could be of inter-
est to attract according to the contents of the product being made known 
by the press, radio, television, etc. Thi s activity can be analysed from 
threc perspectives: to ide11tify and attract time for the demand, .to obtain 
the acceptance of thc time demanded, and to secure the comi1111ity in the 
acceptance of thc time demanded. 
A) JdentifjJing and attracting time far the demand 
In the information market of our time, identifying time oran audience is 
a necessary task that can be considered from two points of view. On the 
one hand, identifying and attracting time with the aim that thc final con-
sumers spend it on thc product; it is thc optimum potential audicnce 
which, once identi ficd, is convinced to acccpt the demand. On thc other 
hand and closely linked to thc previous objcctivc, it is necessary to idcn-
tify and attract the time of advertisers or persons and institutions that pro-
vide messages of a commercial or othcr nature, paying the advertisi ng 
ratcs in reason of time and/or spacc. 
Audi encc and advc rtisers are part of thc mcdiation in favour of the me-
dia or cntrcprcncur that demands time. As the audience has becn object 
of study in prcvious cpigraphs, attention wi ll now be paid to thc adver-
tisers. 
Advcrtising invcstmcnts show thc amount oftime spent in favour ofthe 
dcmand of time. Thc cxpression adverrisi11g i11vesr111ents refers to the sum 
of financ ia( rcsourccs dcst incd towards making a product or scrvice 
known through communication supports and media. The i111111ediare ob-
jectivc of thcse invcstmcnts is to draw thc attcntion of the consumcrs, ob-
tain their time so as to be able to inform thcm ofthe conditions and char-
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
acteristics ofthe offer. The mediare objective is the acquisition ofthe ad-
vertised product. 
Communication media and supports are vehicles to advertise time, and 
are usually classified as conventio11al media and 11011-co11ve11tional media 
because ofhistorical reasons. Among the first are those that traditionally 
request time for their products from printed or audiovisual supports: 
press, radio, cinema, television and also exterior advertisi ng. Out of a to-
tal investment ofptas. l ,321 ,886m in Spain in 1997, thc convcntional me-
dia covered 48.93% and the non-conventional advertis ing media, 52. 7%. 
Out of a total of ptas. l ,454,202rn in 1998, the d istribution was 49 .60% 
and 50.40%, respectively, wi th an increase of 1O.O1 % over the previous 
year '38• Table 4.2. I gives a breakdown of the advcrt ising investrncnt of the 
so-called conve11tio11al media in 1997 and 1998 . 
Table 4.2. 1 . 
Advertising investment in Spain (1997 & 1998). 
Conventional media 
Ptas. Percentage Ptas. Percentage lncrease (millions) (111illio11s) 98197 
1997 1997 1998 1998 % 
Convcntional media. 646,813 100.00 72 1,346 100.00 11 .52 
Television 247,513 39.7 1 288,004 39.92 16.35 
Dailies 202,401 3 1.29 220,8 19 30.61 9.10 
Magazincs 82,962 12.82 87 ,603 12.14 5.59 
Radio 62,657 9.68 68,420 9.48 9 .20 
Foreign publ ications 29,677 4.58 32,950 4.56 11 .03 
S upplemcnts 16,259 2.51 17,200 2.38 5.79 
Cinema 5,334 0.82 6,350 0.88 18.82 
Source: lnfoAdcx. 
138 As rcfcrcnce data it can be pointcd out that thc growth o f thc gross nationa l 
product was 3.80%; thc consumcr pricc indcx of 1998 was 1 .8%; privatc 
consumption incrcased in 3.66% and public consumption, in 0.80%. 
M EDIATION OF TIME 
The following are sorne considerations on the data given in Table 4.2. J. : 
a) There was an increase of 11 .52% in 1998, in relation with the total in-
vestment of 1997. Proportionally, the increases in television, exterior ad-
vertising and cinema stand out. The press sector (dai lies, magazines, sup-
plements) accumulate the highest investment (ptas. 325,622m), which 
confirms that reading continues to be the way of spending time with the 
best advertising significance, without the danger of acusing a certain au-
dience stabilization. 
b) When time/audience relations are compared, situations appear that are 
not easy to explain rationally. For example, the average time dedicated to 
the radio was 100 minutes in 1997 and 96 minutes in 1998. In te levision, 
1997 had an average of23 l minutes daily that dropped to 222 minutes in 
1998. However, advertising investments in these two media increased in 
1998 in relation to 1997. These differences are significative ofthe para-
dox: in the face of an increase of advertising investment in television that 
represents 16.35%, there was a fa ll of 3.89% in the audience's time dedi-
cation. 
e) Exterior adverti sing offers special interest from the point of view of 
the time employed. In 1998 the investment increased in 11.03% although 
its market quota hardly changed. Quantifying the time assumed by exte-
rior advert ising is one of the questions that offer special difficulty, and 
experience shows that it has an effect in the time demand in favour of the 
advertisers. 
d) The cinema experienced an increase of 18.82% which confi rmed the 
growing advertising attention towards this media. Vicwing time in thc 
cinema has differcnt characteristics from that ofthe television, with lcss 
alternatives that could distract one·s sight. The site has as much an influ-
ence as thc contents and the form of the mcssages. 
The medi a or supports denominated 11011-co11ve11tiona/ inereascd in im-
portance both because ofthc investmcnt accumulated as well as the inno-
vations in the ways of attracting time in favour of products and serviccs. 
These are activities that evo lve with speed and agil ity, fruit of the initia-
tives that seck thc best way of drawing the public .. s intcrest. When the ini-
tiatives are consolidated on the market they rcceive the denomination that 
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TllE CASE OF SPAIN 
describe the mediator task or the place where the mediation to demand 
time was carried out, e.g. advertising at the sale site, advertising gifts. 
etc. With reference to 1997 and 1998, Table 4.2.2. shows the investments 
carried out in eleven activity sectors that are interesting to be observed 
because oftheir importance in the mediating task of time. 
Table 4.2.2. 
Advertising investment in Spain (1997 & 1998). 
Non-conventional media. 
Ptas. Percentage Ptas. Percentage In crease 
No11-co11ve11tio11al 111edia (111illio11s) (millions) 98197 
1997 1997 1998 1998 % 
Total investment 675,073 100.00 732,856 100.00 8.56 
Dircct marketing 312,9 16 47.62 341,704 46.62 9.20 
Advertising at sale site 11 4,181 17.37 117,606 16.04 3.00 
Sports sponsorship 60,276 9.17 65,701 8.96 9.00 
Advertising gifts 50,425 7.67 51,998 7.09 3.1 2 
Sponsorship & Patronage 44,719 6.80 44,952 6.13 0.52 
Medica! & Pharma- 30,816 4.68 31,200 4.25 1.25 ceutical advertising 
Trade shows & exhibitions 17,424 2.65 18,050 2.46 3.59 
Telcphone marketing 17,293 2.63 31,646 4.3 1 83.00 
Signs & billboards 16,430 2.50 16,800 2.29 2.25 
Yearbooks & Guidebooks 8,5 15 1.29 8,699 1.18 2. 16 
Direct marketing in 2,078 0.31 4,500 0.61 116.55 Internet 
Source: lnfoAdex and author's own claboration. 
Attracting attention means attracting time and vice versa. Thc immediate 
object of non-conventional media, in a more specialized way than con-
ventional media, is to first convincc, then sell. To mediate in favou r of the 
time demand in order to attract attention is a task that implies innovation 
and discovering adequate and original form s of drawing thc intcrest of 
the persons to the message announced by a specific product or scrvice. In 
an ample sense, the non-convcntional media shown in Table 4.2.2. co uld 
M EDIATION OF TIM E 
have the common heading of «promotion of offer/demand relations», or 
relation for the sale or «marketing». The importance ofthe income from 
the sales is perhaps the element that limits or classifies the activity, with-
out the name responding (in sorne cases) to a systematized idea that con-
fers autonomy and scientifically limits the area ofspecific mediation. 
Direct marketing is a mediating activity characterized for direetly reach-
ing the consumer of the message that requests time in favour of an adver-
ti sed product or service. lt is the activity with the greatest investor force 
that superates thc sum of those corresponding to the radio and television. 
What reasons endorse the growth of marketing in the majority of coun-
tries with a free market economy? From thc perspective oftime media-
tion the fol lowing can be the reasons: a) good possibilities of individual-
izing the final target which is the public; b) fl exibility in the time of 
reading the mcssage or li stening to it, subjcct exclusively to the wi ll of 
the receiver without the conditioning of the emission hours; e) a better 
control of the response to the message; d) adaptation to the moments and 
the economical circumstances of thosc who demand and/or mediatc time; 
e) autonomy in the choice of the adequate moment of the circulation of 
mcssages; f) freedom to modify contents and introduce rectifications in 
thc circul ation process. 
Direct marketing admits numerous spccialities sueh as those adequate to 
thc speci fi c typc of supports used to demand time (the telephonc, the 
post, intcrnet, etc.). Dircct marketing can also cover specific professional 
arcas (hcalth, construction, food, etc.) with a specific treatmcnt of time 
that faci litates thc offer/demand rclation. 
Advertising ar the sale si te is anothcr 11011-co11ve11tio11al media whose in-
vcstment incrcascs, until it superatcs c.g. the figures that total thc «maga-
zine» and «Supplcmcnt» media. The dcvclopment of this type of advertis-
ing is contributcd by thc proximity of thc si te whcre it is carricd out or 
where thc goods dcrnanding a time ofTcr can be acquired. Thc mediator 
or the advertiscr can modify messages with spced and tlexibility, orien-
tating thern towards thc products that intercst him most at certain times. lt 
is not unfrequent for thc adverti ser to set thc guidelines in his demand of 
tim e, with thc aim that the publi c should dircctly inform itsclfrcgarding 
the conditi ons of thc products or serviccs at thc proper sale sitc. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
When time is rewarded with gifts that serve as a bait to anract adhcsion 
towards a specific product, it appears that handing over time is easier, 
without the ethical and legal condi tioning that limit thc value o fthe gift 
as a way of promoting a sale. 
Can it be stated that 11011-conventional media are alternatives to conven-
tional media? In the majority ofthe cases more than alternatives they are 
different ways of informing, that use generic ways of communicating 
(reading, listening, viewing) and sorne supports that gcnerally coincide 
(printed, broadcasted, viewed, etc.). 
Thc year arranges its days into seasons, months, weeks, a division as con-
ventional as generalized that has a repercussion on the mcdiating activity 
to dcmand time. The contents of the informative products take the 
months ofthe year into account andas a consequence, vary the number 
or the condition of the advertisement messages and the corresponding 
mediating activity. Table 4.2.3. shows the distribution, per minutes, of ad-
vertising em ined on television in Spain in 1997. 
Table 4.2.3. 
Advertising time emitted on television. Spain (1997) 
Mo111h Mi11111es % 
Total 476,052 100.0 
January 25,414 5.3 
Fcbruary 28,573 6.0 
March 35,256 7.4 
April 38,205 8.0 
May 45,7 18 9.6 
Junc 52,073 10.9 
July 41 ,353 8.7 
August 26,044 5.5 
Scptember 37,809 7.9 
October 48,110 10.1 
Novembcr 49,4 12 10.4 
Deccmber 48,085 10. 1 
Sourcc: Sofrcs. Minutes/month. 
MEDIATION OF Tl~IE 
The total time mediated to cover the advertising demand made from the 
te levision in 1997 was 476,052 minutes, i.e. 7,934.2 hours which meant a 
daily average of 21.7 hours. June was the month with most time dedieat-
ed to advert is ing, w ith a daily average of28.9 hours. Four months (June, 
October, November and Deeember) totalled 4 1.5% of the advertising 
time mediated for te levision. This accumulation was analogous to the ad-
vertising investment, as these four months were those wi th the highest in-
vestment and rcpresented, as a whole, 40.8% of the total. The times and 
s ma ller investments corresponded to the months of August, January and 
February. 
B) Mediation to accept time from the demand 
To mediate in favour o f a prompt decision implies reducing doubt. Who-
ever doubts delays in deciding, and this delay can favour the presence of 
another demand that a ttracts the decision to its favour. 
The mediation for the person who offers to accept a speci fic time demand 
implies avoiding (not o n a few occasions) doubt, reducing the time spent 
in tak ing the decision. That is why time management from the demand 
tends to faci litate speed even with the same product, making the product 
inelude sorne element that invokcs speed in the decision, in its use or en-
joyment. For instance, a product that can be thrown away after being used 
once has implicit in it, the attraction of a short period oftime. 
The abundance of t ime demands crowded together in spced, accelerates 
doubt to the point of making it disappear in a whi rlwind o f possibl e 
cho iccs. The ve rtigo o f decision-making causes confusion in rhe doubts, 
to the extent of concealing rile doubr. The act of quickly turning the pages 
o f a magazine, or zapping from one television channel to another does 
not g ive one the opportunity (time) to choose. Therefore, there is no room 
le ft for doubt. Frequently, it is weariness or boredom that decides for one. 
As a reaction to the racc to gain time and avoid doubt, at prescnt there is 
a tendcncy to mcd ia tc time calmly, w ith possib ilities for reflext ion that 
can resolvc thc doubt in a reasonable way. The mediation tries to open 
spaees o ftim e so as to get to know the contents o fthe demand. 
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THE CASE OF SP,\IN 
An advertising form that tends to the opcning oftirn e to know the contents 
ofthe dernand is the barter advertisement that can be undcrstood asan ex-
change for time. The advertiser hands over an audiovisual product in con-
ditions ofbeing ernitted, in exchange for the advertsing time that accorn-
panies this product (a series, a report , a comedy, cte.). The te levision 
entrepreneur receives the coverage of non-advertising time and hands over 
time to make the advertiser's rnessage known. The advertiser hands over 
the product that covers a time of emission, and in exchangc reccives ad-
vertising time. In this sense the barter advertisemem participatcs in the 
configuration ofthe total time ofthe crnission. In sorne way it has an anal-
ogy with the tendency that Kostecki '" describes as passing frorn the sale 
of solutions to the sale of results. Not only is it rnediating time fo r the de-
mand ; it rneans going further and providing the so lut ion that is adequate, 
in the opinion of the advcrtiser, contributing to the con figuration of the 
product to attract the public which is also the target o f advertis ing time. 
The task of mediating time in favo ur ofthc dernand rnadc by in forrn ation 
companies runs one ofthc usual risks in thc information markct. This risk 
is that the demand ofthe entrepreneur could be attended by the adve11iser 
and not in thc same mcasure, by thc audicncc. lt is a phenomcnon that 
shows a lack ofbalance in thc time offer/dcmand relation . A n example of 
this situation is the data shown in Table 4.2.4. '"". 
Table 4.2.4. 
Time and advertising in television. Spain (1991-1997) 
Mi11111es 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
Watched 187 193 204 210 2 11 2 14 209 
Emittcd per day 452 646 712 887 9 11 939 1, 13 1 
Scen a day 11 15 18 22 20 21 23 
Spots cmitted/day 1,132 1,439 1,856 2,260 2,607 2,756 3,291 
Spots seen/day 28 38 47 56 59 62 67 
Sourcc: Sofrcs and lnfoAdcx. 
139 Kostecki , Michel (1994), p. 24. 
140 Cfr. Anuncios, nº 789, 18/24 May, 1998, p. 29. 
- - - - - --- - --- - - - ------
MEDIATION OF TIME 
a) From 1991 to 1996 the average time the audience spent on watehing 
televis ion increased, from 187 minutes in 1991 to 214 minutes in 1996. In 
1997, this time was 209 minutes'"', going down in 5 minutes. lt appears 
that a stablization point was reached between the total time demand for 
television and its response fro m the offcr. 
b) The advertising time daily emitted foll owed a different route from that 
of the time spent watching te levision. The latte r decreased in 2.3% from 
1996 to 1997, while the advertising minutes daily emitted inereased in 
20.4% , from 939 to 1, 131 minutes. The time demand made from the tele-
visio n company achieved a positive response from the advertisers, but not 
from the audience. 
e) The •veakness ofthe response from the time offer was also refleeted in 
the average daily minutes viewed. In 1997 these were 23 minutes which 
mcant an increase of 2 minutes in re lation to 1996, and was not propor-
tional to the effort made by the advertisers. The advert ising time market 
functions with remarkable ease, as shown by the fact that out of the 1, 131 
minutes daily emitted, the average time handed over by the spectator was 
23 minutes. The conditio ning and legal eapacity that is debated in the 
present te levision market provokes thcsc situations which must be cor-
rected in the future. 
d) To achieve g reatcr effccti vity, ad vcrti sing time in television is frac-
tio ned in various modules which provide the framework for the contents 
of the messagc and allows it to be communicatcd in thc way the advertis-
cr or thc mediator considers most appropriate. Henee the interest in 
analysing the spots emitted and those actually viewed by thc audience. 
The data in the last two lines o fTabl e 4.2.4. facilitatcs some reflextions 
because it offers a eontrast be tween the advertisement spots emittcd pcr 
day and those that were viewed, a lthoug h the increase in the two concepts 
was progressivc in the last seven years. In I 997, 139.2% more spots were 
seen than in I 99 1, going from 28 spots a day to 67. The number ofth ose 
spots emitted had a g reater inerease, 190. 7%. 
141 1 n 1998 there was an inerease to 21 1 minutes, the same amount of time as in 
1995. 
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T HE C ASE OF SPAIN 
e) In 1992 with relation to 199 1, the spots seen daily increascd in 35.7%, 
more than the 27.1 % growth that corresponded to the spots emitted. But 
from 1993 onwards these increases were more in those spots emitted than 
in those viewed "2• It is significative that 535 more spots were emitted in 
1997 than in 1996, but the increase in the number of spots seen by the au-
dience was only 5 spots, i.e. the time demand was 107 times more than 
the corresponding offer. 
f) The previous comments need to be specified. The time with advertising 
contents emitted by television has a complex structure, bccause it not 
only covers time for conventional advertising but also for other types. For 
example, and according to the data of Sofres, the distribution of adver-
tisement time in television in 1997 was as fo llows: conventional advcrtis-
ing, 65.3%, self advertising of the television channcls, 21.2%; teleshop-
ping. 10.1 %: sponsorship, 3.4%. 
C) Mediationfor time continuity infavour of the demand 
Achieving continuity in the acceptance ofthe time demanded by the in-
formation entrepreneur is nota task that is exclusive of a company sector 
or of certain persons who work or collaborate wi th it. lt compri ses all 
those who participate in thc elaboration of the product, its circulation , 
cornrnercialization, etc. This does not ex elude the ex istencc of a depart-
rnent whose principal function would be to obtain loyalty in the handing 
over of tirne. On the other hand, taking into account thc complcxity ofthe 
market, it is frequent to count with the mediation of cntiti es, among 
which stand out the advertising agencies. 
Talking about continuity in time for thc demand means reitcration in the 
decisions in favour ofa product. Continued time matcrializes in thc brand 
of the product. The memory that all ows repeating a decision in favo ur of 
a brand is an updated rnemory. To achieve this rnemory cfforts are orien-
tated towards rnaintaining the rciteration in tim e and obtaining the corre-
142 In 1993 the increasc over the previous ycar was as fo llows: spots cmitted, 
28.79%; spots vicwcd, 23.68%. 1994: 21.76%; 19.14%. 1995 : 15.35%; 
5.35%. 1996: 5.7 1%; 5.08%. 1997: 19.41 %; 8.06%. 
MEDIATION OF TIME 
spondence of the offer. The mind memorizes the advertisement in favour 
of a brand and on remembering it positively, c reates a time offer which 
late r leads to the deci sion ofbuying a product that is precisely the brand 
ad vertised. 
The word ca111paign is expressivc when applied to thc sum ofadvertising 
e fforts continuously directed at fixing specific time demands in the mem-
ory. An advertising campaign is a continuous management of time that 
tries to establ is h permanent time interchange between the four protago-
nists ofthe informative relation: the audience, the mediator, the informa-
tion entrcpreneur and the advertiser. This continuity, also described as 
loyalty o r faithfulness to a certain brand, implies a game of relat ionships 
betwecn persons and as a consequence, between products and services 
that concur on the markets. In the proper sense it should not be said that a 
brand continues or remains in time, because continuity, being time, is thc 
exclusive hcritage ofthe persons that produce, mediate or consume goods 
and services whose distinct sign is a brand. 
Continuity in the esteem that pcrsons have for a ccrtain brand is the cause 
and cffcct of its value "i. In other words, the value of a brand is a conse-
quencc of thc appreciation that persons continuously render it and at the 
same time, this apprcciat ion is the cause of ncw continuites that g rant 
g reater valuc to the brand. T he links of time that are favourable to a brand 
makes antiquity on thc market to be an addcd valuc ofprestige. 
Time which continuously favo urs or harm s the value of a brand, a com-
mercial namc or the s ign o f an establishment, can obtain onc effect oran-
other becausc o f reasons that qualify time as bcing rational or passional. 
In the first case the med iation is rclated to thc advice or warning that 
weig hs up the attraction of time. Passional tim e tries to stimul ate the 
more o r lcss vchement desirc to attract time for the demand. Mediation 
usually takcs place, in this case, for tim e that leads to speedy decisions. It 
is not casy to achicvc a balance in the use of thc two times, becausc as 
Sartori ''" a ffirms, the audiovisual media can break this balance and ra-
lional time may be drowned in the abundancc o f passional time. 
143 Reichhcld, Frcdcrick F. ; Tomas Teal ( 1996), p. 19. 
144 Sartori , Giovanni ( 1997), p. 83. 
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Tll E C ASE OF SPAIN 
The mediation for time continuity in favour ofthe demand varies accord-
ing to the nature ofthe communi cation media and the type of productor 
service that can be advertised. From this double perspective one can 
analyse, on the one hand, the consumer sectors that attract most time for 
the demand and on the other, the advertisers with the highest investment 
in advertising. With regard to these aspects, Table 4.2.5 offers data ac-
cording to sectors, on the times that accept the demand formulatcd by thc 
tclevision in Spain. 
Table 4.2.5. 
Advertising in te!evisio11. Spain (1997). 
Advertising minutes in 1 O sectors 
Sector Total 11º % Total 11"0/ % Seconds 
ofspots minutes per spot 
l . Food 235, 170 24. 1 75,782 22.0 19.3 
2. Beauty, Hygicne, Health 153, 104 16.0 53,92 1 15.6 21. 1 
3. Education & Teaching 107,719 11.0 32,824 9.5 18 .2 
4. Rcsources, Scrvices, 90,096 9.2 36,063 10.4 24.0 Transport 
5. Drinks 71 ,304 7.3 26,615 7.7 22.4 
6. Commerce 68,414 7.0 3 1, 155 9.0 27 .3 
7. Services (Public & Prívate) 65,309 6.7 21 ,47 1 6.2 19.7 
8. Cleaning 63, 110 6.4 26,863 7.8 25.5 
9. Personal Objects 6 1,662 6.3 20,365 5.9 19.8 
1 O. Financc & lnsurance 59,4 10 6.0 20,429 5.9 20.6 
Totals 975,298 100.0 345,488 100.0 
Sourcc: lnfoAdex and author·s own claboration. 
The first column ofTable 4.2.5. shows the ten sectors wi th thc highcst ad-
vertising investment in television in Spain. The second and third columns 
show the total number of spots cmittcd in cach sector, and the correspon-
ding percentage over the total. The fourth and fift h columns give the min-
utes and pcrcentages that eorrespond to the ten sectors, while the last col-
umn calculates the average time per spot, expresscd in seconds. 
MEDIATION OFTIME 
a) As usual , in the majority of the countries the «food» sector occupies 
the first place, both in the number of spots as wcll as in the total time em-
ployed. However, it is not first in relation to the average time per spot as 
19 .3 seconds is a low figure that only has below it, the spot correspon-
ding to «education and teaching». Time demands for food products are 
abundant, in advert isements that lasta short period of time. 
b) The three first sectors cover halfthe number of spots, 50.8% and 47% 
of the total time emitted by the 1 O sectors in Table 4.2.6. From this per-
specti ve it can be said that there is a concentrat ion of sectors, not of 
brands or products because in thesG arcas of consumption, products and 
brands abound. 
c) The average number ofscconds pcr spot emitted offer interesting as-
pects for the mediation in favour of the time dcmand. The sector of 
«commerce» dcdieates on an average, 27.3 seconds per spot, i.e. 8 sec-
onds more than the «food» sector. It is the demand that requests most 
time to attract the audiencc, partly becausc the contcnts ofthc messages 
are usually more complex. The diffcrence with the «drinks» sector, 5 sce-
onds, is signi ficant; although it has a grcater numbcr of spots, this sector 
covers less time. 
d) The average total oftimc per spot is 21 .2 seconds. Four scctors («Re-
sources, Services, Transport»; «Drinks»; «Commerce»; «Clcaning») 
have an average higher than this, whilc the remai ning six sectors have an 
inferior average time. 
As in any mediating act ivity that sceks time in favour of the demand, 
there is a natural eagerness to operatc with the best cl ients. In the adver-
tising sphere the agencies make a spec ial effort to obtain thc bcst bank 
acco11111s or companies with thc highcst investment figures, i.c. those 
that have the highest time offers to make contracts wi th the circulation 
med ia. While Table 4.2.5 shows the distribution pcr sectors, Table 4.2.6. 
offers a re lat ion of the 1 O most importan! advert iscrs in Spain in 1997 
and 1998. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
Table 4.2.6. 
Advertising in Spain. The ten most important advertisers 
(1997 & 1998) 
Ad11er1iser P1as. (111il/io11s) 
1997 1997 
El Corte Inglés, S.A. 12,393.0 
Procter & Gamble España, S.A. 8,420.0 
Club Internacional del Libro 7,334.1 
Telefónica de España, S.A. 6,947.6 
Telefónica Serv. Móviles, S.A. 6,542.7 
Nestlé España, S.A. 6,460.2 
Fasa Renault, S.A . 6,404.4 
Volkswagen-Audi España, S.A. 5,836.7 
Opel España, S.A. 5,771.9 
Fiat Auto España, S.A. 5,464.1 
Adver/iser Pws. (millio11s) 
1998 1998 
Telefónica Servic.Móviles, S.A. 13,083 .3 
El Corte Inglés, S.A. 12,690.4 
Procter & Gamble, S.A. 9,802.3 
Telefónica de España, S.A. 8,563. 1 
Fasa Renault, S.A. 8,425.0 
Henkel Ibérica, S.A. 7,440.6 
Volkswagen-Audi España, S.A. 6,987.2 
Nestlé España, S.A. 6,203.3 
Airtel Móvil, S.A. 6,040.3 
Ford España, S.A. 5,97 1.6 
Source: lnfoAdex. 
a) In 1998, for the first time in the last six years, «E l Corte 1 nglés» did 
not head the list of top advertisers. This place was occ upi ed by «Tele fóni-
ca Servicios Móviles, S.A.». The two companies ofTelefónica 101alled 
M EDIATION OF TIME 
an investrnent of ptas.2 l ,646.4rn, which over the total of the 1 O most irn-
portant advertisers (ptas.85,207.1 m) reprcsented 25.4%. 
b) The telephone sector covered 32.5% ofthe total of the 10 most impor-
tan! investors. Although this could be a situation that coincided with the 
rnoment of massive introduction of the mobile tclephone in Spain, it is 
significative that the greatest investment to demand advertising time 
frorn people was that which offered a product whose reason ofbeing was 
precisely, that ofnegotiating with people's communication time. 
e) Car and food companics occupied important places in the two years 
covered in Table 4.2.6. 
4.3. For the own mediator 
Mediation, as a commercial activity, has experienced a growth that is 
both quantitat ive and qualitative, a consequence of the development of 
the servi ce market. In the sphere of the mediating act ivity which refers to 
the time offer/dcmand relation in the information market, the increase in 
the number of companies and the almost constan! appearance of new in-
formative products have led to the diversi ficatio n of advertisers that seek 
to reaeh inereasingly more varied audiences, with complcx limits. 
Thcse reasons all ow us to understand the necessity that mcdiating enti-
tics have of counting wi th thc mediation of other eompanies that operate 
in the same markets. lt can be said that thc mediation of time in favour 
of ot hcr mcdiators of thc information market is a way of saving, or mak-
ing good use of, time. Two ci rcumstanccs contributc to this; on the one 
hand, the specialization ofknowlcdgc of the different markcts and on the 
othcr hand (and rclated with the prcvious circum stancc), thc decentral-
ization of functions and tasks as a necessity of having access to special-
ized knowledgc. 
Speeialized mediation is directcd at spccific situations of thc time 
offer/demand relation, e.g. the specialization of the advertising agencies 
has motivatcd the constitution of mec.liating entit ics that operatc in specif-
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T HE C ASE OF SPAIN 
ic spheres such as creativity, medica] and pharmaceutical adverti sing, 
sports sponsorship, etc. 
The splitting oftasks previously assumed by one solc compa ny o r medi-
ating entity enables the covering o f new aspects, whi ch are consequences 
of the new realities of the information market. Sorne advert ising agencies 
extend their tasks to convert themselves, in its most ample s ig nificance, 
in companies of informativc mediation services: financia! cons ultation, 
company image studies, analysis of specific markets, a udi ence stud ies, 
etc. 
Another way of the mediating activity growth is the deeentralizatio n of 
functions whose performance is not rentable for the mediating company. 
Among the new ways of mediation that save time and economi cal re-
sources, those that have the object o f verify ing the c ircul a tio n of in form-
ative products, of analyzing the audiences that receive these products, and 
of evaluating the advertising market stand out. In Spain one can mention, 
among others, the Oficina de Justificac ió n de la Difus ió n (OJO); the 
AIMC; with its Estudio General de Medios ; Sofres; ln foAdex. lt is sig-
n ificant that these organizations respond to jo int interests of the three 
scctors re lated with thc information market such as advertisers, agencies 
and the media. 
There is an aspect that has a special importance in thc acti vity o f mediat-
ingfor the mediator: the possibility of inadequately utili zing o ther peo-
ple's time, which is the objective of mcdiation. Gctting to know how pco-
ple (the targct audience) use thei r time faci litates a certa in contro l tha t 
could have perversc effects like «an excessive synchro nization oftime or-
ganization that can surpass individual contro l and the freedom in the em-
ployment of time» 1•s. 
It is necessary that freedom in thc use of lcisure sho uld not be limitcd o r 
mitigated by the excessive contro l that may be cxercised by o thers \.vho 
know thc situation and the conditio ns in which it is cmploycd . The speed 
in getting to know the audicnces of telcvis io n programmes, o r thc cover-
145 Du Roy, Oliver; Fcys, J.C.; Mcycr, A.V. ( 1990), p. 33. 
MEDIATION OFTl~IE 
age of a press or radio market can favour actions that may condition the 
freedo m of the person who is the target of the messages, as well as the 
adverti ser. Time management in information marketing activities can 
lead to sy11chro111arketi11g, the maximum exponcnt of the temporal en-
eounter between offer and demand "6, whose effects are not neeessarily 
positive for freedom of choice. 
Mediat ing in favour ofthe mediator acquires, in the curren! in formation 
market, a signi fi cance that is not always taken into aecount. lt con tributes 
to reco11cili11g interests that are contrary to one another. In this sense, the 
entities that professionally study information market situations are faced 
with the di fficult challenge of advanci ng along the way of qualitative 
analysis with indispensable intellectual rigour. lt is not unfrequent for the 
interests of the adve11iser and the medium to be different or opposite, and 
in such a case it is necessary to reconcil e both interests through a coher-
ent and rational mediating action. For instance, the tarrif/audience rela-
tion is motive of conflictive situations. The adequacy of the price that the 
advertiser pays and the audience that receives the advertised message, is 
a consequence of rigourous studics with statistical analysis that is not al-
ways capable of completely evaluat ing audiences. The methodology used 
has especial importance in these analyses. 
lfa method is a procedure to find out a spccific reality, the mcthod fol-
lowed to study an audience needs to be strict, whcn fi xing the variables 
that can shape audience sectors or thc groups of persons that make upan 
audience. 
In the info rmation market the conccpt of c/ass has rcl ati ve valuc and on 
occasions, very 1 itt le. For example, thc tclcvision audiencc is practically 
made up ofthe whole population and in this scnse, no division of c/asses 
can be madc. Thcre is only one class that covers 90% of thc population 
aged 14+. This docs not excl udc spcctators ofthc samc programme from 
having diffcrent incomes, levels of responsibility in the jobs they have, or 
di fferent houschold equipment. An audience is characterized by a levcl of 
uniformity in the acquisit ion of thc majority of rapid consumper goods, 
146 Cherubi 11 i. Sergio ( 1997). p. 63. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
and also in the time offer for specific entertainment programmes, e.g. 
football. 
To advance in audience analysis, perhaps it would be opportune to pres-
ent time asan element of differentiation. This would imply typfying the 
time offer/demand relation with evaluations on the use oftime, both ac-
tive and passive, to reading, Iistening or viewing products and informa-
tive services. 
5. The time market 
The previous chapters serve as a gateway for the market analysis whose 
principal object is time. The study of the time market is still not suffi-
cicntly limited in the sphere ofthe offer/demand relation ofproducts and 
services, a lthough in the infom1ation market its importance deserves pro-
g rcssivc rccognition. 
The present chapter summarizes the analysis of time as something that 
shapes the market. lt starts with the principal 111a11ifestatio11s and charac-
teristic notes and concludes with the proposal of a concept (5 .1 .). The 
time in thc li fe of a person is known as age and the different ages are the 
targets of specifi c informative products. These two realities, age and in-
formation, have special importance in the time market (5.2). Continuous 
work in time is a pa11 of li fe and is usually thc configuration ofaprofes-
s ion. Professions havc their own time market in the centre ofthe offer/de-
mand rc latio n o f informative products (5.3). The chapter closcs with 
sorne considerations on an aspect of thc time market that has special so-
cial interest: its incidence in cultural and i11for111ation rclations (5.4.). 
5.1. Manifestations. Characteristics. Concept 
Limiting the most important manifestations of time on the market helps 
to outline the notes that eharacterize it and opens the way to the formu la-
tion or proposal of a concept. 
A) Manifestations 
Which are the principal manifestations of time's action in the various 
markets of products and scrvices? Thesc can be specified in three: a) uni-
vcrsality; b) objcct o f offer/demand rclations; c) thc config uration of a 
market. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
a) Universality. In the history of commerce time has been a factor with 
an universal appl ication to ali markets. Both in dircctcd as wcll as free 
economies time has served to measurc contracts of loans, dclaycd pay-
ments, the giving of services, etc. Le Goff1J 1 points out that «in the mal-
leabil ity oftime, that <loes not exclude thc condition of inexorable in its 
passing, there are profits and losses, margins ofbenefits or dcficits; it is 
the sphere where intelligence, skill , experience and the trader's guile act». 
This presence oftime and with time continues being in force, i f possible 
with greater universality, both geographical as wcll as that relatcd to 
products and services of a varied nature. 
The history of commercc is marked with economical dcci sions 'J', adopt-
cd at specific times, more or Iess foresceable but always possiblc to date 
back to Iater. The geographical universalization of thc time markct admits 
hour differenccs, holidays, seasons of the year, with the corresponding 
variety of time use for al so varied consumption . Thc di ffcrent hours mark 
differences in the opening and closing tim es of stock markcts, wo rking 
hours, the contents of television programmcs, cte. Thc applicati on of 
computerized programmes which allow for decisions to be taken twenty-
four hours a <lay makes the universality oftimc 011 the markct more obvi-
ous. 
On the othcr hand, time is un ivcrsali zcd as a way of fixing thc cxpiry 
dates of products and scrvices on the market, whcther thcsc are tangible 
goods (e.g. food products) or serviccs of a basically intangible naturc 
(c.g. that ofa fi nancia! consultant). But thc grcatcst and most importan! 
univcrsalization oftime on thc market affects pcoplc, in their condition as 
producers, mediators or consumcrs of goods and scrviccs. 1 fas stated by 
Polo, «pure expenditure is the cxpcnditurc of time» 'J'', pcoplc are protag-
onists ofthis obliged, irreversible and unchangcablc cxpcnd itu re. This is 
why time is a significative clcment in thc pricc of goods '"'. There are 
markcts where time is the radical , primary and sometimcs sale pricc, c.g. 
14 7 Le Goff, Jacqucs ( 1997), p. 16. 
148 Yickcrs, Douglas (1994), p. 195. 
149 Polo, Leonardo ( 1993), p. 56. 
1 SO Grcgory, lan, C.; Rawling, Simon, B. ( 1997), p. 8. 
TitE T IME MARKET 
in the information market the time price is practically the only way the ef-
fective relation between the television advertiser and the spectator can be 
determined. As a consequence, the time spent watching television serves 
to fix the advertising tarrif. 
Universa li zation does not mean equality of time destination or occupa-
tion. There is spending of time that is accompanied by an alert intelli-
gencc 151 , and time spent in an unconscious way that leaves in the hands of 
another pcrson the use of one's own time. Attention or intelligence in the 
use of time may be absolute or shared. A television programme may draw 
ali the attention of the spectator or share this time with another activity 
carried out at the samc time by the spectator, like conversing or reading, 
etc. Hence the concept of an audience not linked to time increasingly has 
less importance at the time of fixing the price of an informative product. 
Thc univcrsality of timc on the markct that in sorne way affects the life of 
a person cannot be exc lusively considered as isolated time, but as a sum 
of times and in a global way 151 • The distribution of time experiments 
changes to a good measurc as a conscquence of innovations of informa-
tion and communicati on technology that modify habits, ways of li fe and 
wh ich may alter thc channcls through which new information is reached. 
This process of rcmodelling in the distribution of time (labour, profes-
sional, lcisure, etc.) will have greater incidence in the next fcw years as it 
is foresecablc that the beginning of the third millennium will demand 
more time from people to acquire, preserve and increase thcir know-
ledge 153 • 
b) Object of relations. lt is increasingly more frequent for time to be the 
object ofthe offer/dcmand relation on the markets. Not only is the goods 
or service offcrcd and dcmanded ata spccific time but thc rclation is also 
qualifi cd and dctcrmincd by it. Among thc services that stand out, to the 
cffccts of thc prcscnt study, are the products and information services that 
151 Alrcady in thc first ccntury Plinio thc Old had written: «profccto cnim vita 
vigilia cst»: «to livc is to be awakc». Cfr. Narura/is Hisroriae, pracf. 18. 
152 Du Roy, Olivcr; Fcys, J.C.; Mcycr, A.V. ( 1990), preface Y. 
153 Brooking, Annic ( 1997), p. 58. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
circulate through traditional media and supports (press, radio, te levision, 
etc.) or the new media. lt is the information market that is shaped as a 
time market. lf we get rid oftime asan object of offer for the reader and 
of demand for the editor, what sense would a daily newspaper ora maga-
zine have, whether paid for or free of charge? 
Stating that time is an object of relations -commercial , informative, cul-
tural , etc.- is in sorne way making time a commodity, m anifest ing that 
one can make agreements with time, that one can hire thc time of a per-
son. Certainly time as a measurement of work serves to determine rela-
tions of a labour or professional nature that admits g rcatcr or lesscr dura-
tion and g reater or lesser intensity. But thc extens io n of time has a 
common measuremcnt for a li persons, e.g. from the 14th century and 
through a generalized agreement, a day has 24 hours, an ho ur 60 minutes 
anda minute, 60 seconds. A person's freedom adds valuc to ti me accord-
ing to his dedication and intensity. 
A person is the first titular of the use of his time and has the right to be 
respected both by the State as well as by physical and juridical persons. 
But thc freedom to admini ster time is not absolutc and as w ith other 
kinds offreedom, it is conditioned by general intcrests. Publ ic adminis-
tration, in vi rtue of solidarity and subsidiary principies is obligcd to re-
spect the excrcise of free administration and the rig ht of c lcctio n in the 
use oftime, directly or indirectly promoting free circul ation o ftime offers 
and demands, destined to occupations of general intcrest on educative, re-
lig ious, cultural, public health matters, cte. T his guardi anship and promo-
tion from official entities will avoid si tuations of mo nopoly on leisure 
time, that can convert the so-calledji-ee time in captive time. 
e) The configuration of a market. The two prcvious manifestatio ns of 
time in its rc lation with the market (univcrsality and obj ect o f re latio ns) 
acquired special importance from the dccade of the eig hties w hen there 
was a confluence ofthree circumstances worth remembering . In the first 
place, the aeceptance by thc majori ty of thc countries of a free market 
economy, opening time offer/demand relations to ncw possibilitics that 
arosc from thc legitimate use of company and contract freedom . This type 
of cconomy unleashes liberalization processes on inform ative products 
and services that currently continue progrcssing. Asan exam ple, o ne can 
TME TIME MARKET 
underline the govcrning board of the European Uni on on the liberaliza-
tion of information and communication infrastructures, that establish 
frcedom of competition between private titulari ty initiatives. 
Second ly, the innovations of communication and information technolo-
g ies have had special importance, w ith multiplicating effects on time de-
m ands for new products and in formative services. These innovations im-
ply saving time in the access to the sources, and at a progressively lower 
cost. Saving time in household tasks can be a starting point that amplifies 
on observing the increase in the offers made from the radio and tc levi-
sio n, and the possibili ties opened up by the cireulation of information o n 
Internet. 
The thi rd fact that can cont rast wi th the two previo us o nes is a con-
firm ed reali ty: time continues being something scarce, above ali in spe-
ci fic ages and working circumstances, but the time offer increases. This 
paradox (abundance and scarcity of time, a t the same time) has its roots 
in economi c, working and social questions. A g reater appreciation of 
time has a repercussion on a better analysis of the decisions o n t ime of-
fcr a nd demand, w ith special attention to products and services in which 
time constitutes a princ ipal objcct o f the relation. A consequence of the 
grcate r and bettcr evaluation o f time can be the increase of specialized 
info rm ative prod ucts and services, parti cularly in the press and televi-
s io n s phere. 
Thc conj unction o f these threc factors contributes to time shaping, in the 
c urrent in formatio n society, a propcr market that can be callcd the time 
market. 
B) CharacterisLics 
The no tes that characterizc time are re flcctcd in the characte ristics of the 
markct that carri cs its name. The time o ffer/demand relation in a specific 
sphere o f rcla tio ns introduces vari ables that make it d ifficult to limit 
c haractcristics w ith a generalizcd application to the markets. In an at-
tcmpt a t abstractio n and synthcsis onc can point out that the time markct 
is c haracte rized for being personal, flexible. a11d value-esrimarible. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
al) Personal. Time is time in as far as it has a person as a subject. Only 
with reference to a person can one affirm that time is finite, indclible, and 
an object of use and enjoyment. Machines consume time ifa person is in-
terested in measuring time; ifnot, there is no machine time. Animals do 
not know how to spend time, although they do so. 
The time market is therefore a market between persons and for persons; it 
is a personal market because it demands the presence of persons (with or 
without things), with an independence of what these persons are like be-
cause of reasons of sex, racc, age, culture and religion. To the personal 
character of the time market, one can apply Spaemann ·s affirmation on 
human beings: «they are not simply what thcy appcar to be ; they have 
their proper nature» •s.i. The time market is not an impersonal one where 
the king is the clock, an instrument which serves to measure time accord-
ing to meeanisms made perfect by human intelligence and which has as 
an obliged reference, day and night, created by the Uncreated. 
The market where time offers and demands are related has proper rules 
and its activity, on some occasions, may seem to escape human decision, 
e.g. the relentless timetables of the beginning, the development and the 
end of a computerized activity. However, the timetable (like the calendar) 
is the consequence of a human decision. God created day and night; man 
divided the day into 24 hours but did not obtain an absolute exactitude, 
although the ticking deviation is as small as one second in one million 
years iss. 
154 Spaemann, Robert ( 1997), p. 16. 
155 The history of the mechanical clock endorses man 's creativity in thc meas-
urement of time. Legend attributes the invemion of thc first mechanical 
clock to the monk Geberto (later Pope Si lvester) in the last decades of thc 
1 Oth century. Three periods can be differentiated in the evol ution of the mc-
chanical clock. a) 1290- 1656, mechanical clockmaking prior to the pendu-
lum, with a precision of up to one minute a day; hal fway through the l 4th 
century people accepted that an hour had 60 minutes and a minute, 60 sec-
onds. b) 1656- 1950, the clockmaking period from thc pcndulum, with a prc-
cision of a sccond a day. c) 1950 to thc prescnt time, pcriod of electronic 
clockmaking which began with the osci llating quartz clock, with a precis ion 
of a thousandth second a day, and advanced wi th «control clocks» or ti me 
bases of caesium, like that of the Federal lnstitute of Physics ancl Technolo-
TllE TIME MARKET 
The hours may seem to be long o r short according to how they appear to 
be to the people 156• But time on the market is not govem ed by what seems 
10 be but by what is, fo llowing the general acceptance of the persons. 
T he personal nature of the time market is projected in the things or in the 
rig lits that the persons put into ci rculation as objects of offer or dernand. 
At present the sig nificance of tirne stands out in the value and significance 
0 fa brand whose continuity on the rnarket deserves positive or negative 
evaluations, according to how long it has been on the market and how well 
it is known, o r becausc of the expi1y date ofits use and consumption. 
The freedom of the time market is linked to its personal nature. People 
use time freely, on a specific activity. lt is a freedom that looks towards 
the future and makes the fu ture over the strictly temporal considerati ons. 
As Po lo a ffirm ed, «on ly a freely possessed future is future in a strict 
sense, otherwise it stops being so». In other words, «without freedom the 
fu tu re would only be a dimension in time» 111 • 
Personal freedom on the time market can try to multiply hours of sixty 
minutes, try ing to make them more rentabl e. The rules of this market ad-
rnit fi ll ing in the hours well , g iving them better contents, but the risk of 
depersonali zing time should be avoided because in such as case the in-
te nded rnultiplication would have a multiplier that would annul: zero. 
b) Flexible. The perso nal character of the time market faci litates under-
standing the second note that typifies it : ílexibi lity. The time necessities 
that are, o r can be sat is fied in this market a re as varied as the free deci-
s io ns of the pcrsons who gathcr on it. T he time offers and demands, relat-
cd on the time market, offer uncountabl e ways of responding to the time 
neeess ity and the demands form ul atcd by products and services, especial-
Jy those of an in form ative nature . From the application of the mobi le type 
gy in Braunschweig (Germany) that serves as a reference to regulatc other 
clocks of common use and whcrc cstimations show that in onc mili ion ycars 
it wi ll havc an cxactitudc diffcrencc ofonly onc sccond. 
156 Shakcspcarc wrotc: «Plcasurcs ancl action makc the hours sccm short». Oth-
e//o, 11 , 3. 
157 Polo, Leonardo ( 1999), p. 23 1. 
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ALFONSO TIME ANO THE I NFORMATION 
NIETO MARKET: 
THE CASE OF SPAIN 
to the printing press in the second halfofthe 15th century right down to 
the present in formation society, the time market has shown growing fl ex-
ibility, not on ly in its speedy use but also in its adaptation to necessities, 
with processes that make more flexible rigid timetables or indeterminate 
waiting periods, with greater continuity in the services rendered and in 
time occupation by the users. This flexibility currently offers sorne pecu-
liarites, among which three can be highlighted. 
In the first place, the time market makes it possible for a person to be in 
the paradoxical situation previously announced, of experiencing abun-
dance and scarcity of time at the same time. There is plenty of time for 
sorne activities and a lack of it for others. In this sense the time d ispute 
between professional activity and leisure activity is obvious. This paradox 
precisely rotates round the flexible nature of the time market that allows 
for distributions between closely related occupations: transport and work-
i ng activity; time dedicated to watching television and the time spent on 
reading, etc. The balance on the market is linked to the balance in the de-
cision on time, frequently on the need to be informed and to acquire 
knowledge, and the necessity of travelling from one place to another, or 
doing household tasks. 
Secondly, market flexibili ty is seen in thc growth of products and servic-
es that demand time. These are new ways of being ahead of the time of-
fer that provokes competition in the use of time by people, anda cascade 
of specializcd products that try to attract rcduced sectors of the publi c. 
This can be seen in the diversity ofentertainment, the plurality in tcach-
ing and learning methods, and the applications that reduce the time of 
product/service delivery. 
Thirdly, the flexible nature of the time market explains the constant at-
tempts to compress it, which is necessary in sorne sectors to optimize the 
result of business activity. Order and intcnsity of work, and specd in in-
formation transmission can increase time's output. This is why the added 
value of time means less time to do a task, lcaving spare time for other ac-
tivi ties isx. This condition of a flex ible markct dcscrves conti nuous study 
158 Gregory, Jan, C.; Rawl ing, Simon, B. ( 1997), p. 29. 
T tiE TIME MARKET 
and consideration because using time well very often results in reducing 
costs, in the measure that one does more in less time, or obtains a higher 
production level than one's rivals in the same time. There is an inereasing 
acceptance of the idea that a qualitative jump lies ahead of the eeonomies 
of compani es, which leads them to going from traditional sea/e econo-
mies to time economies 15' . Economizing time is making a better use of its 
natural flex ibility. Time economies are focussed at fin ding a greater and 
more profitable use in the offer/demand and supply/consumption rela-
tions. lt is a goal with the ideal objective of having no time wastage be-
cause time is irrecuperable, with no possible recycling. 
Time cco nomy is so ught especially fro m the demand. The time market 
applied to the information market is basically a market with a demand 
primacy. On sorn e occasions this demand discovers neeessities of time 
use that may launch plenty of informative products whi ch may over-
whe lm the person offering bis time, making him hand it over with a pas-
s ive and confo rm ist attitude to whatever is offered to him. This attitude 
is frequent when t ime acce/eratio11 processes are involved that lead to 
decis ions be ing adopted in the vertigo of changefor the sake of change, 
with uncertain ity in the time offer because ofthe speed and urgency in 
the response that motivates the demand. Irrefl exive zapping that goes 
from one television channel to another can be an aggressive answer to an 
aggressive demand. In short, it is a battle, though old, between hurry and 
serenity. 
e) Value-estimatible. Personal frcedom fl exibly manifested in likes, 
prefc rcnces, cu lture levels, cte. givcs a destination to people's time. A 
decision prccccded by thought marks thc use of tim c; it is a fruit of thc 
will with a somewhat intangible origin and thercfore, difficult to meas-
urc '°''. But cli fficulty in mcasuring does not mean an evaluation difficul-
ty. Not a lways can timc's valuc be cxact ly quantified; however, it use-
J 59 McKenna, Regis ( 1997), p. 133. 
160 Who puts a price to a thought? The answer comes from San .luan de la Cruz: 
«Üne sole thought of man is worth more than the whole world: thcrcforc 
only God is worthy of it». Dichos de !ti= v amOJ: 3./. Vida v obras de San 
Juan de la Crn=. l3AC, 6th edition, Madrid,. 1972, p. 419. . 
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TH E CASE OF SPAIN 
fulness can be estimated, and by comparison calcu lations can be made 
that can conclude in the fixing of a price. Time as a means of exchange 
on the market admits counterservices in the way of money, prestige, in-
formation, knowledge 161• The grade of immaterialness of the co unter-
service makes the quantified measurement more difficult , but thi s does 
not mean that it has no value. For example, an idea that successfull y re-
mains throughout time has an immaterial active value with retlection on 
the balance. Commerce funds, the countable value of a brand, a patent 
ora right is usual ly quantified when it is thc object of transm ission, 
which does not fai l to be a countable limitation because the value exists 
although it is not for sale. 
Time is an importan! factor in the configuration ofthe concept of value. 
In Capranico's opi nion the concept ofvalue in contemporary economy is 
not based so much on the existence ofa material asset as in the real iza-
tion of a system in time 162• The system or total of organized relati ons that 
operates with autonomy in social spheres acquircs value in the measure 
that it inserts itself in time and lasts. Time adds value to the system or 
deducts it; that is why there is an added value of time and a lost value of 
time. To add a value oftime is to make a bctter use ofit; to dcduct value 
is to lose time. The time that good use ofit adds can result in a caudal of 
time that is wealth . On the contrary, time not well uscd not on ly deducts 
value from the system; it is also time that is lost, dead or irrecoverable . lt 
corresponds to the person to give value to time and makc his occupation 
conclude in diligcnt or negligent work. 
C) Concept 
What is a time market? Answering this question by contributing a con-
cept, implies previously discovering thc structure, activity and purpose of 
this market. 
161 Elchardus, Mark ( 1991), pp. 69-70. 
162 Cfr. Sergio Capranico, prcfazionc all 'edizione ital iana ele Christian Gron-
roos: Ma11age111e11t e Marketing dei servi=i, Torino. 1994. p. X. 
THE TIME MARKET 
a) Structure. The time market structure responds to the various ways of 
organizing its use, and to the place or situation that faci litatcs the 
offcr/dcmand relation of time. On the other hand, the structurc of this 
market has delimitations ofajuridical, economical and social nature. The 
legal liberalization ofthe info rmation market and the supports ofaudio-
visual circulation (e.g. in television, telcphony, cable) have a direct repre-
cussion on thc time market structure. In the area of advertisements shown 
on tclcvision, the rules that prohibit specific types of advertisements, or 
thc cmission of programmes whcn therc is a prevision of a children 's au-
di cncc makc thc time market adopt structures that conform to this legis-
lation, with hour distributions with economical considerations that are 
adcq uatc to such determinations. 
T he time markct structure has, in the home, an importan! centre, as it is a 
place wherc pcoplc usually live and there are material supports or the 
equipmcnt that allows the varied use of time, especially that destined to 
Jeisurc, cntertainmcnt, information. The home has a mcaning in the 
measurc that it is occ upied and that the persons who livc thcre formulate 
time offcrs and dcmands, with thc corrcsponding dccisions that are frui t 
of intcll cctu ral proccsscs, more or lcss rcfl cxivc and pondcrcd. Thc act of 
rcading a ncwspapcr is the consequencc of dcciding to use time, and this 
dcc ision can be fac ilitatcd by the fact ofrecciving thc newspapcr at home 
cveryday. 
b) Activiry. At prcscnt the concept of activity is linkcd to time, to the 
point of bcing ablc to say wi th Elchardus that activity in general can be 
dc fincd as the use ofti111e '"3• Activity 0 11 thc time markct is human action 
that consumes time to establ ish relations bctween time offers and de-
mands: the time of marketing wirh time. 
Time bccomcs active in thc task of pcrsons who use hours, minutes or 
days to produce and com mcrcializc goods and serviccs, orto consume 
them. When attention is ccntrcd in time asan object of offcr and dcmand 
on thc markct of in fo nnation products, ac tivi ty is limited to thc temporal 
framcwork of thc in fo rmation markct. In this markct time is an objcct of 
163 Elchardus. Mark ( 199 1 ). p. 70. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
use with basically imm aterial activit ies or those of the intelligence, to 
read, listen, or view sorne contents whose origins are equally intangible 
and Iater materialized in the support or medium that emits information, 
entertainment, etc. As in the free market economy, information and com-
munication are known as prime materials •l>-l; time acquires special impor-
tance in the information market development and in its influence in the 
markets of goods and services. 
The activity to use, mediate or circulate time that offers information or 
knowledge is present in ali human work. Strictly physical work consumes 
time that leaves a caudal (great or small) of experiencc, satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction in the intelligence ofthe person who carries it out. In ali 
work there is time expenditure and growth, or not, of the intelli gence. The 
measurement of this growth is not governed by the clock or by the remu-
neration of the work. There is an added immaterial value that the intell i-
gence recognizes, the memory remembers and the will makes operative 
when it considers opportune. 
c) Objectives. As in ali markets that accept the company·s frecdom and 
the choice of goods and services, the generic objective of the time market 
is to satisfy necessities and its specific aim , the necessities that rcal ize 
and satisfy the encounter between the time offer/demand. 
The objective pursued is to achieve the interchange oftime for products 
that serve to cover its use. The balance between the time offer and de-
mand is a goal not always attained, because very often the interchangc is 
converted in to change that favours only one of the parts. lt can be said 
that adequate time evaluat ion for the persons who participate in the rela-
tion radicates from the balance or interchange. 
The time referred to a specific activity has as an objective a result, a 
product or service that demands time from persons who can offer it. 
From this perspective time can be evaluated by the result, quan tifyi ng it 
in money according to how much the consumer wishes to pay "~. At pres-
ent the price of time in re lat ion with work faces a problem that is not 
164 Ritl<in, Jercmy ( 1996), p. 277. 
165 Grcgory, lan, C.; Rawling, Simon, B. ( 1997), p. 3 1. 
THE TIME MARKET 
new: in sorne cases there is lack of work that occupies time; in others, 
there is Jack of time to fill with work that should be carried out. 
Time has a price tag pul on it on the market that bears its name, e.g. with 
remunerations and costs in reason of seconds, minutes, hours, days, 
weeks, months, years. Time is filled, amo ng other occupations, with 
work; hence, putting a price to time can mean putting the price to work. 
Market economy, work economy, and time economy are three areas that 
surround the Ji ves of people in the present media society. 
Time economy counts w ith the economy of signs that try to «superate in 
units of time that are increasingly shorter, spaces that are increasingly 
to nger, and reach an increasing number of consumcr/receptors» 166• The 
effect of this game of eeonomies may Jead to beneficia! results for the 
society; a speci fic case are the ad vanees in public health . Therc are also 
pe rverse effects especially in the market of goods and services, e.g. the 
growing aggressiveness in the o ffer/demand relations lead to a brand 
having not more than six months on the market before being copied '67, 
and to processes in which the serene balance is lost in commercial re la-
tions. 
On other hand, time economy experimcnts changcs in tone with the inno-
vations in inform ation and communication technologies that manage to 
m ake more in less time and facilitate the road to what Ritkin describes as 
«an econo my practically without work» 16.', that should «not be interpre-
tated as a total absence of human effort in time» 16", but as a new orienta-
tion of human tasks. 
Working is deciding in time, whethcr thesc are dccisions like moving the 
lever to turn the crane of a big excavator, or pressing the computer key 
enter to order the purchase of a packet of stockmarket shares. Experience 
166 Romano, Vicente ( 1998), p. 75. 
167 Guardia, Ramón ( 1998), p. 25: «Statistics show that ncw products are copicd 
in an average time of six months». 
168 Id., p. 355. 
169 Rifkin hi msclf assumcs the social eco110111v in which voluntcer work has a 
special significance. Id., p. 283. . 
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TllE CASE OF SPA IN 
shows that with a greater number of decisions taken in lesser time, the 
risk of error inereases. An erroneous deeision usual ly harm s the person 
who decides without adequate time, because specd does not necessarily 
imply making a good choice when deciding. 
In agreement with the previous considcrations on the structurc, aetivity 
and objectiveness ofthe time market, the following concept can be given: 
the time market is the physica/ centre or the intellecrual sphere where 
time interchanges that contribute to satisfying necessities of a material or 
immaterial nature are promoted and realized. 
5.2. Information and age 
Age is the accumulation ofirrepeat ible time that marks the earthly ex is-
tence of a person. Age admits numerous classifications according to ref-
erence to the passage oftime in human activities, material things, physi-
cal processes, etc. With a view to what is now of intercst, attention is 
centred on two types: subjective age and objective age. The subj ective 
consideration contemplates thc perfection of the pcrson, it attends to the 
development ofthc life of intelligence, to the acquiring of knowlcdgc that 
is proportionate to physiological growth. The objective considc ration of 
age has a chronological significance, quantifying the time of ex istence 
following the course ofthe days, months, ycars. Both ages shoul d kecp a 
relation and balance in their developmcnt, although in fact thci r growth 
lcvcls can be di fferent. A person whosc objectivc agc is 20 years may 
have a subjectivc age that is inferior to that of anothcr pcrson, of his very 
own socio-economic condition, who is 18 years old. 
To grow in subjective age is to cnrichcn oneself with ideas that allow onc 
to see thefuture, forsee changcs, advance soluti ons, attain the develop-
ment of theoretical and practica! talcnts. The capaeity of forecast does not 
neccssarily ha ve the guarantee of vcri fying it, becausc thc unccrtainty of 
the time of li fe accompan ies any human fo rcsight. That is why a sign of 
rnaturity in the age of in tell igcncc is putting ali onc·s resourccs in the 
continuity ofthe communication ofknowledge, wi th indcpendcncc ofthc 
li fe of thc person who delivers thc knowledge. This matter has a great 
deal to do wi th ethics, as age and ethics have a elose relation. 
THE TIME MARKET 
Polo affirms that «ethics is the way of using the proper time according to 
which the person grows as a complete person, not only somatically» 17º. In 
the use of time to grow in the li fe of intelligence, ethics plays an impor-
tant role. That is why discerning on ethical behaviour in time offer/de-
mand relations requires an adequate development of the subjective age, 
with a critica) levcl and the capacity of emiting opinions, accepting or re-
jecting time offers or demands including the times destined to informa-
tive products. Ethical behaviour, being personal cannot be limited to 
cthics that are controlled and measured by the clock. 
For Elias 111 time in its objective or objectivised consideration can be un-
derstand as somcthing instrumental at the service ofpeople. A person, by 
himself, cannot shorten or lengthen his chronological age. However, in 
the age of intclligence it is possible to advance or go backwards; the in-
novations in the fie ld of com munication and information technologies 
havc an important infl uence in this advance or retrogression. 
Advancing is not cquivalent to accelerating, and making good use of 
something is not synonymous with going faster. Time accelerario11 and 
compression can be obstacles to the growth of intell igence. O' Driscoll 
and Gerald 172 dcclared that choices made in real time can be adopted 
without knowing their consequences. Ethical behaviour in the informa-
tivc time market implies reflexion, analysis of the options that can be 
madc with the spced adequate to the complexity ofthe decision. On occa-
sions the decision cal Is for a pause, to detai11 the time that arrives accel-
170 Polo, Leonardo ( 1993), p. 11 O. 
171 Elias, Norbcrt ( 1989): «I f the verb fo rm of thc concept "time" cxisted in 
Spanish c.g. "tcmporizc", it would be easy to cxplain and understand that thc 
action of· 'tooking at the clock" fulfills thc object ivc ofsynchronizing in it-
sclfposi tions in thc succession of onc or more processes. Thc instrumental 
charactcr oftimc would then be clcam (p. 53). «Precisely this is what clocks 
are: only a physical c o111i111111111 changing into human manufacture, normal-
ized as a rcfcrcncc chart anda mcasurc of othcr continuously changing so-
cial and phys ical entities in specific socicties» (p. 57). «Whether they are 
sane!, sun or quartz clocks, the measurcrncnts of time are instruments that 
men e reate for speci fic purposcs» (pp. 11 6- 11 7). 
172 O'Driscoll. Jr.; Gerald, P. ( 1996), p. J. 
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T HE CASE OF SPAIN 
erating from the demand or which is in an accelerated situation, because 
of the person who makes the offer. The pause makes a time space for the 
sereni ty that analyses advantages and disadvantages, favourable or 
perserve consequences of the decision. A robot (a resul t of human work) 
can outdo a person in speed and performance exactitude. lt is a maehine 
programmed by man and is created to perform, but a robot can never 
freely decide to do something. 
This serenity is singularly desirable for those who programme computer-
ized instruments that adopt decisions previously determined, and which 
are answered with the inexorable passagc of the seconds, e.g. the cascade 
of decisions preprogrammed to be operative on the stockmarket. 
Time acceleration may cause perverse effects, inversely proportiona l to 
the subjective age of the person who should decide. Forcing decisions in 
real time places the person with a lower critica! leve! or an imm atu re in-
tellectual capacity in a position of in feriority. Quick rejlexive movcments 
made on pressing a key do not have the same consequences when it is a 
child playing with a computer or zapp ing with television programmes for 
adults. Information and communication technologies proportion valuable 
instruments to grow in the li fc of intell igence with greatcr facili ty than in 
previous generations, but not necessari ly. Knowing how to use a comput-
er and having a more or less complex knowledgc about computers does 
not always lead to greater levels of reflexion and reasoning. Possessing 
simplified knowledge, reduced to «yes» or «no», or «more» or «less» 
makes a decision easier to takc, but does not mean that it may be the right 
onc and freely made. Here a key word crosses in the use oí time: educa-
tion. To educate is to grow in the li fe of in telligence through the acquiring 
of knowledge, much of which can be reached with thc use oí computcrs. 
though not ali. 
Knowledge and experience are acqui red in the prescnt, not in the past or 
in the future. Educating to decide in the present is a basic task fo r thc pro-
tagonists ofthe in formation market. Whcn one decides from thc past, this 
is a melancholic decision that fl ees from the prcsent without faci ng thc 
future. On thc extreme opposite side is the decision that cndcavours to su-
pcratc thc prescnt to take a seat in the future, the propcr attitude of an eu-
phoric person for whom the past lacks importance. The equi librium of 
THE TIME MARKET 
thinking of today and the present moment m, which moves melancholi es 
and euphorias to a distance, calls for a permanent education for all ages. 
The possibi lities of being in formed, acquiring knowledge and divulging it 
marks the rhythm of growth of a civilization. A nation that shuts itself up in 
its past, with no other horizon except its yesterday cristalizes in subjective 
age and li mits change to the chronological passage of time, growing old 
with the rhythm ofthe days. On the contrary, when there is a flow ofinfor-
mation in the free market of ideas, the possibi li ties of access to knowledge, 
facts, judgements, opinions, and forms of entertainment increase, and 
makes it possible for the subjective age ofpeople to mature in the time of-
fcr/demand relations. In this positive consideration, «information aequires 
a temporal hue on gett ing the changes to be progressive and slow, alJowing 
time for them to be assimilated and adapting them to new situations» 11• . 
The ehange will be intelligent whcn this is informed, basically with a deci-
sion that leads to previously pondering its pros and cons. Change that is not 
reasoned is usua lly the fruit of ignorance, compatible with the decisions of 
pcrsons who total quite a few lustrums of objective age. 
ln format ion expiry and variabi lity imposes a use oftime that makes thc 
incorporation of new in formation possible, frequently a channel of new 
knowledge . As time does not adm it stopping m, the absence or ignorance 
of information can brake lcarning processes that are espccially necessary 
in our days, in which «knowledge acquired ten years ago and not renovat-
ed looses a g reat deal of its value» 176• 
Frequently time interchange is in form ation intcrchange. Thc balance in 
interchange action is necessary to obtain an adequate offer/demand rela-
173 Pascal expresses this with singular beauty: «We hardly think ofthe present; 
and i f we do so, it is only to ask for light to dcal with the fu tu re. The present 
is never our objective: the past and the prcscnt are our mcans, only the future 
is our objecti ve . This way wc will nevcr livc, only hope to livc; and gctting 
ready always to be happy, it is inevitable that wc will never be so». 172. Pas-
cal. Bias ( 1976), p. 41 . 
174 Cousido, Pilar ( l 989b), p. 123 . 
175 «Nothing stops for us», says Pascal ; cfr. Pe11sa111ie11ros, cit. 11º 72, p. 25. 
176 EC ( 1997), p. 24. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
tion in the joint decision between who se lis and who buys or acquires. A 
relation is all the more perfect when the information possessed by the two 
parts is more 177• There is a distortion ofthe informative relation whcn one 
of the participants enjoys a privilege over the time of the other person, 
and impedes the latter to dispose of a pause to evaluate thc contents of the 
information. lnstantaneous decisions that lead to the acceptancc of a 
product can be an objective of what is known as real-time marketing, 
where the proper product gives the response to the possibl e dcmands of 
the target purchasers 118• It is an added value that is integrated in thc prod-
uct with the aim of saving time when solving doubts. Sorne computerized 
programmes wi th answers and adaptations to rhe liking of thc user can 
serve as a sample ofreal-time marketing that faci li tatcs the acccptancc of 
an offer. 
Information abundance and the faci lity to its access can be positivc or 
can overwhelm the person and hinder a free decision, c.g. the facility of 
communicating through Internet according to the hours, on occasions 
leads to changing the usual use oftime 179• Making access to information 
easy <loes not mean that one easily reaches the necessary information. 
Abundance can suffocatc. For Sartori «the faci lity ofthc digital era is thc 
faci lity of a drug» 1811• Jt is not a question of facility but of frivolity, the 
frivolousness of time leads to frivolous decisions. When a pcrson <loes 
not know which is the beginning or end of a decision, it is likcly that a an-
other person will decide for him; one lives in a sccond hand way because 
another person fills up the time. No doubt thc abundance of in formation 
can lower its pricc, even making it apparently free of charge. The negative 
177 Gregory, lan, C.; Rawling, Simon, B. ( 1997), p. 51. 
178 «Real-Time Marketing is thc marketing approach in which personally cus-
tomized goods or serviccs continously updatc thcmsclves to continously 
track changing customer nccd, without intcrvcntion by corporatcr personal, 
oftcn without conscious or ovcrt input from thc customer». Olivcr, Richard 
et ali a ( 1998), pp. 30-32. 
179 Lcaving asidc occupations of a labour naturc, this altcration is observcd in 
situations that have contagious effccts, as can be thc night on weckcnds 
which alters, in somc peoplc, thc natural use of time: living the night as if it 
wcre day; one goes to sleep whcn onc should be gcning up. 
180 Sartori, Giovanni ( J 997), p. 31. 
THE TIME MARKET 
effect does not proceed from the price but from the conscious or uncon-
scious lack of willpower. 
On the other hand, the frivolity that favours the use of time for frivolous 
information can produce a rejection oftasks with an estimable social val-
ue which lose their power of attraction, as a consequence of the perma-
nent circulation of negative information. For instance, one could ask if 
sorne news published in the communication media contribute to the so-
cial phenomena that justly preoccupies the organisms of the European 
Union: «young people usually consider the art of politics as something 
distant, opaque and boring» 181 • 
Time makes a man wise or ignorant. Wisdom can be understood as eter-
nity assumed by the human being who makes it the purpose ofhis life in 
time, the eternal present moment that he wishes to assume in sorne 
time 182 • The first step to wisdom is to recognize one's proper ignorance 
and understand the ignorant; as every wise man has been ignorant, he 
should respect the ignorant person. A writer in a newspaper understands 
his readers when he situates himself in a position of being less ignorant 
than them in what he is communicating, but more ignorant in many other 
things. Time makes wise a man who prudently conducts his personal and 
professional life. Time also contributes wisdom when the Iife of intelli-
gence advances in profound knowledge on specific areas of knowing. 
The person wise in the use of time fills his life without leaving empty 
spaces, fills his time with the effort of intelligence, avoids spaces that 
separate him from himself because time lost is a useless load in life. 
The passage of information to knowledge and from this to wisdom, de-
mands time to decant the accumulation of facts, judgements, opinions 
and ideas that can come together in the reality that one wishes to get to 
know. In this process there is a double choice: on the one hand, ofthe ob-
ject ofreflexion; on the other, of the adequate time to realize it. Circum-
181 EC ( 1997), p. 70. 
182 In this sense God is eternal: <<Un Nunc un Ahora lasting and immutable, 
whose way of being is distinguished essentially from that of creatures who 
are contingent». John Paul 11, 4. IX.1985. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
stances can lead toan optimistic or pessimistic attitude of the future and 
of the destiny of time 183 • There are occasions in which the choice is not 
conditioned by optimism or pessimism, but by bewilderment and the lack 
of harmony between the offer and the demand of time, which sinks the 
person who needs to choose in ignorance and makes him not know the 
significance of his time 18". 
The wisdom of the informer radicates in filling up involved time through 
the medium or support that communicates the information. Time solidar-
ity means thinking first of the person who offers it rather than in the ne-
cessity ofthe informer. It is the wisdom ofthe service from thc in forma-
tio n that confers the power of informing understood as the power of 
se1vingThe time market is the site for wisdom and fo r profcssional ig no-
rance, because there is room to offer time to learn and find a demand 
open to frivo lity or vice versa. 
Wisdom in the use of time demands living time in its proper time, w ith-
out nostalgia of the past (which certain ly does not return) o r fantas ies in 
the face of a more or less utopic fu ture (with no certa in ty of being 
reached). Neither the past nor the fu tu rc: on ly ponder about the prescnt. 
Neither acceleration nor retrog ression , on ly equilibrium. In v iew of the 
criticism about the damage caused by speed in the use of time or in the 
opposite direction, by the damage derived by slowness or indccis ion, per-
haps it would be opportune to analyse whether this critic ism is not made 
by mental structures ancho red in the past or fully dedicated to a n i rrcal 
future. These are time myths that lead to a loss of serenity. 
183 «With optimistic expectations, pcoplc tcnd to spcnd more moncy and Jcss 
time on neccssary activi tics, such as household work. With pessimistic ex-
pectations, peoplc tend to spend more time and lcss moncy on ncccssary ac.:-
tiv ities». Van Raa ij, W. Fred ( 199 1 ). p. 27. 
184 The fol lowing answers to a quest ionnaire is pcrhaps a manifestation of un-
certainty or ignorance: «Forty-thrcc per cent of the pcrsons questioncd dc-
clarcd that they lacked time to do ali that they wishcd, a somcwhat in fe rior 
proport ion (3 1 %) dec lared that thcy hadan excess of time, while a quarter 
part (26%) said that they did not have an exccss of timc ora lack ofit». Cfr. 
Circs ( 1997), p. 358. 
TllE TIM E ~IA RKET 
5.3. Time and profession 
H istory is rich in examples of professions that originated at a certain 
time, had their moment of development and plenitude to later disappear. 
In the area of graphic arts the period in which the profession of linotypst 
constituted one ofthe axis of the activity in printing workshops is not too 
far away in time. At present this profession is only a memory and sorne 
li notypes occupy a space in museums. With the passage of time the ad-
vances of tcchnologies open up, transform or close down professions. 
Learning bccomes an almost permanent task. Flexibility in professional 
reeonversions makes time acquire greater importance because the period 
of adaptation is progressively reduced. On the other hand, the accumula-
tion of professional time in people who work in a company constitutes a 
heritage; it is the 111e11101J1 of the company, an essential element for its 
continuity and to eorrect mistakes or errors. In this sense Brooking point-
ed out: «to lose an employee is to lose a piece of the corporatc memo-
ry» "s. 
From the time of its origins eommercial ae tivity has rotated round time; 
the profession oftrader has, in time, a factor that determines its profes-
sional task '"'. Commerce is communieation in time; to co1111111111icare 
means not only the transmission of in format ion but also the mcdium or 
support that makcs it possiblc to inform. In thi s amplc mcaning the co111-
111u11icario11 111edi11111 comprises thc copy of a ncwspaper as wcll as thc 
elcctronic mai l, the train as wcll as the cinema. 
Thc activity of thc trader within an cconomy increasingly more planctary 
finds, in the informati on society, new oppo11unities ofbcttering his way 
of 1 iving and working '"1 ; thi s is compatible with forms of tcnsion that are 
185 Brooking, Annie ( 1997). p. 9. 
186 As Le Goffpointed out, «il mercante fonda la sua attivita su ipotesi di cui il 
tempo e la trama stcssa». Le Goff, .lacques ( 1997), pp. 4-5. 
187 COM (97) 390 fi nal , nº 1. A contribution to bring about the desircd advancc 
in thc way of living and working is ofTcred by thc social 111nrketi11g corpom1e 
understood as «thc dcvclopmcnt of a manageria l activity whosc objetive is to 
obtain the compromise of thc customers with a specific behaviour of social 
intc rcst, so that this activity at the samc time favours the intcrests of thc 
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Tll E C ASE OF SPAIN 
consequences of «new time pressures» 188• Speedy decisions when buying 
may contribute to an efficient choice, but may also be a consequence of 
harassment to obtain an impulsive, very slightly pondered decision. The 
announced passing from consumer marketing to the electronic market "'\ 
perhaps obliges the payment of a bewilderment tax. The professionalism 
of liaste to obtain time pressure makes it difficult to carry out the «wish 
that people, in a future information society, could play a full role in the 
social life ofthe community» '""'. 
A profession is acquired with time and also with time stops bcing active. 
The retirement age in the present information society expcriments ad-
vancements that in the last quarter century have changed thc prcvious use 
of tim e 191 • We are going through a pcriod of profound change in time or-
ganizati on, with new professions that make it possible to desccntralize 
activities, confiding other companies tasks unti l now assumcd 1"2• This 
transformation is manifested in Europe in a special way in the progres-
sive growth of employment assumed by the servicc sector "1i whcrc time 
and work shape new professional jobs. The contribution of intangible el-
ements of special importance in services offer possibilities of communi-
cating values that have, as a support, reasoned arguments that lcad to the 
correct use of time in the profession . 
company inasmuch as its posit ion in the markct and its imagc». Guardia 
Massó, Ramón (1998), p. 69. 
188 EC ( 1997), p. 49. 
189 «Good-bye consumer marketing: Welcome to the crossroads of the elcctron-
ic market». McKenna, Regis ( 1997), p. 80. 
190 EC ( 1997), p. 58. 
191 In the USA the men aged between 54 and 64 who worked in 1970 represent-
ed 80%; twenty years afierwa rds, in 1990, this percentage descended to 
65%. In the United Ki ngdom the evolution has been very similar. In Francc, 
this percentagc descended from 75% to 40%. In Germany, from 80% to a lit-
tic more than 50%. Cfr. Sennctt, Richard ( 1998), p. 92. 
192 Id., p. 40. 
193 «The structure of the employment sector in Europe has changcd radically 
and the scrviccs today represen! about 65% ofthe total cmploymcnt in Eu-
rope, whilc only twenty years ago this was less than 50% ofthe total cmploy-
mcnt». COM (97) 390, final, nº 4 1. 
THE TIME ~IARKET 
Giving meaning to time, to hours, is a way of giving meaning to work, to 
leisure, to the fiesta, to rest. Work, leisure, fi estas are oecasions of giving 
meaning to the time of life . The meaning of time in the market can be 
projected on occupations of a labour, fam ily, religous, leisure, and enter-
tainment type that jointly give a personal and proper meaning to human 
life. This is why a lazy person is a person voluntarily empty ofwork who 
empties his time to fill it up with egoism. On the labour market processes 
oftime offers and demands, that have a beginning andan end, are carried 
through. The clock is a common instrument to measure the duration be-
tween the beginning and end of this process, of each one of the activi ties 
that comprise it and ofthe total. In this sense it could be stated that who-
ever controls the clock controls the work '"". The time of work is an addi-
tion of times 195, the total of many few (minutes, hours) that accumulate 
contributions of human work or, in an anal ogous sense, animal effort, 
mechanical and eleetronic work, etc. m . The desire to compress time can 
help to understand its profound significance of the school of eternity. 
Wanting to reduce time to the minimum, to the infinite part of time, can 
be an attempt to identify i1111ovatio11 and acceleration oftime to open way 
to fashion as a continuous process in time. 
The time market and labour market relation acquires singular interest 
when it is remembered that «ali persons are, at the same time, workers 
and consumers of somebody else's work» "17 ; that is why solidarity at 
194 A testimony of the l 4th century: <di governatore rea le dell' Artois autorizza 
nel 1355 la popolazione di Aire-sur-la-Lys a costruire una torre companaria, 
la cuí campanc suoneranno le ore delle transazioni commerciali e del lavoro 
degli operari drappieri. L'utilizzazioni, a scopi profcss ionali di una nuova 
misura del tempo vi e indicata clamorosamente [ ... ] l'orologio comunalc e 
uno strumento di dominazione economica, soc iale e polí ti ca dci mcrcan ti 
che reggono il comune». Le Goff, Jacques ( 1997), p. 14. 
195 l3crtrand, Hugues; in Chanteau, Jcan Pierre; Clerc, Denis ( 1997), p. 95. 
196 lt may be of interest to remember the framing of questions, in the decade of 
the sixties, to the lnternational Office of\Vork, on considering the study of 
ttn~e ~s «a technique to determine in thc most careful way possible, through 
a hmited number of observations, the time ncccssary to cxcrcisc a spccific 
act1v1ty aecord ing to the standard of definitc performance». Burenu lll temn-
tio11a/ du Tmvai/ (1963), p. 301. 
197 Du Roy, Oliver; Feys. J.C.; Meycr. A.V (1990), p. 59. 
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Tt·IE CASE OF SPAIN 
work means solidarity in time distribution that grants quality to work and 
to time. As Zamagui correctly po inted out, the new quality of working 
time is determined by an information necessity and the necessity of 
workers to relate among themselves 19x_ 
Organizing work is organizing time and on many occasions, vice versa. 
This raises a question as current as well as debated: the duration of the time 
ofwork, or the hours that the working week should comprise. The working 
week tends to be shorter in its number of hours; its reduction, since the be-
ginning ofthe century, has been estimated in about 50% '"". Specifically, in 
1900 a USA worker in the industrial sector worked 55 hours a week; in 
1969, this quantity descended to 38 hours and in 1985, to 36,8 hours 2"' . An-
other data, referring to the last quarter century: in France in 1970, the total 
annual working hours were 1,962; in 1995 these were 1,631 w' . 
Without entering in the debate on the duration of the working week, a 
question that should be studied, bearing in mind the multiple ci rc um-
stances that affect it (country, profcssions, education levels, economic s it-
uation, etc.), it is generally accepted that «the time of fl exible work is 
necessary to improve the efficiency, increase the opportunit ies of work, 
promote permanent learning and reconcile working and family lifc» '°1. 
There are two problems closely related in the debate on the working day: 
the hours ofwork and the timetables of work. The desired fl ex ibility ap-
pears to refer principally to the timetables, but to a good measure is 
linked to the number of hours worked. There are s igns that the topic of 
work time is in a phase ofbeing radically reopened. « lt is very probable 
that at the end of th is mi llenium the hours o f conventional work - the 
weekly forty hours, five days a week- will be more the exception than 
the rule» 2113 • 
198 Zamagui , Stacfano ( 1999), p. 43. 
199 Cfr. Taddéi, Dominique; in Chameau, Jean Pierre; Clerc, Denis ( 1997), p. 150. 
200 Hamermesh, Daniel S.; Rees, Albert ( 1998), p. 36. 
201 Chanteau, Jean Pierre; Clerc, Den is ( 1997). p. 178. 
202 EC ( 1997), p. 47. 
203 Economic and Social Committec ofthe European Communities (95), 1 lntro-
duction, 1.1. 
THE T IME MARKET 
There seems to be an obstacle in the root of the problem: the tendency to 
think more in the post than in the work itself. The 35 weekly hours of 
work proposed and defended in sorne sectors present the necessity of ad-
equately fi ll ing up the remaining 133 hours which make up the total 
number of hours of a week. Perhaps the objective should not exclusively 
be to work less, but to work better, to achieve work for ali who are in a 
condition of doing so. 
Currently the time market with reference to the information market pres-
ents an abundance of time offers and demands, above ali in the audiovisu-
al media. The majority of Europeans spend over 21 hours a week watch-
ing television. Thi s leads to the question whether the hours and minutes 
of lei sure are being devalued and i f there is a risk of a loss of quality in 
the contents that fill up this time. The fact of dedicating this number of 
hours to television does not necessarily mean spending time in a better 
way. 
Work time, including that of a day of work acquires value in the measure 
that it contributes to the perfcction of who uses it and serves to satisfy 
people's general and individual necessit ies. A human being is neither 
work nor time; he works in a period oftime whose total duration he is un-
aware of. The rules of the game when measuring time has in the clock an 
instrument admitted by ali, but thi s instrument is at the service of its pro-
tagoni st, the person. More than the working time of a person, it is impor-
tant that the person works with joy in time ="'. The clock does not measure 
happiness, or good humour. From thi s perspective one can find thc rea-
son of the paradox commcnted bcforc: «i n spite of the rcduction in the 
time ofwork, the sensation of time scarcity prevails»="5. 
204 «I saw that there was nothing better forman than to enjoy his work». Eclesi-
astés, 3, 22. 
205 «lfpersons continue organizing their occupation time (household work, ad-
ministration) and their lcisure time as be/ore, while the time and the organi-
zation of work in the whole world evolves in different directions. caution is 
called for with regard to the difficulty ofimagining a model oflife different 
from that ofthe traditional cycle ofseven days». Ou Roy, Oliver; Feys, J.C. ; 
Meyer, A. V. ( 1990). p. 33. 
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Ti·IE CASE OF SPAIN 
In addition to the traditional tension between time and work is another 
preoccupation that palpi tates many working spheres. If machines contin-
ue invading the sphere of people's work, what future awai ts the worker? 
Rifkin points out that «during the practi ca! totality of the modern age the 
value ofpeople has been measured by the output o ftheir work. Now that 
the value of products manufactured by man tends to be progressive ly 
more insignificant and irre levant, in an increasing ly more automatized 
world, new ways of defining the value of a person and human re lati ons 
should be explored» 206• And he adds, « now that the sale of one '.s· proper 
time looses value, the labyrinth of commercial relations constructed on 
this agreement is also th reatened» 2117• 
This exposition which encourages the rendering of services in a social 
economy "'R, perhaps relegates the consideration ofa personas an axis of 
time and work. lf it is accepted that man selfs time, the organization of 
work may be left in the hands of market law. The rule o f econo my is the 
necessity of the peo ple, not of the market. When time is cons idered as a 
merchand ise separated from the person, the hours of another person 's 
work is liabl e to speculation. Trying to mainta in a balance by limiting 
ho urs does not necessarily mean more ti111e fo rm an. On the other hand, 
man cannot se l! time beeause it is not his . lt is eno ug h to obse rve that 
when time is put on sale, immediatcly subme1ged time appears. This is 
time that is not accounted for, to the effects of getting an unemployment 
s ubs idy whi ch a llows for work that is paid fo r and which acc umulates in 
the payment of a subs idy for not working. In short, the right to work is 
above the working and commercial relation. 
T he quest ion is how to create new jobs without try ing to , a t any cost, 
maintain o ld posts fo r whi ch there is no socially binding tim e . New 
professions on th e market in general , and specifically o n the informa-
tion market try to assume new techno logies and think more in the con-
206 Ri fkin , Jeremy ( 1996), p. 20. 
207 Id., p. 279. 
208 «The defense and scrvicc groups ofthc thi rd sector are thc lightning conduc-
tors that allow to divert thc growing frustrations ofan increasing numbcr of 
unemploycd people». Id., p. 329. 
TM E Tl~IE MARKET 
tents than in the supports. in the circulation ofthc ideas rather than in 
the conquest of an audicncc progrcssively wcaried under so much pres-
sure. 
On the hori zon ofthe working day appears, among other ncw possibi li -
ties , thc te lcwork that can faci litate the rcmodelling of hours and the 
generalization ofpartial time employment 2•1'1. According to the /11for111e 
sobre el Teletrabajo claboratcd by the European Commi sion in 1998, 
more than 4 mi llion Europeans carry out their working activities through 
telework 2111• On thc other hand, thc fact that o ne of the advantages of 
te lework is dircctcd towards thc interest of what is being done instead of 
where one is going to workrn is not cxcmpt ofrisks, likc thc negative cf-
fccts ofisolation and sedentary work 212 • lftim c acquircs meaning in thc 
measurc that it is relationship bctwccn persons, isolating the worker may 
be a way of isolating time, which is equi valent to reducing the human 
mcaning of time and fomenting an tisocial individualisms. The hours 
rnay be flexible in the earrying out ofa profcssion, in thc sense of offer-
ing various possibli ties of time and places to work. Together with thc 
fixed hours in officcs or the place whi ch is the eompany centre, there is 
an incrcase in the o ffer of compressed hours that accumulate ali the 
work ing hours in four days a week, or transfers professional tasks to thc 
home. lt may secm that the control over the person and his time is 
g reater at thc company site than in the home. However, thc e lectronic 
follow-up systems exert a g reatcr, and on some occasions, di stressing 
and ovcrwhelming controF'3. 
1 209 Huws. Ursula ( 1995). p. 2. 
21 O European Commission ( 1998). 1. 1. p. 9. The cited Commission understands 
1ha1 telework is any kind of work that is free from time a11d place links, using 
1elecommunica1ion and telemathie technologies. Cfr. Id. , 2.2. p. 18. 
211 Id., 1.2. p. 1 O. 
212 «These forms of life, often associated with 11011 pliysiologica/ hours, i f ex-
tended through a population, can increase the ri sk of aliments related with 
inactivity such as obesity, muscularskelctal disorders and cardiovascular clis-
eases». EC ( 1997), p. 50. 
21 3 «The time ofílexibi lity is the time ofa new power. Flexibility begets dis-
order, but not freedom from restraint». Senne1t, Richard ( J 998), pp. 58-
59. 
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T HE CASE OF S PAIN 
The demand to have less working tim e or a reduction in thc working 
day show a desire to have more spare time. What is understood by free 
time? 
In principie, free disposal of time does not necessarily mean absence of 
time. «Spare time may refer both to the time organized to rcspond to so-
cial necessities, as well as to a species of free area in whi ch cach person 
discovers his expression and personal independence» 2". The Greek tcrm 
which is the source of the word school invokes repose, free time for a 
productively intellectual task. On the other hand, «work and free time do 
not exhaust man 's relations with time» 115; there are other occupations that 
fi l! up time. 
In our days there is a presence (at least in theory) in the majority of thc 
countries 216, but this freedom of time in fact does not ex ist when onc ·s 
own time is in somebody else's hands 1 1' . The free time that rotales in im-
proving the existence of a person is the durat ion of human activity free ly 
chosen, without any dependence of a labour or professional nature that 
tends to satisfy immaterial or material necessities, proper or belonging to 
somebody else. lt is time dedicated to the future to reali ze opportunities 
that the person wishes to explore, an initi ative ofthe intelligencc that ad-
ventures to frcely fill up tim e. This is why social initi ative in free time 
finds an adequate si te to achieve one of thc desired goals (among others) 
of the in fo rmation society: «fo rnen! the equality between men and 
women and reorganize profcssional and daily li fe» 21K. lfby value, one un-
derstands (in economic terms) thc bcnefit that represents the differencc 
between the bencfit received and the price paid by the consumer, free 
214 «Likcwisc onc can distinguish bctwccn imposcd timc (dc fincd as thc total o f 
work time and o f time dedicatcd to houscholcl tasks) and spare time. lf wc 
observe thc s ituation from an annual pcrspectivc, thc rcl atio n betwcen im-
poscd time and spare time has varicd from 51 .3%-49. 7% in 1974. to 44.2%-
55 .8%, in 1984». Du Roy, Oliver; Fcys, J.C.; Mcycr, A. V ( 1990), p. 47. 
215 Grillo , Andrea ( 1999), p. 7 1. 
216 Mothé, Danie l ( 1998), p. 37. 
217 Romano, Vicente (1998), p. 37. 
218 COM (97) 390 final , nº 18. 
Tll E TJ~JE ~IARKET 
time acquircs value in the measure that the benefit is obvious in rclation 
with othcr possible uses. 
Among the opportunitics leisure offcrs and whi ch stand out are intcllec-
tual formation and household work that is not related with thc profession 
and the act ivity of the housewife. This data leads onc to request thc 
equipment of timc for thesc tasks because «in spi tc ofthc rclative materi-
al wcll -being of thc European society and thc availability of numcrous 
houschold apparatus that allow onc to save time, in thc majority of thc 
households there sti ll cxists a scarcity of time (calculatcd in an average of 
20 hours a wcck) for non-working activitics» 110. From this rcality Alace-
vich"s statement acquires special intcrest 11" : that time free from work is 
not nccessarily unoccupied time; the tasks of family and social lifc can 
make this a vcry occupicd time, among othcr rcasons, because the con-
cept of.fiesta has not always bcen considcred as leisure. 
How to occ upy leisure? Time demands to give a response to this answer 
(with products and services) increase , cspccially thosc that circulate on 
the information market. For Mothé, a pcrson has greater acccss possibili -
ties to the benefi ts of leisure in the measure that he works more 211 • This 
statcment should be undcrstood in a re lative sense, as access possibi lities 
are not necessari ly linked with working more but with greater or lcsser 
sensitivity, likes, hobbies, etc. ofthose who occupy their spare time. As 
for the cost of occupyi ng this time, there is a varicty of possibil itics of ac-
tion that if, considcrcd carcfully, may cause surprisc, c.g. it is chcapcr fo r 
a fami ly to watch and li sten toan opera direetl y tclevi scd from the Scala 
of Mil an (without travelling or ticket expenses) than going out to dinner 
at thc restaurant on the corner of thc strect. Thc cost and thc value of 
lcisure movcs in the lcvcl of intcllcctual (immatcri al and material) satis-
fact ion givcn it by the pcrson who uses time. 
219 EC ( 1997). p. 49. 
220 Alacevich. Franca ( 1999). p. 1 O. note 1. 
22 1 Mothé. Daniel ( 1998). p. 53. 
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THE CASE OF SPAIN 
5.4. Culture, time, information 
A) Culture and leisure 
According to Spaemann m, culture in an amplc sense is «order and signif-
icance of life, in a social space and with a common history». Culture is 
manifested in «the fom1ation of sensitivity and charactcr visible in the way 
of perceiving» 223 • Hence, culture is not only what is received but al so the 
way of perceiving new contributions that form or dcform the sensitivity 
and character ofa person. Thc right to culture, to enriching the life ofin-
telligence in areas of well-being, requests an exercise of freedom; it is the 
personal right ofthe person over whatever concession made by the State. 
For Grillo ali that is culture ofman (covering from how he eats, dresses, 
talks, sits, sleeps, and where he lives) is part ofthe essential elements in 
the determination of the concept of time and fiesta ii. . From this perspec-
tive it is understood that to enj oy oneself, to play or climb a mountain, 
can be ways of cultivating time, of contributing to a culture. The elccti on 
ofthe way one wishes to occupy one's time is a task that requires intelli-
gence. But as intelligence is nourished wi th ideas and in general, the in-
tellecr11al is who cultivates ideas, there is a risk of a dictatorship of ideas 
imposed by intelligent minorities. This risk is reduced and the culture 
sphere widened when the intelligent person first thinks, more than in 
himsel f, in the neeessities and interests of the intelligence ti fe of people. 
These are necessities and general interests that in fac t freely circulate on 
the time market but its basically intangible nature, on occasions, makes 
adequate legal help difficult. 
The abundance of time demands confers power to those who act as oper-
ators of know!edge and mediate in the task of occupying tim e spaces. 
Time mediation should stimulate the positive attitude ofthe target which 
is the public; the advancement or retrogression ofa civilization depends 
on this attitude, as each civilization is a specific way of occupying time. 
222 Cited in Llano, Alejandro ( 1988), p. 56. 
223 Llano, Alejandro ( 1988), p. 57. 
224 Grillo, Andrea (1999). p. 79. 
TllE TIME ~ IARKET 
In the opinion of Sennett, time conditions in the new capitalism that pre-
vails in the present society provokes conílicts between the nature and ex-
perienee of people's li ves; experi ence disturbs tim e and in sorne way 
eonditions or impedes people from forming their eharaeters with solid 
guidelinesm. The fact has consequenccs on culture and in thc way ofoc-
cupying leisure. 
The term /eisure has shaped an industry that produces goods and servic-
es and is a term frequcntly linkcd wi th spare time, a time of enjoyment. 
Pieper underlines that lcisurc «is not only connectcd with externa] acts 
such as a pause at work, spare time, wcckends, permissions, vacations; 
leisure is a state of thc soul» 11• . Culture and lcisure havc a el ose and often 
intangible relationship that oecupics the time of thc intelligence, drivcn 
by a will that wishes to decide freely. Frcedom is neccssary for people to 
dispose of their leisure, wi th the natural risk of irresponsibility which 
could lcad to a person being idle; idleness is an emptiness oftime and is 
usually diffie ul t to remedy. Those who govern nati ons know this wcll : a 
bored nation presents optimum eonditi ons for critieism and rcbell ion. 
Man 's history has plentiful examples of rcvolutions that began with gen-
eralizcd yawns. 
We live in a period not lacking in eagerncss of governing other peoplc's 
time. There is an iníl ation demand of other people's time and an inerease 
in the adversiting slogans of informativc products and services. Manag-
ing his own tim e can elude a person in this information socicty if he 
adopts a passive, acrim onious behav iour, if he ignores or wishes to ignore 
the wealth of his time. «The communieation media, both traditi onal and 
new, can make him crroneously think that he is managing hi s time when 
he uses it to zap from one television channel to another, from one radio 
stat ion to another, when accepting a gift of informat ive or entertainmenl 
contents that he is actually paying for, at lcast with his time» 127• 
225 Scnnctt, Richard ( J 998), p. 3 J. 
226 Picpcr, Josef ( J 998), pp. 44-45. 
227 With rc~ard to this point some rc fl cctions made in Gavin, Neil T. (editor) are 
111tcrcst 111g. ( 1 998). 
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Tl·IE CASE OF SPA IN 
Competitivity in the time demand to occupy leisure is desirabl e, but this 
competivity should be compatible with the «cultu ra l, educational and so-
cial variety» of countries, regions, etc. m . A negative experience of new 
informat io n and communication technologies is not having managed to 
actívate «the generation or acquisition of knowledge, and even Jess that 
of knowing» 22 '); this distressing experience should be pondered with re-
spons ibility. Teaching knowledge, with value in thc li fc of intelligence, is 
a task that a llows leisure to partic ipate in cultural advancemcnt. Le isure 
and education are compatible and complementary, and thc time market is 
a site to g ive and receive ideas, a markct open to gcneralized cducation . 
But as with a ll that where ignorance is present, the activity of obtaining 
le isure time needs a personal initiativc to stop bcing ignorant. 
When a propcr culture <loes not count w ith le isure tim e, it runs a risk of 
being invaded by outside cultures that are not always reconcilable. These 
are cul tures that the person o nly recogni zes in appearance, as it is some-
thing artific ially superimposed . Through thi s way the cultural structure 
imposed can modi fy the sense o f time, and on occasions substitutes th c 
human condition of own 's proper time 231 '. On the contrary, few tasks are 
so esteemed as the time generously g iven to contribute towards the cul-
tural wcalth of peoplc. Therc are situations in whi ch le isure is covercd by 
products and services that attcnd materia l neccssities, partia lly or tota lly 
promoted from persuas ive activities (generally adverti sing) that end in 
accelerated decisions, forcing thc tempo of leisurc. 
B) Leisure and time 
The home is the natural site where onc gains « knowledgc about thc hu-
man sen se of time» rn, in the cx pression of Ll ano. lt is knowledge that 
228 EC ( 1997), pp. 66 & 67. 
229 «With a view to the EC repon citcd, 10 know is the dis1il/ed knowlcdge that 
is derived by cxpcrience in lifc, as wcll as cultural and social sciences, cth ics 
and philosophy». EC ( 1997), p. 18. 
230 Etzioni, Amitai ( 199 1), p. 24. 
231 Llano, Alejandro ( 1998), p. 131. 
TttC TIM E MARK ET 
has, in the fami ly, its best school because it is there where personal re-
sponsibili ty takes its first steps; that is why for centuri es the period of 
childhood was interlaced between leisure and household work. The quali -
ty of lifc depends on the time one has available to anend to the occupa-
rions of the home. Frequently, the time spent travell ing to one·s place of 
work reduces the attention given to household necessities. lt is thought 
that te lework can contribute to resolving this real problem m, although 
with the previously mentioned drawbacks. 
Leisure in the home is the total of time that adds or deducts value, ac-
cordi ng to the condition of personal time of those who integrate the 
home. Leisure in the home is organized, in the opinion of some authors, 
in the «Way of personal consumption» m or personal management, be-
cause the destination of many of thesc activiti es is thcir consumption by 
persons outside the home. 
The changes in the organization of labour work has repercussions on 
leisure time in the home. The phaseout between labour time and time at 
home has still not been superated, in spite ofthe values of humanity and 
disinterest which frame home leisure and confim1 that leisure «livcs from 
the affirmation» :3". The relation bctwccn media use and leisure at home is 
one of the qucstions that is ofgreatest social, not only advertising, intcr-
est m . 
Perhaps because of an excessive identi fication between thc concepts of 
te isure and entertainmcnt (to a good cxtcnt, a consequence of thc fac ili-
ties confercd by computer innovati on), people go so far as saying that 
«everything is cntertainment» H•. Howevcr, thc significance of these two 
tenns leads to the conclusion that leisure is not only cntertainment; there 
are other possibilities o f occupying one's spare time 237 • Entertainment 
232 Commisionc Europea ( 1998), 2.2. 1., p. 19. 
233 Du Roy, Olivcr; Feys, J.C. ; Mcycr, A.V. ( 1990), p. 69. 
234 Picper, Joscf( l998), p. 47. 
235 On this point, vid., among othcrs, Huysmans, Frank ( 1996), p. 495. 
236 «Evcrything is entcrtainment». McKcnna, Regís ( 1997), p. 72. 
237 Du Roy, Olivc r; Fcys, J.C.; Meyer, A.V. ( 1990), p. 52. 
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T HE CASE OF SrAIN 
may be integrated in the current concept of culture, but neither is ali cul-
tural activity entertainment nor can any type of entertainment be quali-
fied as a cultural contribution. Time to enjoy oneself is a matter wrapped 
up in subjectivity because every person enjoys himself with what satisfi es 
him; however, being entertained is a way of occupying ri111e m. This does 
not exclude a person from thinking that he is having an entertaining time 
although the time being occupied is not cntertaining, because lazi ness 
makes the entertainment boring. 
Entertainmcnts occupy a considerable part ofleisure and are occasions of 
diseovering alternatives to employ time according to the wishes or neces-
sities of the person who enjoys it. When discovery fills up time efficient-
ly, leisure is enrerraining; when there is lack of originality and cxccss of 
routine or boredom, then leisure is boring. Creativeness, a facul ty diseov-
ered with fac ility, is essential for an entertaining leisure time. That is why 
one of the best discoveries of leisure is friendship, a human vi rtue that 
helps to gain ti111e; with friends time passes quickly and at the same time, 
prolongs itself. The time offer acqui res quality when it is fi lled with an 
abundance of values, with immaterial density that confers it force. Giving 
one 's time is a way ofgiving a meaning to donat ion m. 
Mongardini made a corree! analysis of the colonization of individual 
ti111e2"", a modern way of improper appropriation of this asset that is com-
mon to every human being. Individual time is collectivized, making it 
anonymous under such terms as audience, tmget or the lugubrious nicho. 
Time colonizati on should not be confused with time destined to satisfy 
colleetive necessiti es, frcely agreed on. Thcre is an increase of time colo-
nizers in our time, of physical or juridical people who try to conquer oth-
er people's time by direct or indirect pressure. This colonizati on finds 
special interest in areas of com merce, poli tics and social relations. Com-
238 «Plcasurc and action makc thc hours sccm short». Will iam S11AKESPEARE, 
Othello, 11, 3. 
239 Grillo, Andrea ( 1999), p. 75. 
240 MONGARDJNJ, Cario, «La colonizzazionc del tempo indivi<lualc e la transfor-
mazioni dcll 'azzionc collctiva», in Epistemología e Socio/ogia , Franco An-
gell i, Milan, 1985. Cited by Llano, Alejandro ( 1988), p. 97. 
- - - -- - - - - --
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munication media constitutes a tempting way of attracting dominion over 
somebody else's time. 
C) Information and leisure 
«lnformation time is a social time dcdicatcd to forming and informing 
whi ch is carricd out through communication; it lacks limits and requires 
lcisurc time not only to receive contcnts but al so to value thenm i•i . Cousi-
do poses a key questi on in the relation of lci surc with information. The 
informative relation established in lcisure time is not limited to the fact of 
recei ving information or having access to diversc and plural in fom1ative 
products and scrviccs, in different supports and media (daily newspapers, 
magazines, radio and telcvision programmes, Internet, etc.). Thc question 
is not receiving information but in being able to count with the informa-
tion needcd; for this it is necessary to have time to eva/uate the ojfer that 
can cover the hours or minutes of leisurc. Only this way will lcisure time 
not be idlc, usclcss and lost time. A person necds information bccause he 
ignores its contcnts and this ignorance bcgins to disappear in the moment 
he recognizes what he is ignorant about. Thi s step requires time beeause 
it is not enough to transm it information and make it reach its target. 
Transmitting increasingly takes less time; in jorming to be able to trans-
mita message is a difficult question when predicting how much time this 
will take. 
Information in leisure time can.fil/ the hours ifpeople's intelligenee is cn-
riched, i fa repose that gains time is attai ned. Technological innovation of-
fcrs the possibility of interactive ac ti ons that faci litates excrcising the 
right (prior to choosing), which is the right 10 ask. lf one can ask before 
choosing, there is a possibility of clearing up doubts and getting to know 
the advantanges or disadvantagcs of aecepting the handing over of time 
to receive a programme, a periodic publication, etc. This pause to ponder 
<loes not impede the transmission bcing realizcd in real time. Speed is to 
bctter a choice, not to force it. 
241 Cousido, Pilar ( l 989a), p. 682. 
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TIME ANO THE )NFORMATION 
MARKET: 
THE CASE OF SPAIN 
Sorne years ago Stigler pointed out that the cost of information is the cost 
of going from ignorance to knowledge 242 • In the information market this 
cost acquires an immaterial significance which does not necessarily have 
an incidence in the sale price it usually has in industrial activity. Informa-
tion time is generally marked by the apparent gratuitousness (in informa-
tion there is no free gratuitousness) or by a price that can be qualified as 
political. lt is an apparent gratuitousness because there is always payment 
made in an esteemed asset: time. The reader or spectator at least hands 
over his time to the information entrepreneur, although in the majority of 
cases he not conscious ofhanding over something of such singular value. 
Progressively gaining ground is the idea that to mediate the intluence of 
informative products and services ( daily newspapers, magazines, radio 
and television programmes, advertising, etc.), an adequate method, though 
not extent of difficulty, is to evaluate how persons distribute their time at 
home, both the time destined to the media as that to other tasks 2·0 • 
In the relation between leisure and information there is a risk of attending 
more to the support than the contents. The runaway illusion that techno-
logical innovation offers many possibilities, on occasions leads to dedi-
cating time to seeking, to later not go anywhere. Seeking for the sakc of 
seeking and navigating forthe sake ofnavigating is a way of emptying of 
contents the time of leisure. lt would be a shame, for instance, to think 
that one is really enjoying a sunny day in spring just because one sccs, on 
the computer screen, that the meteorological previsions of many navigat-
ed sources confirm a sunny springtime day 244 • In the background is thc 
idea previously announced that time has a meaning in the measure that it 
242 «lnformations costare the cost oftransportations from ignorance to omnis-
cience, and seldom can a trader afford to take the entire trip». Stigler, George 
J. (1983), p. 119. 
243 Cfr. amongothers, Shew, William B.; Stelzer, lrwin M. (1996), p. 127. 
244 The advances oftechnology are an passionate adventure of our time, being 
instruments that allow the intelligence to advance in the access to informa-
tion, knowledge, knowing. But every instrument that helps in the life of in-
telligence should not spoil its condition of instrument. lf not, one could ar-
rive ata literal interpretation of affirmations like the following: «I would like 
to construct a machi ne that could be proud of me». Cited in Rifkin, Jeremy 
(1996), p. 88. 
T1 rn T1~1E ~1A11K ET 
is time that relates persons, unitcd in a timeless re lation, without 
measure 2J 5• 
Observing the presence of perverse applications in the in forma-
tion/ le isure relation may lead to having distrcssful and in sorne way, pes-
simi stic visions in the face of leisure time. There is no lack of prcdictions 
of a futurc communications society that will annul the frccdom o f leisurc 
t im e, converting it in a sum ofprogrammcd entertainments with no pos-
s ibility ofrcal choice, only an apparent kind of freedom becausc we will 
on ly choose what is given to us. Watching some telcvision prog rammes it 
can be understood why Karl Popper wrote: «a dcmocracy cannot exist if 
the television is not put under control» 2J 6• However, thcre are many posi-
tive aspects in the informatio n society. Thcre is the leisure time covered 
by knowedge or in formation, impossi ble to get in another way and the 
communieation media (cspecially audi ovisual) try to fill the hours of 
solitude of many persons. Here thcre are dialogues in the silenee that only 
the intelligence reeogn izes 2J 7• 
A mong the routes that lead to informat ionfl//i11g i11 lc isure tim e, there is 
one with a proper name: education. Educating in real value, not in the ap-
parent or f ictitous, is a di fTicult task beca use «Otir culture edueates us 
badly beeause it values what is brillant» 2J". Edueation will be pervcrse if 
it only looks at sueeess, if it has as a guide or a rule the so-called moral of 
success, or i f it e ireulates time drcams that take the extrao rdinary and ex-
ceptio nal as their models. Fortunately, the majority o f people inereasing-
ly look for more time to fil! the ir lives w ith human and transcendent 
meaning: time that gains time. 
245 Grillo, Andrea ( 1999). pp. 79-80, 100- 1 O l. 
246 «U na democrac ia non puó esistere se nonsi mette sotto cont rollo la telev i-
s ione, o p i~ precisamente. non puo esistere a lungo fino a quando il potere 
della te lev1s1ones non sera stato plenamente scopeno. Dico casi perche an-
che i nemici del la de mocrazia non sono ancora del tutto eonsapevoli del 
potere della tclcv isonc». Po pper, Knrl. R. ( 1994). p. 24. 
247 «Lcis urc is a form of this s ilcncc that is an cstimatc íor thc pcrccption of rc-
ality: only the person who kecps quict hears; who docs not kccp quict docs 
not hearn. Picper. Ja se f ( 1998). p. 45. 
248 Polo. Leonardo ( 1984), p. 27 1. 
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